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Various visual tasks may be analysed in the context of sampling from the visual field. In vi-
sual psychophysics, human visual sampling strategies have often been shown at a high-level to
be driven by various information and resource related factors such as the limited capacity of
the human cognitive system, the quality of information gathered, its relevance in context and
the associated efficiency of recovering it. At a lower-level, we interpret many computer vi-
sion tasks to be rooted in similar notions of contextually-relevant, dynamic sampling strategies
which are geared towards the filtering of pixel samples to perform reliable object association. In
the context of object tracking, the reliability of such endeavours is fundamentally rooted in the
continuing relevance of object models used for such filtering, a requirement complicated by real-
world conditions such as dynamic lighting that inconveniently and frequently cause their rapid
obsolescence. In the context of recognition, performance can be hindered by the lack of learned
context-dependent strategies that satisfactorily filter out samples that are irrelevant or blunt the
potency of models used for discrimination. In this thesis we interpret the problems of visual
tracking and recognition in terms of dynamic spatial and featural sampling strategies and, in this
vein, present three frameworks that build on previous methods to provide a more flexible and
effective approach.
Firstly, we propose an adaptive spatial sampling strategy framework to maintain statistical ob-
ject models for real-time robust tracking under changing lighting conditions. We employ colour
features in experiments to demonstrate its effectiveness. The framework consists of five parts:
(a) Gaussian mixture models for semi-parametric modelling of the colour distributions of multi-
colour objects; (b) a constructive algorithm that uses cross-validation for automatically determin-
ing the number of components for a Gaussian mixture given a sample set of object colours; (c) a
sampling strategy for performing fast tracking using colour models; (d) a Bayesian formulation
enabling models of object and the environment to be employed together in filtering samples by
discrimination; and (e) a selectively-adaptive mechanism to enable colour models to cope with
changing conditions and permit more robust tracking.
Secondly, we extend the concept to an adaptive spatial and featural sampling strategy to deal
with very difficult conditions such as small target objects in cluttered environments undergoing
severe lighting fluctuations and extreme occlusions. This builds on previous work on dynamic
feature selection during tracking by reducing redundancy in features selected at each stage as
well as more naturally balancing short-term and long-term evidence, the latter to facilitate model
rigidity under sharp, temporary changes such as occlusion whilst permitting model flexibility
under slower, long-term changes such as varying lighting conditions. This framework consists of
two parts: (a) Attribute-based Feature Ranking (AFR) which combines two attribute measures;
discriminability and independence to other features; and (b) Multiple Selectively-adaptive Fea-
ture Models (MSFM) which involves maintaining a dynamic feature reference of target object
appearance. We call this framework Adaptive Multi-feature Association (AMA).
3Finally, we present an adaptive spatial and featural sampling strategy that extends established
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) methods and overcomes many severe limitations of the traditional
approach such as limited spatial support, restricted sample sets and ad hoc joint and disjoint sta-
tistical distributions that may fail to capture important structure. Our framework enables more
compact, descriptive LBP type models to be constructed which may be employed in conjunction
with many existing LBP techniques to improve their performance without modification. The
framework consists of two parts: (a) a new LBP-type model known as Multiscale Selected Local
Binary Features (MSLBF); and (b) a novel binary feature selection algorithm called Binary His-
togram Intersection Minimisation (BHIM) which is shown to be more powerful than established
methods used for binary feature selection such as Conditional Mutual Information Maximisation
(CMIM) and AdaBoost.
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4.1 Scenario A Tracker Output: The centre-surround box shows tracker localisation
for the object, with the center box denoting estimated object position and the
surround region the area from which background samples are gathered. The
dashed blue box indicates manually labelled ground truth. The bottom-left of
each output frame depicts the tracked region zoomed in for clarity. See Figure 4.2
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ing box regions shown in the frames of Figure 4.1. The numbers below each
image are the rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region.
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adding MSFM to AFR improves the AFR maps and further increases emphasis
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4.3 Scenario A feature selection statistics. Top row shows top three ranked (or
weighted) features for each frame and the second row the corresponding frequen-
cies of selection for each feature in the pool. Only features with non-zero weights
are included. The features selected for AFR and AFR+MSFM were better dis-
criminators and prone to fewer fluctuations than both Collins et al. and Ensemble
Tracking (ET). This resulted in cleaner confidence maps (see Figure 4.2). The
SemiBoost tracker (ST) showed the least variation in feature selection. From
frame 20 onwards, the same single feature was effectively selected for classifica-
tion, with all other features weighted zero. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
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4.5 Scenario B, Example 1 Tracker Output: Severe brightness change. Frame 5875
is gamma corrected for reader clarity. Brightness was reduced by subtracting
from original pixel values until around halfway through the sequence when it
was increased again (from left to right respectively, images show 100%, 31%,
2%, 48% and 112% of original average pixel values). The centre-surround box
shows tracker localisation for the object. The dashed blue box indicates manually
labelled ground truth. Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost
tracker (ST) all failed to maintain tracking. AFR managed to track for longer but
failed when the scene became extremely dark. AFR+MFSM was able to adapt to
track the person’s bag which was still sufficiently salient, until the person became
strongly visible enough to be recaptured by the tracker for the remainder of the
sequence. See Figure 4.6 for corresponding confidence maps. . . . . . . . . . . . 143
4.6 Scenario B, Example 1 Confidence Maps: Severe brightness change. The num-
bers below each image are the rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the
surround region. Features selected by AFR (when locked on) resulted in im-
proved confidence maps and pixel classification over Collins et al. and Ensemble
Tracking, with emphasis on the most salient object region. AFR+MSFM im-
proved on this further still. The SemiBoost (ST) tracker showed clean maps
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4.7 Scenario B, Example 1 feature selection statistics. Top row shows top three
ranked (or weighted) features for each frame and the second row the correspond-
ing frequencies of selection for each feature in the pool. The features selected
for AFR and AFR+MSFM were better discriminators and prone to fewer fluc-
tuations than both Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET). This resulted in
cleaner confidence maps (see Figure 4.6). The SemiBoost tracker (ST) showed
least variation in feature ranking, but the tracker failed the earliest. . . . . . . . . 145
4.8 Scenario B, Example 1 localisation errors in pixel distance between each tracker
and manually-labelled ground truth. The SemiBoost tracker (ST) failed near
the beginning of the sequence whereas Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking
(ET) were unable to cope with the darkest portion of the sequence and lost track.
AFR failed shortly afterwards. However, AFR+MFSM was able to latch onto a
still-salient part of the target object (a carrier bag) until sufficient brightness was
restored for the tracker to reacquire the target object around frame 5950. . . . . . 146
4.9 Recovery of AFR+MSFM after distraction. (a) Selected frames with ground-
truth (dashed blue box) and tracker output (yellow box) superimposed. (b) Error
in tracking position relative to ground-truth. (c) Most dominant feature from
frame 5850 onwards. Shortly after frame 5860 the person lost saliency due to
severe low lighting and the dominant feature changed from 16 to switching be-
tween 35 and 3, as can be seen from Plot (c). However, from around frame 5880,
the tracker was able to attach itself to a still-salient bag being carried by the per-
son, which was well characterised by feature 12 at that brightness range. As
scene brightness returned, feature 3 reasserted itself around frame 5930. Around
Frame 5950 the person became visible enough for the tracker to quickly reattach
itself via the previously dominant feature 16, whose reference model asserted it-
self to reacquire the target object. From this point the bag was also consistently
emphasised via feature 12, since via MSFM its representation was strengthened
during the darker period, with the result that both relevant features (16 and 12)
reinforced each other in characterising the tracked person. . . . . . . . . . . . . 148
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4.10 Scenario B, Example 2 Tracker Output: Severe illumination change. The red
and blue pixel values were modified (from left to right respectively) to 100%,
64%, 39%, 74% and 107% (for red) and 100%, 118%, 128%, 115% and 98%
(for blue) of the original average pixel values. The centre-surround box shows
tracker localisation for the object. The dashed blue box indicates manually la-
belled ground truth. Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost tracker (ST)
both failed around the frame 5850 mark, with Collins et al. becoming distracted
around 100 frames later. AFR and AFR+MFSM both maintained track for the
duration of the sequence. See Figure 4.11 for corresponding confidence maps. . . 150
4.11 Scenario B, Example 2 Confidence Maps: The numbers below each image are
the rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. While
the SemiBoost tracker showed a clean confidence map in the first frame before
failing, the AFR and AFR+MFSM trackers showed the most useful confidence
maps consistently throughout the sequence with the target object more strongly
emphasised. The adaptive reference models of AFR+MFSM helped to further
strengthen the most salient parts of the target object. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
4.12 Scenario B, Example 2 feature selection statistics. Top row shows top three
ranked (or weighted) features for each frame and the second row the correspond-
ing frequencies of selection for each feature in the pool. The features selected for
AFR and AFR+MSFM were better discriminators and prone to fewer fluctuations
than both Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET). This resulted in cleaner,
more relevant confidence maps (see Figure 4.11). The SemiBoost tracker (ST)
showed a similar rigidity as for previous experiments, but this did not translate to
tracking accuracy in practice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152
4.13 Scenario B, Example 2 localisation errors in pixel distance between each tracker
and manually-labelled ground truth. Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the Semi-
Boost tracker (ST) both failed before the halfway point of the sequence, whereas
Collins et al. failed lost track around frame 5925. Both AFR and AFR+MFSM
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4.14 Scenario C Tracker Output: Tracking under occlusion. The dashed dark blue box
shows ground truth. Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost
tracker (ST) failed within a few frames, whereas AFR and AFR+MSFM contin-
ued to track successfully. AFR began to fail around Frame 52 due to occlusion
(see Figure 4.17) but AFR+MSFM resisted distraction due to up-to-date feature
reference models. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154
4.15 Scenario C Confidence Maps: The numbers below each image are the rounded
sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. The top three rows
represent trackers that failed early and so expectedly depict noisy or empty maps
bearing no relevance to the tracking target. AFR maps were clean and represen-
tative up until failure, whereas AFR+MFSM again improved on AFR by further
reducing noise and consequently improving actual tracking performance. . . . . 155
4.16 Scenario C feature selection statistics. Top row shows top three ranked (or
weighted) features for each frame and the second row the corresponding fre-
quencies of selection for each feature in the pool. The features selected for AFR
and AFR+MSFM were better discriminators and prone to fewer fluctuations than
Ensemble Tracking (ET), with the AFR+MFSM again further improving on AFR
alone. This resulted in cleaner confidence maps (see Figure 4.15). Collins et al.
showed less fluctuation than normal, but this is attributable to its attachment to a
relatively static portion of the background following tracking failure. The Semi-
Boost tracker (ST) selected the same single feature for the whole sequence, but
again this was largely due to tracking failure occurring at the beginning of the
sequence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157
4.17 Scenario C localisation errors in pixel distance between each tracker and manually-
labelled ground truth. Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost
tracker (ST) failed almost instantly, whereas AFR was able to track the target
before being distracted by a significant moving occluder shortly after frame 50.
AFR+MFSM maintained a lock on the target for the duration of the sequence. . . 158
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4.18 Scenario D, Example 1 Tracker Output: Tracking under occlusion and lighting
change. Frames 80 and 120 were gamma corrected for reader clarity. Bright-
ness was reduced by subtracting from original pixel values until around halfway
through the sequence when it was increased again (from left to right respectively,
images show 100%, 48%, 18%, 20% and 51% of original average pixel values).
The dashed dark blue box shows ground truth. Collins et al. and Ensemble Track-
ing (ET) failed around frame 90, whereas the SemiBoost tracker (ST), AFR and
AFR+MSFM all continued to maintain a lock successfully for the duration of the
sequence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160
4.19 Scenario D, Example 1 Confidence Maps: The numbers below each image are the
rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. The SemiBoost
tracker (ST), AFR and AFR+MFSM all showed the most consistently represen-
tative confidence maps, with MFSM again showing its ability so support AFR in
improving pixel classification. The SemiBoost tracker showed the cleanest maps
as a result of its lack of flexibility in feature ranking (see Figure 4.20). . . . . . . 161
4.20 Scenario D, Example 1 feature selection statistics. Top row shows top three
ranked (or weighted) features for each frame and the second row the correspond-
ing frequencies of selection for each feature in the pool. The features selected
for AFR and AFR+MSFM were better discriminators and prone to fewer fluc-
tuations than both Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET). This resulted in
cleaner confidence maps (see Figure 4.19), with AFR+MFSM again demonstrat-
ing meaningful improvement over AFR alone. The SemiBoost tracker (ST) again
showed significant rigidity in feature ranking, which in this example proved ade-
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4.22 Scenario D, Example 2 Tracker Output: Tracking under occlusion and light-
ing change. The dashed dark blue box shows ground truth. The red and blue
pixel values were modified (from left to right respectively) to 100%, 70%, 46%,
40% and 39% (for red) and 100%, 114%, 128%, 139% and 135% (for blue)
of the original average pixel values. The SemiBoost tracker (ST) failed within
ten frames while the others continued to track. Collins et al., Ensemble Track-
ing (ET) and AFR all became distracted around frame 95, with AFR recov-
ering within fifteen frames and Collins et al. recovering within thirty frames.
AFR+MSFM stayed locked onto the target for the duration of the sequence. See
Figure 4.25 for the ground truth plot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164
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the rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. Due to
early failure, the SemiBoost tracker (ST) showed the least relevant confidence
maps overall, with Ensemble Tracking (ET) also noisy following an unrecover-
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quence although tracking performance was not up to the consistency of AFR and
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ranked (or weighted) features for each frame and the second row the correspond-
ing frequencies of selection for each feature in the pool. As for all previous
experiments, AFR+MSFM added further control to the feature ranking and se-
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in feature ranking but failed early on. The statistics for Collins et al. and En-
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Vision is at once both enigmatic and yet perhaps one of the most taken for granted of the senses.
It facilitates a wide array of tasks and yet for most the question of the complexities and so-
phistication that underlie this capability never arises. From the electric impulses of an array of
photoreceptive cells we are ultimately able to survey our environment, navigate from one loca-
tion to the next, find food, detect danger, recognise a family member, play football, appreciate
art and many other activities without which our lives might be experientially less multifarious.
Given this immense versatility of vision, it is unsurprising that the pursuit of artificial systems
that embody its capabilities is widely undertaken. Such technology promises to enhance life in a
variety of ways, from the automatic visual analysis of medical images for anomaly detection (e.g.
[137, 9, 217], Figure 1.1) to replacing human drivers on the road (e.g. [220, 46, 50], Figure 1.2)
to round-the-clock exhaustive surveillance of critical public areas for detecting suspicious or
anomalous behaviour (e.g. [87, 252, 85], Figure 1.3). In the process of this drive, it is perhaps
to be expected that sets of seemingly disparate visual phenomena will be found to be rooted in
some common foundation, even if in a wide variety of manifestations.
1.1 Visual sampling in humans
The field of human psychophysics is concerned with experimentally exploring the underlying
cognitive mechanisms responsible for certain human visual functions, such as the ability of peo-
ple to perceive surfaces as uniformly bright under changing illuminant or the perception of two-
dimensional images in a three-dimensional context. One area of interest involves the mecha-
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Figure 1.1: Example of automated segmentation and classification of malarial parasites in a blood
specimen. True positives (TP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN) are highlighted. (Tek
et al. [217]).
nisms of visual attention and the factors influencing the direction of attention of humans such
as limited (processing) capacity and the consequential efficiency and efficacy with which vari-
ous visual tasks may be performed (e.g. [159, 45, 38]). Models of visual attention tend to fall
into two complementary categories [54]; visual search (e.g. [49, 109]) and visual sampling (e.g.
[160, 157]). By standard definitions, the former essentially involves locating a specified object
or set of objects whose presence or position is unknown in the visual environment (e.g. finding a
set of keys in a cluttered room) and the latter involves determining the state of objects or events
at predetermined places to facilitate a specific visual task (e.g. scanning gauges on the dashboard
when driving on the motorway). However, in a more general context, at a low-level both of these
may be viewed as intrinsically relying on an ability to perform associations between stimuli and
appropriate internal representations or models.
There are several factors that influence the human sampling of the visual field during a vi-
sual task. For example, Kundel [104] compared the visual attention patterns for laypersons and
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Figure 1.2: Detection of road boundaries and road junctions for automated vehicle navigation.
Detected roadside boundaries (the thick black and white lines) are used to estimate the trajectory
of the road and the position/orientation of junctions (the thin black lines). (Ekinci et al. [50]).
radiologists in analysing chest x-rays, with the unsurprising result that the experts’ distribution
of foveal fixation areas coincided with those most likely to contain an anomaly. For drivers,
Senders et al. [192] studied required visual sampling frequencies when visibility of the road
was periodically disrupted and Wierwille [232] observed sampling patterns when drivers were
simultaneously preoccupied with an in-vehicle task. Additionally, Hoffman et al. [84] studied
the strategies employed by drivers for visually sampling the road during driving whilst simulta-
neously examining text messages on devices inside the vehicle. Such experiments consistently
suggested that visual sampling of the road when distracted during driving is geared towards
maintaining levels of uncertainty regarding the position of the vehicle relative to the road be-
low a threshold. The efficiency and efficacy of the sampling process was in turn affected by
factors such as the demands imposed by the distracting task and the level of experience of the
driver. A more abstract study was done by Kva¨lseth [105] to explore visual sampling within an
information-theoretic context for a Gaussian autoregressive process. His experiments suggested
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Figure 1.3: Detection of anomalous road crossing (“jaywalking”) in automated public CCTV
analysis (Hospedales et al. [85]).
that sampling was geared towards maximising information gain when uncertainty rose above a
certain point. Wickens et al. [231] investigated the visual sampling patterns of pilots in a cockpit
environment whilst engaged in traffic detection. They derived a successful model that reflected
the probability of areas of interest being scanned during a visual sampling process as a combi-
nation of the value of scanning such areas, the relevance of the information that could be gained
there and the bandwidth (or amount of information) that could be collected during the scan. They
also explored the importance of salience of areas of interest and the amount of effort required to
scan them. Studies such as these and others serve to highlight the role of various factors in visual
sampling such as limited cognitive capacity, the task being performed, experience, information
gain, efficiency and salience, amongst others. Consequently, visual sampling may be viewed as
inherently dynamic, adaptive and context-dependent.
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1.2 Visual sampling in computer vision
Human psychophysical explorations of visual sampling, such as the work described above, are
on the whole rather high-level and abstract. The question arises as to the context in which com-
puter vision algorithms could or should perform visual sampling. While concepts derived from
visual attention research such as limited capacity, efficiency and information gain may be di-
rectly related in a concrete way to computer vision, ideas borrowed from statistics and which
are widely employed by computer vision algorithms serve to place a slightly lower-level, less
abstract definition on the notion of visual sampling. In statistics, the idea of sampling in general
is geared towards the collection of samples which satisfy some criterion, such as being repre-
sentative of a population. The representative sample may then be used to infer some properties
regarding the overall population. The process of collecting such samples is a sampling strategy.
Sampling strategies may take several forms with the end result that a set of appropriate samples
has been collected. On one hand, samples may be gathered for the purpose of minimising the
amount of data that must be stored without losing relevant information. Subsampling an image
to reduce its dimensions whilst retaining the overall forms reflected therein is a simple example
of this approach (e.g. see Figure 1.4). A more sophisticated example is the recent method of
compressive sampling (Candes and Wakin [19]), which is capable of compressing images into
extremely sparse basis representations and reconstructing them in high detail. On the other hand,
samples may need to be scrutinised and accepted or rejected in order to meet some criterion,
such as finding pixels in an image which belong to a specific object in the scene (e.g. see Figure
1.5). In this case, the sampling strategy essentially takes the form of a filtering process, since the
samples are effectively being drawn from a combination of populations, only one of which is of
interest. This resulting set of samples may then be taken as representative of the corresponding
object (population) and may be used to estimate some desired properties of that object such as
its position, distance or pose. At a more abstract level, strategies have been carefully constructed
to facilitate sampling from probability densities that cannot be directly accessed, in particular
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques such as Gibbs sampling [68] or the filtering-
based sampling strategy used by the more general Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [146] which
involves accepting or rejecting samples according to a ratio value.
For computer vision tasks, the filtering-based approach to sampling is of particular interest.
The foundation of many application areas such as tracking, segmentation and recognition con-
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Figure 1.4: Spatially regular pixel sampling of an image to reduce the required storage while
maintaining the fundamental physical forms within. The right image is the same as the left but
subsampled to contain only 1% of the pixel data. While there is less detail, the overall spatial
shapes and relationships across the entire image are maintained.
Figure 1.5: Selective pixel sampling based on object membership. The right image retains only
those pixels which are classified as belonging to the red portion of the rose in the left image. In
this case, the sampling strategy is to accept or reject pixels based on the probabilistic likelihood
of having been generated by a model representing either the red part of the flower or the rest of
the image.
sists of reliably establishing the level of association between image samples and internal models
of some type. Ultimately, this results in the allocation of values to pixels or derived transforma-
tions of pixels which indicate various degrees of confidence in the association and from which
assignment decisions can be made. Such considerations may be made for pixels either individu-
ally (e.g. background modelling [206]) or in conjunction with each other (e.g. template tracking
[135, 149] or background modelling [185]). Consequently, it might be argued that, most, if not
all, computer vision tasks are rooted in a filtering-based sampling strategy of some kind. The
task then is to design effective sampling strategies that satisfy the requirements of being adap-
tive, dynamically contextually-relevant and efficient for a given visual application. However,
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many computer vision methodologies are severely lacking in catering for this philosophy, either
through the use of static a priori models or the use of inflexible algorithms based on limited as-
sumptions that prevent their effectiveness in real-world situations. A key issue related to this is
the question of averaging vs selection as filtering approaches. Most computer vision method-
ologies have traditionally used optimisation techniques to derive models from sample data such
that the samples are effectively interpolated or averaged over. While outliers in such data tend
to be downweighted, they can still impact the efficacy of a model to various degrees. This be-
comes even more acutely problematic in model update situations where errors due to outliers can
build over time, leading to model drift. While this may be the best approach in many cases, in
many others it may be more appropriate to perform selection while completely discarding those
samples not selected.
1.3 Object association
Object association is concerned with the matching of pieces of image evidence with specific ob-
jects of focus. This capability underpins a range of visual tasks such as tracking and recognition.
Tracking involves the use of data association techniques [5, 39] to combine prediction and veri-
fication using sensory measurements to update estimates of target state (such as spatial position)
over time. If sensory measurements are obtained from more than one source (such as radar and
infrared signals), data fusion methods (see Hall and Llinas [78]) may be employed to combine
them when updating states. More specifically for visual tracking, given a predicted position, the
verification process generally involves separating foreground (the object of interest) from back-
ground (the surrounding area) and making a final judgement about target position. This amounts
to a strategy that seeks to extract object-representative samples through a two-step sample fil-
tering process: (a) narrowing the search through prediction; and (b) selecting samples through
verification using object models (e.g. [88]). Accurate segmentation requires taking this to a cer-
tain degree of pixel-level precision; in essence, recovering all samples from a specific population.
In real-world scenarios, tracking must often take place under difficult conditions where lighting,
pose, clutter and multiple distractors with a similar appearance to the target can obfuscate the
process (see Figure 1.6). Due to the inherently dynamic, complex nature of this problem, models
often exhibit extreme transience in relevance, strongly discriminant at one moment and becoming
impotent the next. As such, flexibility is required in the verification filtering process in order to
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properly maintain the models that guide it. More specifically, we can envisage two components
to maintaining models:
1. Adapting models to cope with changes in appearance that may result from factors such
as changes in lighting. For example, distributions of colour will generally shift in feature
space when conditions of illumination change over time. Empirical techniques for such an
approach will generally involve the periodic sampling of object pixels to provide cues for
adaptation; consequently, a crucial consideration is the prevention of model drift, which
can occur through flawed or inadequate sampling strategies that introduce “contaminants”
in the form of non-object pixels into the model. Such errors build over time, resulting in
an eventual failure of the model to represent the tracking target.
2. Selecting the most appropriate features to use. For example, photometric features such as
colour may be the most distinguishing characteristic when tracking a person wearing a red
coat through a crowd of people wearing black, but if he or she then moves through a crowd
of people wearing red, geometric features such as body shape or height may become more
appropriate for making an association. Although some features may exhibit invariance
under a relatively wide range of conditions, none are likely to be rigid against all of the
variations experienced in everyday situations.
Previous methods such as those described by Collins et al. [29], Avidan [4] and Grabner et
al. [72] go some way towards addressing the issue of selecting models with an inherently adap-
tive component that enables them to handle short-term changes in object appearance. However,
they do not adequately address the problem of controlling model relevance; that is, the integrity
of such models in reflecting object appearance at any given time. In attempting to restrict erro-
neous short-term changes which would over time render the models useless, they are made too
restrictive in adequately adapting to long-term changes.
In contrast to tracking, object recognition is often performed by simply determining which
population a set of already collected samples is likely to have been derived from rather than
filtering samples taken from a mixture of populations to isolate those from a specific population.
However, the general notion of spatially-selective sampling to increase the specificity of the
samples being matched so as to improve discrimination also applies. For example, a person
may not need an entire picture of an elephant in order to identify it - knowing where to look for
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.6: An example of a scenario for tracking a person (highlighted with a yellow arrow)
through a crowd of people in a low-resolution, cluttered scene. Initialised in (a), the person
moves across similarly coloured distractors (b), undergoes severe occlusion (c) and experiences
chromatic change due to lighting fluctuations in (d). Such conditions put an insurmountable
strain on features to stay representative of a target object during tracking to the exclusion of
proximal distractors, suggesting a more appropriate strategy of dynamically selecting the most
discriminative feature type at any given time as well as updating their corresponding models.
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the most distinguishing characteristics is often sufficient as well as perhaps more robust under
occlusion. Furthermore, as with tracking, the type of feature most useful is again fundamentally
applicable - a flamingo is more likely to be pink than an elephant.
1.4 Approach
In our research, we place the emphasis on a conceptual and practical unification of visual tracking
and recognition through their interpretation as being rooted in various forms of adaptive sampling
strategy [138, 140, 139, 176, 177, 175, 178, 141, 174, 173]. In doing so, we extend previous work
in several key areas to cater for the important requirements of efficiency, contextual relevance and
adaptivity in these strategies (see Figure 1.7. A basis for the concepts presented herein is a for-
mal extension of the 2D spatial domain of an image to the featural domain, which we call the
Spatial-Featural Volume or SFV (Figure 1.8), analogous to the extension of three-dimensional
space to the fourth dimension of time. Whereas a typical static image consists of a single type
of feature sampled at regular 2D spatial intervals (e.g. greyscale values at each pixel location),
an image more generally may be viewed as a volume with a third dimension indexing feature
type and each “slice” along this dimension consisting of coordinate-indexed values for a specific
feature. For example, three slices of the volume for an image may consist of red, green and blue
coefficients of the RGB feature domain along with other slices corresponding to edge pixels,
different colour spaces, local intensity histograms and any other type of pixel-referenced feature.
Such features may either be retrieved directly (for example, by alternative sensory devices that
sample the environment such as infra-red cameras or radar imagers) or derived through trans-
formations of raw RGB pixel values. We interpret the tasks of object tracking and recognition
as implementations of sampling strategies that dynamically filter pixel samples on-the-fly both
in the spatial and the featural domain, given some set of features representing the latter; that is,
in the same way that samples are filtered spatially according to their association with models,
they are also filtered featurally according to their discriminative capacity. We focus our study on
adaptive visual sampling in three areas of computer vision; object tracking, object association by
classification and object recognition.
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Figure 1.7: Visual tasks such as tracking and recognition (in both humans and machines) involve
the visual sampling of input stimuli given a specific sampling strategy. Many computer vision
sampling strategies are static both in terms of features and models used. The focus of this work is
on developing flexible computer vision sampling strategies (dashed box) for tracking and object
recognition which consist of feature selection and/or model adaptation to cater for the needs of
contextual relevance and changing object appearance over time.
1.4.1 Colour feature sampling for tracking
A prime concern for any object association task being conducted over time is the continuing rel-
evance of the object-representational model. This model forms the basis for an accurate filtering
of pixels or features in order to derive a set representative of the object’s population. In most
real-world situations, dynamic conditions such as viewpoint changes and lighting fluctuations
cause transience in the relevance of these models. This problem is particularly acute for tracking
tasks in uncontrolled environments, where static object-representational models may lose their
relevance frequently and rapidly. We would also argue that invariant features by and large do
not exist, or at least are insufficiently representative of target objects without unique geometries.
Consequently, such models need to be adapted accordingly; in other words, the sampling strategy
should be flexible and dynamic.
We address this by studying adaptive statistical modelling of object features; specifically,
colour values in Hue-Saturation space. These models are used for real-time and robust tracking
of multi-colour objects under changing lighting conditions. Colour features have been used for a
variety of tasks such as segmentation [201], tracking [138] and object recognition [134, 212]. We
examine previous colour-based methods appropriate to this area and address specific limitations
which are; (a) The use of non-parametric models (e.g. [212, 100]) which can be sensitive to small
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Figure 1.8: An example Spatial-Featural Volume for an image. Each “slice” constitutes a prop-
erty or transformation of the original image, such as hue or edge-orientation at each pixel. Slices
may themselves comprise multiple layers, such as the Histogram-of-Gradients HoG [41] descrip-
tor comprising the statistics of oriented gradients in the fixed neighbourhood of each pixel. Vi-
sion tasks generally involve the evaluation of samples with the 2D x-y spatial domain but feature
selection may also be viewed in this context as sampling from the third, “featural” dimension.
training sets and (b) The lack of a dynamic sampling strategy which prevents object models from
maintaining relevance under changing conditions over time. In doing so we develop a sampling
strategy framework for tracking based on pixel feature statistics and apply it to colour sampling
in particular. This involves; (a) The use of semi-parametric Gaussian mixture models to capture
multi-colour distributions. This has the benefit of enabling a more flexible selection of model
order than histogram bin sizes as well as being better able to deal with small quantities of data;
(b) An algorithm for automatically selecting the number of components of a Gaussian mixture
model. This employs a cross-validation approach to incrementally add components and termi-
nate when the model begins to overfit; (c) A fast filtering-based sampling strategy that employs
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the model to sample from the image of a sequence and estimate object position and size. This
operates in real-time on extremely modest hardware; (d) A Bayesian formulation for context-
dependent pixel classification that more rigorously employs adaptive models of both object and
background; (e) A mechanism to facilitate a dynamic sampling strategy by automatically adapt-
ing a mixture model to deal with colour changes caused by changing lighting conditions. Our
approach also includes a more intelligent mechanism for detecting tracking failure and suspend-
ing adaptation in order to prevent model drift. We demonstrate the effectiveness of adaptive
over static models on sequences depicting the tracking of faces against changing backgrounds
under dynamic lighting conditions and undergoing partial occlusion with selective adaptation.
We also demonstrate the Bayesian filtering formulation by tracking a multi-coloured torso with
segmentation to illustrate the accuracy of pixel classification.
1.4.2 Multi-feature sampling for tracking
In addition to the effect of changes in appearance of an object on models used for sample filter-
ing, the robustness of different types of features is highly context-dependent, with photometric
and geometric environmental conditions inducing different complications. For example, colour
is sensitive to changes in lighting whilst shape and texture may be drastically altered during pose
transitions. Additionally, in cluttered scenes dynamic distractors can significantly affect the rele-
vance of specific features over time, e.g. colour may perform adequately when a red target object
is tracked against a non-red background but shape may be more discriminative when the target
moves into a red-coloured area. Consequently, in the absence of truly robust features, a success-
ful tracker will not only take measures to alleviate the problems of model-drift but also to utilise
the features most likely to be useful at any given time.
We extend the sampling strategy for tracking described in Section 1.4.1 by incorporating
an additional filtering step to address the issue of selecting appropriate features during track-
ing. Whilst previously filtering was performed purely in the spatial domain, here the notion is
extended to another dimension, the featural domain of the Spatial-Featural Volume (SFV) as il-
lustrated in Figure 1.8. This extra dimension constitutes an extra source of pixel samples, with
each spatial image coordinate now indexing a pool of values derived from various transforma-
tions of the raw image colours. Previous work has addressed the issue of selection from this
pool for tracking (e.g. [29, 4, 115, 72]) with the following limitations: (a) in choosing the most
relevant features in each frame, features are ranked using metrics or boosting methods which
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do not address issues of redundancy amongst those selected (see Section 2.1.2); and (b) model
drift is inadequately addressed by using static reference models based on unrealistic assumptions
of long-term relevance. Here we address these problems within a framework called Adaptive
Multi-Feature Association (AMA) consisting of two components: (a) A more reliable feature
ranking method called Attribute-based Feature Ranking (AFR) which consists of a combination
of two computed attributes per feature to reduce redundancy; and (b) a mechanism called Multi-
ple Selectively-adaptive Feature Models (MSFM) for maintaining multiple longer-term reference
models that are selectively adapted on-line to avoid model drift. This forms an extension of the
dynamic sampling strategy concept to multiple feature domains. Due to significant disconti-
nuities in the visual appearance of objects, we consider the tracking problem as one of object
association by classification. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this framework in challeng-
ing tracking scenarios depicting small target objects in cluttered environments undergoing severe
lighting changes and occlusions and show that the use of adaptive reference models is a more
effective approach to balancing short and long-term evidence to maintain relevance for the sam-
pling strategy.
1.4.3 Local Binary Pattern feature sampling for recognition
Visual recognition, like visual tracking, finds its basis in the problem of object association. Al-
though tracking is usually concerned with distinguishing between the foreground object being
tracked and the background, this can naturally extend to discriminating between different fore-
ground objects, as addressed by Song et al. [204] who employ object classification to perform
disambiguation when tracking people in crowded scenes. In either case, there is a fundamental
requirement for a sampling strategy that scrutinises the most appropriate parts of an object in
order to both reliably and efficiently perform discrimination.
We consider the problem of object recognition using a sparse feature representation and in
particular address some of the limitations of Local Binary Pattern (LBP) based recognition mod-
els. LBP methods have been used extensively for a huge range of applications, including texture
discrimination [130, 155] (demonstrating excellent results and good robustness against rotation
and global illumination changes), texture segmentation [172] and recognition of facial identity
[2] and expression [53, 193, 195]. This paradigm involves representing classes of objects such
as faces or textures by the joint statistical modelling of Boolean features yielded by thresholding
samples from the surround of each pixel in corresponding images to capture local structure. We
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examine the limitations of previous LBP methodologies and argue that they are borne from a fun-
damentally inflexible approach to modelling LBP statistics which: (a) either limit the spatial area
over which models may capture information or otherwise average over potentially useful details;
(b) incorporate possibly redundant information which wastes resources; (c) decouples statistics
in an ad hoc manner; and (d) builds models in a spatially non-selective, context-agnostic way
which further impacts on classification accuracy and betrays the inherent importance of adaptive
visual sampling approaches to discrimination. We then propose a framework which solves all
of these problems and can be added without modification to many existing LBP-type methods
which involve modelling distributions of jointly encoded binary sequences such as [127, 118].
This framework involves: (a) a novel feature selection algorithm designed for binary data, called
Binary Histogram Intersection Minimisation (BHIM), which is capable of finding stronger, less-
redundant feature subsets than two state-of-the-art algorithms for binary feature selection; (b)
the encoding of selected features to form distributions from context-dependent spatial topologies
called Multiscale Selected Local Binary Features (MSLBF); and (c) the use of MSLBF models
in a pairwise-coupling [82] scheme to enable the most appropriate samples to be used depending
on the two classes being compared. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework over tra-
ditional LBP approaches in two specific recognition applications; texture classification and face
recognition. Simultaneously, we show the improved descriptiveness of the feature selected by
the BHIM algorithm over two established algorithms used for binary feature selection. We also
present a third experiment that performs an extensive comparison of the three feature selection
methods on synthetic data and shows the improved performance of BHIM without an excessive
increase in computational cost.
1.5 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
1. We present a general spatial sampling strategy for tracking that explores adaptive statistical
modelling of colour feature distributions to facilitate real-time and robust performance. We
apply it to dynamically and selectively maintain the relevance of a colour model during a
tracking task to improve reliability under changing lighting conditions and backgrounds.
The framework consists of five components:
(a) Gaussian mixture models for semi-parametric modelling of the colour distributions
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of multi-colour objects;
(b) An Iterative Model Order Selection (IMOS) algorithm that uses cross-validation for
automatically determining the number of components for a Gaussian mixture given a
sample set of object colours, a procedure normally performed in an ad hoc manner;
(c) A sampling strategy for performing fast tracking using colour models;
(d) A Bayesian formulation enabling models of object and the environment to be em-
ployed together in filtering samples by discrimination;
(e) An adaptive mechanism to enable colour models to cope with changing conditions
and permit more robust tracking. Furthermore, a method for detecting tracking errors
controls adaptation to prevent model drift.
2. We present a general spatial and featural sampling strategy for object association that
balances short-term with long-term evidence more naturally and reliably than previous
methods [29, 4, 72]. We apply it to selectively maintain the relevance of multiple mod-
els corresponding to multiple features for small objects moving in cluttered environments
and undergoing severe lighting changes and occlusions. We call this framework Adaptive
Multi-feature Association, which consists of two components:
(a) Attribute-based Feature Ranking (AFR) which combines two attribute measures, (a)
a measure of discriminability and (b) a measure of independence to other features;
(b) Multiple Selectively-adaptive Feature Models (MSFM) which involves maintaining a
dynamic feature reference of target object appearance. These are updated selectively
against current image evidence for ranking features and classifying pixels in each
frame.
3. We develop an extension to traditional LBP methods [154, 155] to provide a selective,
context-dependent spatial and featural sampling strategy for more efficient and accurate
modelling of texton distributions. This approach is able to overcome many limitations of
previous methods such as limited spatial support, ad hoc joint and disjoint distributions
and resource-limited feature sampling. It may also be integrated with many LBP and LBP-
derived methods to enhance them without modification. The framework consists of two
components:
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(a) A new LBP-type model called Multiscale Selected Local Binary Features (MSLBF);
(b) A novel binary feature selection algorithm called Binary Histogram Intersection Min-
imisation (BHIM).
1.6 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 provides a review of the current literature. This focuses on sampling strategies that
have been employed for object tracking, recognition and feature selection for association. Chap-
ter 3 describes our adaptive spatial sampling strategy for tracking with statistical feature distri-
butions, in particular colour data. On-line adaptation of the statistical model is performed to deal
with changes in imaging conditions. Chapter 4 extends this to an adaptive spatial and featural
sampling strategy in the form of a framework for tracking by object association over multiple
hypotheses that focuses on balancing short-term and long-term evidence to maintain model rel-
evance. The most appropriate features are selected during tracking, with multiple models main-
tained for the different features and selectively updated. Chapter 5 extends previous work on LBP
methods to derive a spatial and featural sampling strategy that more naturally overcomes many
of the limitations of the traditional approach. This is demonstrated in the context of recognition




The concept of visual sampling is relevant in multiple contexts relating to visual perception.
Various tasks, such as tracking and recognition, intrinsically require the ability to perform re-
liable visual discrimination between various parts of an image. The ability to select the most
appropriate features for discrimination greatly supports this goal. In addition, given the funda-
mentally dynamic nature of real-world environments, relative appearances undergo constant and
often drastic change with the result that featural reliability is typically unstable. Consequently,
it is necessary to be adaptive in selecting the most appropriate features at any given time as
they undergo such fluctuations in reliability. Psychophysical evidence for pre-attentive on-the-
fly evaluation of featural discriminability in human vision (and the consequent corresponding
attentive salience of targets) is provided in visual search experiments conducted by Theeuwes
[218, 219].
The notion of visual sampling is fundamentally rooted in issues such as limited capacity,
efficiency, relevance and informational value ([159, 45, 38, 104, 84]). Minimising the effort
required in order to maximise the quality and relevance of information received is necessary for
vision systems with limited temporal and material resources. Where visual object association is
concerned, such objectives may go a long way to being best served by sampling strategies that:
(a) incorporate robust predictive mechanisms (see [5]); (b) employ small, descriptive feature
sets which are capable of providing sufficient discriminative power for the task at hand (e.g.
[93, 102, 76]); and (c) exhibit significant model flexibility and dynamism to cope with changing
conditions (e.g. [175, 206]).
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In this chapter, previous work is described relating to the contributions made in this thesis
with regards to visual sampling for; (a) feature selection for classification; (b) for tracking; and
(c) for recognition.
2.1 Feature selection for classification
Many computer vision tasks for which classifiers are to be constructed involve a set of variables
which are taken to characterise in some way the underlying differences between objects for which
such variables are assigned values. For example, variables relating to pixel hue, saturation and
brightness embody the colour appearance difference between a red and a blue object in an image.
Depending on the real-world characteristics utilised, a pool of such variables may consist of
anything from a few tens to a few hundreds of thousands. Such variables may correspond to a
combination of physical features that manifest in an image or even just a single feature such as
an edge pixel.
To build useful object classifiers, it is important to first select a subset of the most appropriate
features to use from the entire pool in order to improve classification performance, especially
when training sets are small (Hall [79]). Guyon and Elisseeff [76] and Guyon [74] have pre-
viously elucidated several reasons for doing so: (a) it may not be computationally efficient or
appropriate to employ all features simultaneously due to problems such as the curse of dimen-
sionality or limited computational and storage resources; (b) too many inappropriate features
may pollute predictive power; (c) the most appropriate features will generally demarcate the
most relevant differences between classes whereas inappropriate ones may introduce irrelevant
categorisations that do not reflect real-world truth, i.e. the best features reflect the underlying
generative processes for the sample data; and (d) the identification of the most relevant features
may simplify the process of future data collection by better defining where efforts should be di-
rected. More recent benchmarks (Guyon et al. [77, 75]) have suggested that feature selection
is not particularly useful for improving classification performance; in particular in cases when
selection is performed to avoid overfitting as a result of small datasets. Since such difficulties are
mitigated by regularisation techniques, selection becomes more critical for trimming irrelevant
or redundant features. As such, the problem becomes one of selecting those features that at least
minimise any degradation in performance over using the whole set.
In general, a sampling strategy is the process of collecting samples such that they satisfy
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some predetermined purpose, such as being representative of a population. Considering the
Spatial-Featural Volume (SFV) of an image depicted in Figure 1.8 for vision related tasks; in
the same way that pixel samples may be filtered within the 2D spatial domain according to
their goodness of fit to a model, they may also be filtered within the third (featural) dimension
through a feature selection process operating on feature discriminability. A chosen set of features
effectively constrains the slices of the SFV from which sample feature vectors are constructed and
subsequently spatially filtered. This process of dynamic feature selection and subsequent spatial
filtering can be conceptually viewed as two components of a unified sampling strategy which
filters samples from the 3D SFV as a whole. The ultimate goal is to form efficient and robust
classifiers from compact sets of highly discriminative features with low redundancy. Note that in
principle, chosen feature sets should not necessarily be kept fixed after the selection process and
in general should be reassessed in line with the contextual dynamics of a vision task.
There are two main classes of feature selection approaches: (1) filters [79, 103], which em-
ploy feature ranking criteria for selection and operate independently of the induction algorithm to
be used (see Figure 2.1); and (2) wrappers [93, 108, 21], which “wrap around” specific induction
algorithms in evaluating the quality of subsets of features by cross-validation (see Figure 2.2). A
third class of algorithm, known as embedded methods [76], are similar to wrappers but consist of
greater integration between the induction algorithm and the feature searching procedure, with the
latter guided by the former. In the case of filters, features are evaluated according to some metric
computed on feature distributions (which may be derived from training data or another source).
With wrappers, features may be selected on the basis of their actual cross-validation performance,
determined by applying the induction algorithm concerned (such as Naı¨ve Bayesian classifiers
or Support Vector Machines). We next discuss the ranking of features for filter-based selection
algorithms.
Figure 2.1: The “filter” approach to feature subset selection (Kohavi and John [102]). The feature
selection algorithm is self-contained and independent of the induction algorithm to be applied.
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Figure 2.2: The “wrapper” approach to feature subset selection (Kohavi and John [102]). The se-
lection algorithm is “wrapped” around the induction algorithm (classifier) which is used to evalu-
ate the results of adding or subtracting features from the chosen subset. Because of this approach,
wrapper methods tend to cater for the biases of individual induction algorithms in choosing the
best features; conversely, it also results in a tendency to overfit when training datasets are small.
2.1.1 Ranking features
Feature subset selection is inherently rooted in the notion of the relevance of a feature, partic-
ularly for filter-based methods. There are several general definitions that have been proposed
regarding what constitutes the notion of relevance for a feature and which impinge on a feature
selection process. In order to describe these, several notational constructs are introduced. A
sample set of K datapoints is referenced as S, with each datapoint xk, k = 1..K an instance of the
vector-valued random variable X comprising J features X j, j = 1..J. Each feature X j is drawn
from some feature domain F j. The instance space consisting of all possible combinations of fea-
ture values is thus given byF1×F2× ...×FJ . A distribution D is defined over the instance space
from which the sample set S is assumed to have been drawn. A target function c maps samples
to corresponding labels (either deterministically or as a distribution over all possible labels) and
encapsulates the idea of a concept. A classifier generated using a learning algorithm is denoted
as L.
Two important definitions of feature relevance are given in John et al. [93] and Kohavi and
John [102] as follows:
Strongly relevant to the sample/distribution: A feature X j is strongly relevant to the sample
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set S if there exist samples A and B in S that differ only in their values of X j and have different
labels (or distributions over labels). More generally, X j is strongly relevant to c and D if samples
A and B have non-zero probability in D, they differ only in their values for X j and c(A) 6= c(B).
Weakly relevant to the sample/distribution: A feature X j is weakly relevant to S or c and
D if there is a subset of the features which, when removed, makes X j strongly relevant.
As discussed, there is often the need to reduce the complexity of a classifier (i.e. reduce the
resources required for good performance). Embodying the aim of finding compact sets of se-
lected features in order to do this, the notion of relevance as an indication of functional complex-
ity (rather than an evaluation of individual features for selection) is formulated in the following
definition (Blum and Langley [15]):
Relevance as a measure of complexity: Given a set of samples S and a set of concepts C,
choose the smallest set of relevant features that minimise error over S for one of the concepts in
C.
These measures of relevance are independent of any specific form of induction algorithm and
features evaluated as relevant are not necessarily useful from the point of view of classification
accuracy. A more specific definition of usefulness with respect to a classifier L is given in Caru-
ana and Freitag [21]:
Incremental usefulness: Given a set of previously selected features A, a feature X j is incre-
mentally useful to L given A if the error rate on S using {X j}∪A is superior than the error rate
using A alone.
This definition has a natural relevance to feature subset selection algorithms, in particular
forward-selection and backward-elimination algorithms (see Section 2.1.2).
In practice, filter methods employ some metric in order to determine how well a given feature
X j predicts the class variable Y . An example of a commonly used criterion for ranking a feature
is the Pearson Correlation Coefficient R( j) for feature X j estimated from K samples (Guyon and
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Elisseeff [76]):
R( j) =
∑Kk=1(xk, j− x¯ j)(yk− y¯)√
∑Kk=1(xk, j− x¯ j)2∑Kk=1(yk− y¯)2
(2.1)
The Pearson Correlation Coefficient is a normalised measure of linear dependency between
two variables. Consequently, a high coefficient between a feature variable X and a class variable
Y is taken as an indicator of the utility of X for predicting Y . Largely because of their rigorous
theoretical grounding, metrics based on information theory are also commonly employed, such
as the mutual information [6] (or information gain [240]) I(Y ;X j) between feature X j and class
variable Y :








dY dX j (2.2)
which is also the Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL(p(Y,X j)‖p(Y )p(X j)) between the den-
sities p(Y,X j) and p(Y )p(X j). Another example of a potential feature ranking metric is the
probability of misclassification ε( j) for feature X j when employing a Maximum A-Posteriori
classifier, where the class ζ (x j) of an instance of the feature X j is given by:



















We refer the reader to Forman et al. [58] for a more in-depth comparison of several other
measures in the context of text classification tasks. The next section addresses some other crucial
issues; that is, those related to the selection of useful subsets of features for classification tasks.
2.1.2 Feature subset selection
In the simplest case, features may be ranked by simply applying the ranking criterion for each
feature independently and selecting the highest ranked one. This procedure may then be repeated
until (for example) the chosen subset reaches some fixed size or a satisfactory level of classi-
fication performance is reached. The main drawback of ranking features independently of one
another is that the resulting selected subset could possibly contain much redundancy in descrip-
tive or predictive power. For example, replicating the highest-ranked feature and its samples in
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a dataset would result in both being ranked highest during the selection process with the corre-
sponding redundancy introduced into the chosen subset. If a fixed-size set is sought, this may
potentially prevent the selection of highly complementary features which are individually lower-
ranked. Consequently, the process of selecting feature subsets cannot be restricted to simply
ranking each variable as a predictor of class on an independently; rather, a more appropriate ap-
proach is to rank the predictive power of subsets themselves rather than individual features. The
task then becomes one of finding good subsets of features rather than just good features. Such is-
sues have been considered in previous work such as Langley and Sage [108] for selecting features
in a forward-selection scheme to improve the performance of naı¨ve Bayesian classifiers. More
recently, the concepts of relevancy from the previous section were re-examined by Tsamardi-
nos and Aliferis [224] for sets of features rather than individual ones, with the conclusion that
relevancy cannot be defined independently of metrics or induction algorithms used. Guyon and
Elisseeff [76] showed that the issue of featural redundancy and its relationship to usefulness is
further complicated by the realisation that highly-correlated variables may in principle still be
complementary to each other. Furthermore, variables which are seemingly irrelevant when con-
sidered in isolation may contribute significantly when combined with others (Guyon [74]).
In an ideal world, the subset of features recovered from a larger set for a classification task
will contain minimal redundancy and render all other features irrelevant - that is, the chosen
subset is optimal. This concept is encapsulated in the notion of Markov blankets [162]. A
Markov blanket is the subset M taken from a set of features X such that a random variable Y
denoting the class of a set of data is conditionally independent of the set difference between X
and M given M:
Y ⊥ (X\M)|M (2.5)
The Markov blanket M then defines the subset that excludes those features that do not con-
tribute any information for determining Y . It has been shown to potentially constitute the set
of strongly relevant (see Section 2.1.1) features (Tsamardinos et al. [225]). Another perspec-
tive may be provided by the notion that the optimal subset Mˆ minimises the conditional entropy
H(Y |Mˆ) between Y and features in Mˆ taken jointly (Fleuret [55]):
Mˆ = argmax
M
{H(Y |M)|M ∈ 2X} (2.6)
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where Mˆ = {Xb1 ,Xb2 , ...,XbK} and bk denotes the index of the k’th feature selected from X.
The problem of selecting optimal feature subsets suffers from the same drawback as many
other pursuits involving the optimisation of complex multimodal functions; namely the compu-
tational difficulty with finding a global optimum. Corresponding optimisation algorithms tend
to address a trade-off; that of minimising computational effort for the cost of finding only local
minima. Inherent to this situation is the sensitivity of such algorithms to initialisation, which in
general strongly influence the local minimum found during a search. For a feature set size of J







which leaves an exhaustive search for optimal subset sizes and corresponding selected features
computationally prohibitive. Figure 2.3 illustrates the tree of possibilities for a feature selection
task involving a pool of four features.
Figure 2.3: The computational intractability of exhaustive feature subset selection (Blum and
Langley [15]). Selecting subsets from a pool of four features requires first choosing the first
feature (left) and then subsequently adding features to complement the one(s) already chosen
(moving rightwards). As the pool increases, the set of possible combinations at each stage be-
come prohibitively large. Consequently, in practice most algorithms can only traverse suboptimal
subpaths through the tree which are highly dependent on the initial starting point and the criteria
used to evaluate features.
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Many feature subset selection algorithms involve a greedy forward selection or backward
elimination procedure for selecting subsets of features from a feature pool. The former involves
starting with an empty set and incrementally choosing features from the pool to add to this set
until some criterion reflecting the quality of the chosen set is met, such as a negligible increase
in classification performance. The latter, on the other hand, involves starting with the entire pool
and incrementally removing features one-by-one. This may be done, for example, by choosing
features which, when removed, have minimal impact on classification performance, denoting
their “irrelevance” to the class variable. Such algorithms are greedy since once a feature has
been selected, either for addition or removal, the decision is not revisited at a later date. Some
algorithms take a hybrid non-greedy approach consisting of steps that add and subtract features in
order to find the ideal Markov blanket (see e.g. Tsamardinos et al. [225] for an overview). While
features may be chosen on the basis of their impact conditional on the current chosen set, this
does not guarantee optimality since a single feature in isolation may be either a good predictor
of the class variable or a seemingly bad one but change in such a relationship when taken in
conjunction with others [76, 74]. Consequently, such algorithms are inherently suboptimal and
may be viewed as finding the equivalent of a local extrema in the space relating all feature subsets
with classification performance.
2.1.3 Filters vs wrappers
There has long been debate regarding the relative merits of filter and wrapper methods for feature
selection. As previously described, filter methods [79, 103] employ metrics of “goodness” to
evaluate features as a pre-processing step independently of any particular induction algorithm.
As such, the biases of the induction algorithm play no role in which features get selected, unlike
wrapper methods [93, 108, 21] which, due to the cross-validation component of the approach,
tend to find subsets more tuned to the particular characteristics of the form of classifier. This fact
has been used to support the use of wrappers over filters [101]. However, wrappers tend to be
computationally expensive due to the need to test performance for each feature candidate at each
stage of adding or subtracting a feature, whereas filters are more scalable to the size of training
sets. Moreover, wrapper methods appear to overfit on small training sets [79]. On the other hand,
they can be more widely applicable since the induction algorithm to be used can be treated as
a ”black box”, with the same wrapper algorithm usable for a multitude of classifiers. Hybrid
methods which borrow characteristics from both filters and wrappers have also been proposed
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(e.g. Das [42], Sebban and Nock [191], Ni and Li [150]). Das [42] offers a discussion of the
relative merits of filter and wrappers and argues with experimental justification that, for real-
world datasets, features that enable good performance with one kind of classifier should provide
similarly good performance on another, even if the selected feature set is suboptimal for that
method. A hybrid algorithm was proposed which uses boosting and combines some features
of wrappers into a filter method without increasing computational cost. Guyon and Elisseeff
[76] also discuss embedded methods which perform selection during the process of training a
predictor as opposed to the more expensive procedure of training predictors for each subset of
features picked out by a wrapper.
Boosting is a procedure for combining a set of “weak” classifiers which individually may
not perform much better than random but when taken in a weighted combination (or ensemble
constitute a “strong” classifier capable of significantly greater performance. AdaBoost (Adaptive
Boosting) is a widely used and built-upon algorithm for boosting [61] and is commonly used for
feature selection, such as for iris recognition [24], acoustic event detection [255], face detection
[228, 236], face recognition [197] and facial expression recognition [198, 196, 195]. The algo-
rithm is based upon the idea of training classifiers on the basis of weights assigned to p(x j,y j)
pair samples in a training set. Initially, weights are uniform across all samples. The first clas-
sifier is trained on the equally-weighted set and added to the ensemble. The sample set is then
reweighted such that incorrectly classified samples are assigned higher weights. A new classifier
is then trained with the new weights and added to the ensemble. The cycle continues until a cer-
tain number of classifiers have been selected (see Figure 2.1). If the training data contain many
features per sample, this scheme may be employed as a feature selection process. In this case,
the AdaBoost classifier training step is replaced by an evaluation of each of the features in the set
(given some induction method) on the currently weighted training samples, with the best predic-
tor chosen at each stage. As such, AdaBoost is a wrapper method since samples are reweighted
according to the performance of the induction algorithm concerned. However, selected features
may often be highly correlated with one another.
A good recent example of a filter which tackles the problem of featural redundancy is the
Conditional Mutual Information Maximisation (CMIM) algorithm [55], based on the concept of
conditional mutual information:
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Algorithm 2.1: The AdaBoost algorithm for binary classification tasks (Freund and
Schapire [62]). The procedure involves training an ensemble of classifiers in sequence,
each one on training data re-weighted according to the performance of those classifiers al-
ready trained. Consequently, “hard” examples are given greater focus of attention with the
result that trained “weak” classifiers taken together perform more strongly. This method
may also be used as a wrapper for feature selection (refer to text).













where U , V and W are random variables and I(U ;V |W ) is the mutual information between U and
V given W .
CMIM is a computationally efficient greedy feed-forward selection algorithm which selects
candidate features X j which maximise their mutual information with the class variable Y con-
ditional on the features already picked {Xb1 , ...Xbk}. However, since doing this would require
the prohibitive step of estimating large joint densities (i.e. I(Y ;X j|Xb1 , ...,Xbk)), a trade-off is
made which involves selecting the feature X j which maximises its mutual information with Y
conditional on the feature from the set already picked that minimises its mutual information with
X j:
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b1 = argmax
j





{I(Y ;X j|Xbl )}
}
(2.9)
This forms an efficient, suboptimal trade-off which at most requires estimating joint distri-
butions of triplets of variables. Moreover, efficiency can be further improved when working with
binary data as the joint distributions can be estimated by simple summation operations. The
algorithm has been shown to improve performance over other methods such as AdaBoost.
In Chapter 4, we embody the notions of reducing featural redundancy in a novel approach to
selecting features on-the-fly for object tracking under very challenging conditions. We combine
a measure of featural discriminability with Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [86] as a rel-
atively computationally-inexpensive approximation to evaluating featural redundancy in order to
improve the discriminative power of chosen feature sets during tracking. Experiments demon-
strate significant improvement over previous feature-selection based tracking techniques. In
Chapter 5, we describe a novel, computationally efficient filter for binary feature selection called
Binary Histogram Intersection Minimisation which is experimentally shown to find stronger sub-
sets of low-redundancy binary features than either CMIM or AdaBoost. Experiments demon-
strate its effectiveness on both synthetic datasets as well as Local Binary Pattern (LBP) feature
selection tasks for texture and face discrimination (see Section 2.3).
2.2 Sampling for tracking
The need for reliable methods for tracking objects as they change state over time (for example,
estimating an object’s position at each time step as it moves through a visual field) has driven
much research in the past few decades, largely due to military requirements (e.g. [200, 190,
199, 181, 60]). Tracking in general involves deriving measurements from sensory data reflect-
ing some state(s) of objects of interest and updating some corresponding state representation for
these objects over time. As such, measurements at different time steps must be associated with
the appropriate dynamic physical entity (motion correspondence). However, it is recognised that
sensory measurements are generally noisy, uncertain and often incomplete [200], necessitating
methods for handling such inconveniences by incorporating models of noise in updating state
estimates. Furthermore, tracking the states of multiple objects simultaneously often necessi-
tates a disambiguation of possible correspondence assignments to establish a correct one-to-one
mapping and avoid the erroneous convergence of multiple separate pieces of evidence onto a
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single track. Consequently, tracking involves combining measurements with predictions at each
time step. Data association methods and algorithms [5] have been developed for this purpose,
employing rigorous mathematical procedures for the optimal association of measurements with
tracks (the history of object state(s) over time) and their subsequent updates. The predictive com-
ponent of data association essentially forms part of a sampling strategy, defining hypotheses for
the likely state(s) of objects. Given such hypotheses, the sensory data from which measurements
are derived are filtered accordingly in computing final state estimates. They can also help to en-
sure greater efficiency of effort, for example in providing a region-of-attention in visual tracking
tasks.
The types of information sampled from sensory data for tracking purposes can be hugely
varied. Military applications most frequently employ radar or infrared features since these are
the most robust for specific scenarios, such as tracking aircraft beyond visual range or missiles
designed to home in on the heat signatures of moving enemy vehicles. In these circumstances,
sensory data consists of the detected spatial locations of targets and the data association prob-
lem becomes one of matching detections to the correct tracks as well as updating those tracks
over time. Such data may not reflect the identity of the object responsible for it; consequently,
since each track constitutes the state history of a single object over time, a data association pro-
cess must inherently perform object association to match specific detections to specific tracks.
Where sensory data may provide information regarding object identity, object association may
be performed independently of track updates. For example, in vision-based tracking tasks such
as surveillance or human-computer interaction, the samples employed tend to be features derived
either directly from the image, such as raw chromatic data (e.g. [234, 176]), or from some trans-
formation of the image, such as geometric features (e.g. [154, 121, 41]). Objects may then be
modelled according to their characteristics within the context of such features and object asso-
ciation performed on the basis of correlations between image evidence and object models, with
measurements derived from strongly associated image data. The tracking process then involves
the search for image evidence that correlates well with what is expected by the model, along
with any predictive element provided by data association techniques to aid performance. While
objects may be modelled (and detected) directly according to their visual appearance, much
work also involves the converse (but largely equivalent) task, that is modelling background, with
foreground objects implicitly isolated by virtue of not matching background expectations (e.g.
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[206, 207, 185]). There are also methods for performing classification on image samples during
tracking to determine whether they belong to the object or to the background, including recent
sophisticated feature-selection based approaches [30, 4, 72].
In this section, we first describe some key work in modelling foreground object appear-
ance. Secondly, the converse task of modelling of background appearance statistics for isolating
foreground objects is discussed with some recent methods. Finally, we cover recent, more so-
phisticated tracking techniques that look to more rigorously distinguish between object and back-
ground by performing foreground/background classification, including methods that dynamically
select the most appropriate features to use for performing the classification step.
2.2.1 Modelling foreground
Many methods for tracking involve modelling the expected appearance characteristics of an ob-
ject and estimating object state, such as position or pose, by collecting image samples and eval-
uating them in some way. These evaluations may then be used to update the relevant quantities
being monitored. Such evaluations may take the form of probabilities or functions reflecting
real-world constraints for extremisation. Data association methods (see Bar-Shalom and Fort-
mann [5]) form the complementary function of coordinating these potentially noisy samples with
prior expectations of object state, with the added practical benefit of providing a sampling strat-
egy for the measurement process, such as a region of focus-of-attention to reduce computational
overheads.
Object appearance may be captured in a variety of ways, for example by modelling photo-
metric statistics such as colour or geometric quantities such as contours (e.g. [243, 10]). The
latter generally consist of features that capture some physical set of geometric properties of
the object(s) concerned, such as shape information or silhouettes. These tend to be computa-
tionally expensive as well as sensitive to various real-world difficulties such as occlusions and
viewpoint changes. Some examples of previous work employing geometric properties include
articulated body tracking [180, 184, 145, 164, 66] which model human bodies with connected-
component representations and estimate pose during tracking, silhouette-based person segmenta-
tion [7, 8, 11, 47, 167] which find silhouette regions corresponding to human bodies, snakes [96]
which are flexible contour models that adapt to find physical edges in images, active contours
[40, 13] which characterise and constrain the expected shapes of objects for localisation during
tracking and active shape models [37, 36, 35] which comprise multiple adaptive shape objects
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that search for physical topologies in images within a constrained range of geometric arrange-
ments (such as eyes and lips for a face). These geometry-based methods depend on edge features
in an image which can be recovered from raw pixel values by applying edge detection methods
[20, 16]. Objects may also be characterised by texture appearance (e.g. [80, 133, 73, 154]), which
essentially amount to arrangements of local edge features and as such fall into the geometric cat-
egory. Geometric features tend to be quite robust against difficulties such as illumination changes
since in most cases image edges may be consistently recovered regardless of the specific bright-
nesses or chromaticities of the physical objects that depict them. However, photometric features
such as colour and brightness are often favoured over geometric ones because of their greater
robustness in many other real-world situations such as partial occlusions, object non-rigidity,
resolution changes and viewpoint and scale changes.
Colour is commonly used for characterising photometric object appearance. It can be very
useful when colours of an object of interest are distinct against background and distractors; in
such situations, colour alone can often suffice as a robust, computationally cheap and efficient
discriminator. Although RGB is a standard representation employed, several different colour
spaces exist as alternatives to RGB with different characteristics, such as L*a*b* (e.g. [18]),
YUV (e.g. [31]) and Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) (e.g. [100, 188, 203]). Zarit et al. [245] have
provided a comparison of several colour spaces for representing skin colours. As well as object
tracking, colour has been used for segmentation [201], recognition tasks [134, 212] and detec-
tion and tracking specifically for human faces by modelling skin colours as distinctive features
(e.g. [100, 188]). Often, object colour statistics are modelled as probability distributions to fa-
cilitate probabilistic induction schemes. Histograms are commonly employed as non-parametric
approximations of such distributions. In a landmark work, Swain and Ballard [212] introduced
the use of colour histograms as a fast method for representing object appearance for real-time
recognition, noting the aforementioned benefits over geometric features. Their work covered
three main areas: (1) The histogram-based representation scheme for characterising object ap-
pearance; (2) Two algorithms for matching histogram models, namely Histogram Intersection for
matching the histograms of two objects and Incremental Intersection for efficient indexing into
large databases; and (3) Histogram Backprojection for finding regions of an image corresponding
to objects. The general drawbacks of histogram-based approaches to approximating distributions
include the need to choose a priori the partitioning of the input space (number and size of bins),
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which is an instance of the well-known model selection problem. Also, small numbers of data
for initial training may result in sparse histograms which do not provide an adequate model. Al-
though the original work [212] focused on object recognition, tracking using such a model (or
similar representation) may be performed by searching for regions of expected shape and orien-
tation which exhibit a high affinity (e.g. probability) with the model. For example, kernel-based
tracking [33] or simple mean-shift on raw pixel evaluations [32], which at each frame efficiently
search for local maxima in the search space (e.g. position or size) relative to the previous frame,
may be applied for updating object state estimates.
One of the reasons for the robustness of colour against geometric deformations is that most
colour models do not incorporate spatial configuration. Simply modelling the statistics of object
colours ensures that under most geometric transformations the distribution is largely stable. This
can also greatly simplifies the step of performing correspondence between frames. On the other
hand, ignoring a major characteristic such as geometric topology can be counterproductive since
they provide another constraint; under real-world situations such as moving cameras and other
distractors, the distinctiveness of colour alone will change from time to time. A popular tech-
nique that essentially combines photometric quantities with geometric elements for modelling
and tracking deformable objects is template tracking, where an object of interest is characterised
by a template comprising a region of pixels. This involves mapping an image region consisting
of pixels x from an image for frame t It to the next frame It+1 by optimising the parameters p for
a geometric warp function W(x;p) of some kind, which transforms the position and/or shape of
the template to best fit a similar region in frame It+1. As such, the technique intrinsically captures
both the colour (photometric) appearance of objects as well as their spatial (geometric) layout,
with tracking involving the search for plausible deformations of the template between frames.
More specifically, given a template T(x) generated from the pixels of the object in frame 0, I0(x)
(Lucas and Kanade [123]):
pt = argminp ∑x∈T
[It(W(x;p))−T (x)]2 (2.10)
Generalising the method to allow templates to be updated and indexed by frame number Tt ,
the naı¨ve approach to template update is to replace the template at frame t by the warped template
from frame t−1:
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Tt+1(x) = It(W(x;p)), ∀t ≥ 1 (2.11)
Model drift in this context is introduced due to small errors in the optimisation process re-
sulting in non-object pixels being introduced into the template Tt+1. Matthews et al. [135]
formulated a method for counteracting this model drift by embracing a similar concept to that of
Collins et al. [29] (see Section 2.2.3) and using the template from the first frame T1 as an “an-
chor” for warp parameter optimisation. This is done by a two-stage optimisation process using
gradient descent; first estimating pt using Tt and pt−1 as the starting point for gradient descent
and thereafter optimising again using T1 and pt to derive the final estimate p∗t :
pt = gd minp=pt−1 ∑x∈Tt
[It(W(x;p))−Tt(x)]2 (2.12)
p∗t = gd minp=pt ∑x∈T1
[It(W(x;p))−T1(x)]2 (2.13)
where gd indicates a gradient descent minimisation of the error function. Template update is
then performed using the warping with p∗t rather than pt :
Tt+1(x) = It(W(x;p∗t )) (2.14)
with the caveat that if the difference between the first and second stage optimised parameters
||p∗t − pt || > ε where ε is a small threshold then an error is assumed and the template is left
unchanged Tt+1(x) = Tt(x).
Nguyen and Smeulders [149] proposed a template update method which incorporates tem-
poral smoothing to counteract the effects of occlusions or sudden lighting changes on template
updates. Noting that temporal filtering based approaches such as Kalman filters and their exten-
sions tend to be useful for smoothing motion trajectories rather than helping to localise objects
in subsequent frames, their approach involves maintaining an object appearance model compris-
ing photometric feature vectors for pixels from the target region and applying Kalman filters to
“track” individual feature vectors from the template as they change over time. Feature vectors
in subsequent frames are estimated within a Kalman framework through a combination of an
observation model approximated by a Gaussian and a prediction model. Outliers are assumed
to be caused by occlusion or sudden lighting changes while gradual changes are accommodated.
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While the method is capable of handling complete occlusion by suspending feature vector track-
ing when measurements deviate significantly from the model, it requires an upper limit to be
placed on the number of successive frames in which an object can be assumed to be occluded. It
can also adapt undesirably to non-object regions during long-term partial occlusions.
Whichever methods are used for performing correspondence between frames and whichever
features are used, whether photometric or geometric, matching may be viewed as a process of
filtering samples. Image themselves are pools of samples of a real-world imaging process and
tracking essentially seeks to focus on a subset of samples at each frame by estimating object
position and even also size and orientation. For example, computing probabilities for pixels with
respect to a probabilistic model can be viewed as assigning weights for a filtering process, with
methods such as mean-shift [32] subsequently performing the final filtering step by looking for
local maxima in the weight image. Optimising error functions for active contour tracking effec-
tively seeks to determine those edge pixels samples which fall within the constraints of accept-
ability for expected object shape. For template tracking where error minimisation is performed,
the samples are effectively filtered during the warp parameter estimation process with the final
sample set corresponding to the local optimum parameterisation. In all cases, the state in frame t
provides an implicit sampling strategy by imposing limits on acceptable state estimates for frame
t +1 (e.g. image probabilities for frame t +1 only need be computed within a certain proximity
of the position and size estimated by mean-shift in frame t).
As previously discussed, photometric quantities such as brightness and colour are inherently
unstable under changing lighting conditions. Consequently, the sampling strategy employed
for object association on the basis of such quantities needs to be flexible in order to cope with
most real-world situations, such as by dynamically adapting the model of object appearance to
reflect such changes. As a consequence of adapting object models, the problem of model drift
caused by the incorporation of non-object samples into a model becomes an issue. In Chapter 3
we develop a framework for modelling the statistics of complex multi-coloured objects using
Gaussian mixture models and demonstrate the use of these models for real-time object tracking
using extremely modest hardware. Further, the framework incorporates a mechanism to adapt the
model on-line to keep track of appearance changes due to lighting. A method for automatically
detecting tracking errors is employed in order to establish selective adaptation; that is, when the
tracker is deemed to have failed adaptation is suspended to reduce the chance of model drift.
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These two components together form a flexible sampling strategy that seeks to maintain the
effectiveness of pixel sample filtering in each frame. Experiments demonstrate its effectiveness
for tracking objects under severe lighting changes and preventing model failure by selectively
suspending adaptation. In Chapter 4 we develop a novel framework that builds upon previous
feature-selection based tracking techniques that attempt to avoid model drift by employing static
object models. Our framework maintains models for each feature type and performs selective
pixel sampling and model adaptation to enable feature-selection based tracking that can deal
with longer-term object appearance changes under extremely difficult conditions while reducing
the risk of model drift. We demonstrate its effectiveness in comparison with established methods
in several experiments depicting the tracking of target objects at a distance from the camera
in highly cluttered low-resolution environments whilst undergoing severe lighting changes and
significant temporary occlusions.
2.2.2 Modelling background
An alternative, but complementary, approach to modelling the appearance of an object in a scene
for a tracking task is to model the background. In doing so, it becomes possible to remove it in
each frame, leaving only foreground objects of interest which may then be further examined for
estimating object state. In the simplest case, a single template or reference image of the empty
background for the scene of a tracking task may be subtracted from each image. However, such
an approach is severely limited in several ways. While the term “background” may intuitively be
assumed to refer to “static” elements of the scene, its meaning is inherently flexible and context
dependent. For the purposes of vision tasks it may effectively be taken to refer to aspects of the
scene which are not of interest. This may include both static and dynamic elements, such as
buildings or animals. Furthermore, static background objects may become dynamic, such as a
parked car being driven away or a door being opened. Moreover, outdoor scenes are subject to
other difficulties, notably changes in illumination due to changing sun positions and cloud cover
with resulting shadowing, as well as wind-induced motion such as swaying trees. Consequently,
the modelling of a background is fundamentally a statistical endeavour which needs to be flexible
enough to adapt to changing conditions.
Background models may in general utilise three different categories of features; spatial, spec-
tral or temporal. Spatial features employ local structural information such as gradients or tex-
tures. Spectral features make use of chromatic (colour) or brightness information and are the
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most commonly employed feature [206, 81, 51]. Temporal features use estimates of motion such
as those yielded by frame differencing or optic flow algorithms. Some work combines spec-
tral information with spatial to add robustness against illumination changes [158, 91] and others
have employed temporal features to characterise dynamic pixels corresponding to nonstationary
objects [222, 110, 233].
Wren et al. [234] describe a system known as Pfinder which is used for the tracking and
segmentation of people as well as the interpretation of their actions. Pfinder combines colour
and shape features within a Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) framework by maintaining a blob
representation based on work by Pentland et al. [163, 97]. Blobs are formed by assigning feature
vectors to each pixel comprising appearance (i.e. colour) along with their spatial coordinates and
clustering, resulting in a collection of spectrally and spatially coherent image regions (blobs).
This collection forms a representation of a human body where individual blobs related to spe-
cific physical parts of the person being tracked (see Figure 2.4). Their framework incorporates
a statistical method of modelling the scene, which they use in classifying pixels in each frame
as scene or one of the blobs in the body model. This model involves estimating the parameters
of a single Gaussian (mean µ and covariance Σ) for the colour of each pixel of the image as
part of an initial learning process. During tracking, the likelihood of each pixel belonging to its
corresponding model is computed. Deviations beyond a certain degree are taken to be caused
by the person being tracked occupying that point in the image and the pixel taken to be fore-
ground for assigning to a blob. This simple statistical approach has some drawbacks, namely the
assumption that the scene, once learned, remains static. The use of a single Gaussian supports
this assumption since a single mode colour distribution is assumed for each pixel, useful only
for modelling small-scale fluctuations, for example due to imaging noise. Because of real-world
conditions such as wind-induced motion or lighting changes, outdoor scenes are more likely to
exhibit multiple colours at individual points [64], necessitating the ability to model multimodal
colour distributions for each pixel.
Stauffer and Grimson [206, 207] employ adaptive Gaussian mixture models to represent
multiple colour distributions for individual pixels in a scene with a static camera. Each Gaussian
effectively corresponds to a single expected colour. When processing a frame, the colour of each
pixel is compared to each associated Gaussian. If the colour lies within 2 standard deviations of
a distribution, that distribution is updated with the new colour, otherwise the pixel is classified
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Figure 2.4: The Pfinder system developed by Wren et al. [234]. The left image is the input image.
The middle image depicts the grouped chromatically coherent regions for blob model generation.
The right image illustrates the resulting blob model, with each blob relating to a single coherent
region as generated by the segmentation step.
as part of a moving foreground object. In other words, foreground pixels can be detected as
colours least likely to have been produced by background processes as modelled by the mixtures.
This method is able to model changes over time in outdoor scenes caused by slight movements
(such as swaying trees) and deal with lighting changes including shadows moving over time.
Foreground pixels may be combined using a connected components algorithm. In this fashion,
whole foreground regions can be processed for tracking using data association techniques (see
Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: An example of tracking using adaptive Gaussian mixtures to dynamically model
per-pixel background colour (Stauffer and Grimson [206]). During tracking, pixels sufficiently
deviated from their background models are considered to be foreground. The images show (from
left to right); first the input image, followed by the image constructed from the means of the most
probable Gaussians for each pixel. Third, a binary background/foreground image and finally the
result of tracking on the foreground binary image.
There have been developments of the statistical model approach with surveillance applica-
tions in mind, such as by Cavallaro and Ebrahimi [22] (see Figure 2.6), aimed at the recovery of
multiple object boundaries over long periods of time and in the presence of camera noise. The
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recovery of object boundaries when separating foreground and background may be useful, for
example, in order to maximise the utility of visual features such as shape and gait for recognition
and motion analysis. The background is learned and updated in an on-line fashion to counteract
changes due to slow lighting fluctuations and used as a reference frame for image subtraction and
object detection. Camera noise can be explicitly modelled in order to reduce errors in estimating
object boundaries. However, many such techniques assume that the camera being employed is
static so that the topological structure of the background as imaged by the camera remains as
geometrically stationary as possible.
Figure 2.6: Example of foreground extraction with an adaptive background model (Cavallaro
and Ebrahimi [22]). The left column shows input images and the right column corresponding
extracted regions.
An effort is made to systematically employ spatial, spectral and temporal features together
within a Bayesian framework for foreground detection by Li et al. [111], wherein background
pixels are represented by principal features, those which are the most significant and frequent.
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A Bayes decision rule is used for classification based on the statistics of these principal features
and a learning method proposed for the adaptation of the background model to both gradual and
sudden changes. Figure 2.7 illustrates foreground extraction from a difficult scene containing
specular highlights and a moving escalator. However, limitations of this technique include the
inability to distinguish static foreground objects from the background with the consequence that
moving regions which become static for lengthy periods of time can become absorbed into the
background (although in some cases this may be desirable). Additionally, it can be sensitive to
crowded regions.
Figure 2.7: Example of foreground extraction using spatial, spectral and temporal features in a
unified Bayesian framework (Li et al. [111]). The scene contains difficult lighting and dynamic
scene components (an escalator).
Russell and Gong [185] built upon work by Cohen [28] by taking a combinatorial optimi-
sation approach to estimating background images. Given a block of sample frames taken from
a video sequence, a minimum graph-cut algorithm [57] is applied to minimise a labelling cost
function which dictates spatial and temporal consistency at each pixel location. In doing so, each
pixel of the background may be estimated from different frames of the block, with highly suc-
cessful results. A major benefit of such an approach is that one does not require an examination
of the empty scene; rather, the empty scene may be recovered from a collection of sample image
frames as long as the background colour for each pixel is adequately represented in the sample
set.
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Other methods for background modelling and subtraction include the use of spatial infor-
mation as well as colour statistics (e.g. [51, 112, 222]), HMMs for scene event-based pixel
classification [182, 208], subspace analysis [156] and the modelling of images as auto-regressive
moving average processes [147, 253]. A more detailed survey of such methods is provided in
[242].
To summarise, these methods can serve to act as a complementary approach to modelling
object appearance by modelling background appearance at each spatial location and removing
pixels considered to be the background, leaving pixels deemed to belong to foreground objects.
Although some methods are able to deal with changes over time in the background caused by
changes in lighting or low-level motion such as swaying leaves, the inherent spatial encoding of
such models require the camera to remain static. Consequently, such background removal meth-
ods are unable to deal with moving cameras since slight changes in camera pose cause global
changes in projected scene geometry. In Chapter 3 we demonstrate a framework that allows
for the modelling of background colours using Gaussian mixture models along with a Bayesian
tracking algorithm that employs these models in conjunction with foreground object models for
real-time tracking with a moving camera. Such models can embody complex distributions of
multiple colours without regard to their spatial organisation. Furthermore, they are amenable to
the use of computationally inexpensive adaptive mechanisms to update the background represen-
tation over time to cope with changing geometry and lighting conditions.
2.2.3 Foreground-background classification
A generic tracking methodology must be capable of dealing with a wide range of conditions.
One difficulty is in maintaining the tracking of an object under arbitrary camera motion. Moving
cameras are inevitably accompanied by drastically changing backgrounds; moreover, other real-
world problems such as lighting changes and occlusion also mean that the foreground itself is
likely to exhibit such drastic changes at the same time. More specifically, the most appropriate
features to use for discriminating between background and foreground are intrinsically unstable
and liable to change constantly over time. For example, a person wearing a red coat moving
amongst people all wearing black can be easily tracked simply by using colour; however, if
everyone else wears red a geometric feature such as body shape may perform better. From a
computational point of view, modelling the foreground or background alone may often provide
good results but in many situations both foreground and background will share characteristics
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which warrant the use of additional or alternative features. This inherently dynamic and often
ambiguous nature of both foreground and background forms a challenging hurdle for tracking
methods to overcome and which necessitates a flexible, adaptive approach for models to be kept
up-to-date and maintain contextual relevance over time.
To deal with such situations, recent tracking methods employ a binary classification approach
to label pixels as object or background, rather than just modelling one or the other. As such,
background appearance may be traded off with foreground characteristics. Comaniciu et al. [33]
achieve this by reducing the weight of foreground colours that are also represented in the back-
ground and applying mean-shift [32]. Collins et al. [29] developed a framework for the selection
of the most discriminative out of a pool of features during a tracking task which are then used
to classify pixels. The tracker is able to switch between feature spaces on-the-fly in order to
maintain discriminative potency and adequately separate the object from the background. Their
experiments were conducted using a feature pool of 49 different unique linear combinations of
RGB channels w1R+w2G+w3B,w∗ ∈ {−2,−1,0,1,2} (see Figure 2.9). Those linear combi-






3) = k(w1,w2,w3) were trimmed as
redundant (for example, −2R+2G−2B is removed since it is −R+G−B multiplied by 2).
For this framework, in each frame t pixels are sampled within a centre-surround arrangement
corresponding to a fitted bounding box (see Figure 2.8). For each feature X j in the pool, feature
values xkj ∈ F j are extracted from the corresponding foreground and background regions and
normalised distributions p(X j|Ft) and p(X j|Bt) respectively formed, where F j is the set of all
possible values for feature X j. The features are then ranked according to the variance ratio V R j,t
(see Figure 2.10):
V R j,t =
var
{
j, t, 12 [p(·|Ft)+ p(·|Bt)]
}





















During tracking, pixels are weighted according to the N highest ranked features from the
previous frame to generate N weight images, each of which are then applied to a mean-shift
operator [32] to locate N object position estimates from which the median values are used for
the final position estimate. This framework enables the tracker to be quite resistant to partial
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Figure 2.8: Centre-surround bounding box. The large red box denotes the region of interest and
pixels are sampled from within. Background pixels correspond to all but the pixels within the
smaller, central rectangle which denotes the foreground sample region. These samples are used
for ranking features on-the-fly, as in Collins et al. [29].
occlusion, background changes caused by a moving camera and/or other dynamic objects and
changes in the appearance of the object being tracked caused either by pose changes or lighting
fluctuations/shadows. Although their experiments were conducted with a pool of chromatic fea-
ture types, the framework is generally applicable to other combinations of feature spaces such as
LBP (Local Binary Pattern) distributions [154] or histograms of oriented gradients (HoG) [41].
The main issue with any such method is model drift - the build-up of errors over time resulting
in the eventual irrelevance of the model in adequately distinguishing the object being tracked.
They addressed this problem by combining appearance data from the initialisation frame in order
to ‘anchor’ the model to a known appearance. The overall system is illustrated in Figure 2.11.
While the general approach was shown to be more effective than more traditional fixed-feature
approaches to tracking, the technique employed for countering model drift assumes that it is pos-
sible to obtain a good quality initialisation. A successful method for dealing with model drift
will circumvent such an assumption.
Lin et al. [119] noted the work by Collins et al. [29] and generalised the Fisher Linear Dis-
criminant method to derive a probabilistic “adaptive discriminative generative model” which they
apply to the problem of object tracking under changing background and target appearance. The
model is updated dynamically to deal with changing lighting and appearance. They demonstrated
the method on several challenging scenarios containing pose and lighting changes. Avidan [4]
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Figure 2.9: Features used for tracking an object must be adapted as the appearance of the object
and background changes (Collins and Liu [30]). The source imagery (left column) is a low
contrast aerial video of a car on a road. The car travels between sunny patches (top row) and
shadow (bottom row). The best feature for tracking the car in sunlight (R-G) performs poorly in
shadow. Similarly, the best feature for tracking through shadow (2G-B) does not perform as well
in sunlight.
developed the idea by Collins et al. [29] by employing AdaBoost to learn and update and ensem-
ble of weak classifiers on the fly which are then combined into a strong one as per the standard
boosting approach. The ensemble is updated in each frame by training new classifiers and using
them to replace the weakest classifiers from the current set. Their ensemble tracking algorithm
is shown in Figure 2.2 and the method illustrated in Figure 2.12. To address model drift, Avidan
[4] takes an effectively similar approach to Collins et al. [29] by exempting replacement of the
strongest classifier generated for the first frame of tracking.
Liang et al. [115] further develop the approach by Collins et al. [29] to deal with changes in
object scale, which can compound model drift issues. This is done by employing simple corre-
lation templates to estimate object boundaries and consequently the dimensions of the bounding
box to reduce overlap between foreground and background pixels in the corresponding models.
They also employ the Bayes error rate as a method of ranking features and controlling the fre-
quency of the feature selection process. Grabner and Bischof [70] and Grabner et al. [71] build
upon the work by Avidan [4] by employing an on-line version of AdaBoost [61] for updating
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Figure 2.10: Sample video frames with ranked weight images (Collins and Liu [30]). Left col-
umn: frame with labelled object (inner box) and background pixels (outer box) pixels. Second-
fourth columns: weight images corresponding to the features with highest, median and lowest
variance ratio scores, respectively. The features with the higher variance ratio scores show the
target object as more distinctive against the background.
an ensemble of classifiers. The algorithm they employ is illustrated in Figure 2.13. Grabner et
al. [72] also develop this further to tackle the model drift problem inherent in online adaptation
methods. This involves employing the SemiBoost algorithm (Mallapragada et al. [132]) as part
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Figure 2.11: Overview of tracking system with on-line, adaptive feature selection (Collins and
Liu [30]). Samples of object and background pixels in the previous frame guide evaluation of
candidate features, leading to a rank ordering of features based on discriminative ability. The
top N best features are applied to the current frame to compute N weight images. A mean-shift
process is applied to each weight image to compute a 2D location estimate. These N estimates
are combined to determine the best location of the object in the current frame and the procedure
iterates.
Algorithm 2.2: The Ensemble Tracking algorithm (Avidan [4]). An ensemble of weak
classifiers is trained by AdaBoost. At each new frame, new weak classifiers are trained and
used to replace the weakest ones in the current ensemble.
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of ensemble tracking update (Avidan [4]). At each frame, the current
ensemble is used to classify pixels taken from the foreground (centre) region and pixels from the
background (surround) region as shown in the leftmost image. A confidence map for each pixel
of the region of interest is computed (centre image) which is applied to mean-shift. The resulting
fitted bounding box is used to train a new weak classifier (dashed line, rightmost image) which
is integrated into the current ensemble.
of an on-line semi-supervised scheme consisting of the classification of pixels through a com-
bination of two separate strong classifiers; one continually updated according to current image
evidence and the other learned with data from the first frame acting as a static prior to discourage
model drift.
Figure 2.13: Feature selection using an on-line version of AdaBoost (Grabner et al. [71])
In other recent work, Nguyen and Smeulders [148] model foreground and background as
textures represented by Gabor filter responses [90, 43, 25]. A set of discriminant functions are
trained on-line using a variant of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [48] with object locali-
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sation performed by maximising the sum of these functions. By using textures and maintaining
a record of background textures the method was shown to be more robust to drastic changes in
target appearance. Song et al. [204] perform classification as part of an on-line supervised learn-
ing scheme to disambiguate difficult situations in crowded scenes where the close proximity of
objects may confuse a tracker. In this scheme, features are selected according to their strength in
discriminating between individual tracked objects in order to prevent erroneous labelling caused
by events such as temporary occlusions. Stolkin et al. [209] focus on integrating adaptive back-
ground models with a capability of handling cameras in motion as well as strong overlap between
foreground and background colours. They describe an algorithm known as Adaptive Background
Continuously-Adaptive Mean Shift (ABCshift), designed for fast and robust visual tracking un-
der difficult conditions. Background models are continually relearned and pixel memberships
computed via Bayes’ rule. Their formulation ensures that colours which are shared between
background and foreground are weighted lower in the estimate, with the result that only colours
which are discriminative are employed in the process. Their experiments showed the technique as
being capable of handling difficult conditions such as significant camera motion and fast chang-
ing backgrounds as well as variable lighting and partial occlusions. Yu et al. [244] learn changes
in appearance over time (due to viewpoint and illumination changes or occlusion). This is to both
track objects under such difficult conditions and when they reappear in the field of view after hav-
ing disappeared. They take a co-training based approach which updates a hybrid, discriminative
generative model online. The model employs multiple low-dimensional linear subspaces to char-
acterise all observed variations in object appearance over time. An online support vector machine
classifier is trained to focus on recent appearance variations and used for reacquiring an object
following complete occlusion.
As discussed in this section, the difficulties caused by the dynamic nature of tracking lead to
great fluidity in the distinguishing characteristics of a tracked object with its surrounding area.
Fundamentally, it makes more sense to employ a dynamic classification approach which trades
off samples of object appearance against samples of the background as well as performing ap-
propriate sampling of both to adapt models of appearance to handle changes. In Chapter 3, we
describe a system for the fast, robust tracking of multi-colour objects against changing back-
grounds by employing a Bayesian classification scheme in conjunction with Gaussian mixture
models of colour distributions. Using such semi-parametric models addresses some of the draw-
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backs of nonparametric approaches such as histograms, namely the ability to “smooth over” gaps
caused by the generally small training sets that are used as well as avoiding the need to select
the number of bins. The mixture approach enables multimodal distributions to be modelled but
by introducing a new model selection problem; that of choosing the number of components. We
address this by describing an automatic model order selection method based on cross validation.
Furthermore, we deal with the dynamic nature of colour models by encapsulating the Gaussian
mixture framework in an adaptive Gaussian mixture algorithm which selectively and dynami-
cally updates the model by sampling the tracked object and the background to deal with changes
in the appearance of both target and scene caused by shadowing and lighting fluctuations.
The feature-selection approaches described above are a natural extension to the above idea,
and enable multiple feature types to be considered as part of the general tracking problem. This
constitutes a natural extension of spatial sampling for tracking to the “featural” domain from the
Spatial-Featural-Volume (SFV) (see Figure 1.8). Previous work has generally not addressed the
problems of dynamic feature selection for tracking small, difficult targets against highly clut-
tered and dynamic backgrounds, such as pedestrians in a wide-angle view of a crowded scene,
which can impact on classification performance and compound model drift problems. Further,
the model drift problem is generally addressed by maintaining and combining a static model
intended to reflect a “reference” representation with the dynamic one. Such static models are
inherently assumed to reflect a reliable appearance of the target and can quickly become irrele-
vant under long-term changes. In Chapter 4 we describe a framework which improves upon the
previous methods by dynamically modelling the reference model for each feature domain in or-
der to facilitate a more complete adaptive approach without prior assumptions. By ensuring each
domain is kept disjoint, a more appropriate selective adaptive methodology is provided. Further,
we employ a feature ranking methodology designed to reduce redundancy amongst features (see
Section 2.1) used in order to improve classification performance. This constitutes an approach
for filtering slices from the corresponding SFV.
2.3 Sampling for recognition
Visual recognition encompasses several type of association tasks such as recognising a class of
objects from an instance in an image, determining a gesture being performed by an individual
in a video stream [161, 89] or recognising a specific person from visual characteristics such as
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a static face image [226, 251] or their gait in motion [65]. The detection of certain entities also
fall under this category. As with tracking, the notion of object association underpins the process,
which involves the sampling of image features and their comparison with expectations dictated
by a model. The kinds of features employed are typically hugely varied and can consist of both
combinations of raw image properties such as brightness or RGB values as well as transforma-
tions of various kinds. These include Principal Components Analysis (PCA) transformations of
vectors of raw pixel brightnesses (e.g. for face recognition [226]), Gabor wavelet transforms that
model the response profiles of simple cells in the primary visual cortex of the brain (e.g. for
3D object recognition [237]), colour histograms (e.g. [212]) which encapsulate the photomet-
ric distribution of object pixels and may be used for indexing, histograms of oriented gradients
(HoG) [41] which form the distribution of edges and their orientations for a class of objects and
which have been used for pedestrian detection and the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT)
[121] which is used for various recognition tasks and consists of a four-stage filtering process
to recover robust features which are invariant to various transformations of the object such as
pose and scale. Typically, the most useful sets of such features for discrimination encapsulate
a specific spatial structure reflected by the real-world geometric characteristics of the object(s)
concerned. All of these methods involve sampling the image or transformations of the image at
pixel or subpixel level. We then consider the sampling process for recognition as inclusive of a
filtering component which rejects features that do not embody the discriminative requirements
of the task.
In recent years, Local Binary Patterns (LBP) features have been extremely popular as a com-
putationally inexpensive yet effective type of feature for statistically sampling and modelling
local fluctuations in images both spatially and temporally. They were initially developed as an
extension to local contrast measures for texture discrimination (Ojala et al. [154]). Since then,
LBPs have been used either as a primary or supporting technique for a huge variety of appli-
cations such as object detection [246], object classification [3], automated industrial inspection
[131, 120, 151], underwater image classification [205, 26, 14], aerial image segmentation [227],
guiding active contours for texture segmentation [187], medical tissue analysis [171], multispec-
tral image segmentation [125], colour-constant image indexing [34], mobile robot navigation
[44, 144], steganalysis [106], design of information displays [56], overhead person recognition
[27], face recognition [1, 2, 247, 250, 113, 183], face detection [92], facial expression recognition
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[53, 194, 193, 116], gender classification [210, 114], head pose estimation [126], iris recognition
[211], palmprint recognition [229], text detection [239], person detection and tracking [202],
activity analysis and recognition [98, 99], eye gaze tracking [122] and multiple object tracking
[214].
2.3.1 Local Binary Patterns
A pattern is extracted from a local neighbourhood surrounding each pixel ξ in an image and
is defined as a series of K Boolean values (or textons tk) indicating the sign of the K surround
intensities xk,ξ ,k = 0..K− 1 thresholded by the centre pixel value yξ . The Boolean values are
then treated as a binary number and translated into a single decimal value wξ for the pattern at





tkk , tk =
 1, (xk,ξ − yξ )> 00, otherwise
 (2.17)
For each image, histograms of these decimal pattern values wξ are formed. Consequently,
for these patterns derived from eight pixels in the surround, the histograms cater for 28 possible
decimal values, resulting in 256 bins. Individual image histograms are averaged over all the
images of a class. The underlying assumption is that such averaged pattern distributions will be
sufficiently different between classes of textures for the reliable matching of a single image on
the basis of its LBP histogram.
This form of local binary pattern is largely robust against global illumination changes (since
surround pixels should remain either higher or lower than the centre value except in extreme
cases) but highly sensitive to rotation. Ojala et al. [155] extended the method to arbitrary cir-
cular neighbourhoods surrounding each pixel with parameters R defining the radius and P the
number of points equally-spaced around the circumference rather than at specific pixel positions
(see Figure 2.15). For this approach, intensities at sub-pixel positions are computed using inter-
polation. Experiments were done with P= 8 sampled points around the centre at a fixed distance
of R = 1 pixel widths. This extension permits a more robust multiresolution approach to texture
analysis as well as providing amenability to rotational invariance.
Rotational invariance with such a scheme is achieved by simply “rotating” an extracted pat-
tern to its smallest possible value (Pietika¨inen [165]). For multiresolution analysis, several cir-
cular neighbourhoods may be considered at different values for R and P, each of which results in
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Figure 2.14: Local binary pattern (Ojala et al. [154]). For each pixel, intensity values in the
neighbourhood are thresholded by the centre value and transformed into a binary string according
to the resulting sign. The decimal equivalent of the string is used as the feature value for that
pixel.
a separate histogram of equivalent decimal values. In order for features to remain representative
as well as reasonably dense as a description of local texture, practicalities of limited resources
dictated a limit of three such circular neighbourhoods (or predicates) at radii of R = 1,2 and 3
with corresponding sample sets at P = 8,16 and 24 points. Rather than attempt to model these
distributions jointly which would result in a prohibitively huge histogram of 248 bins, they are
modelled individually with the three histograms subsequently concatenated for a final descriptor
((Ma¨enpa¨a¨ et.al [130], Ma¨enpa¨a¨ and Pietika¨inen [129]). Although this has the disadvantage of
statistically decoupling the scales, it has the benefit of alleviating the problem of the curse-of-
dimensionality and the corresponding requirement for impractically large data sets.
To further reduce the size of histograms, an experimental example of heuristic feature se-
lection was performed by Ojala [155] who related observed featural characteristics to physical
realities by showing that the majority of extracted binary patterns in images corresponding to
certain types of feature such as spots, edges and corners exhibited a limited number of transi-
tions from one to zero and vice-versa in a binary string. Around ninety percent of these so-called
uniform patterns had no more than two such transitions with the result that an eight-bit LBP
pattern could take a maximum of 58 possible string configurations. Consequently, the 256-bin
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Figure 2.15: Circular local binary pattern (Ojala et al. [155]). For each pixel, intensity values are
sampled at subpixel level at a fixed distance and regular angular points surrounding the centre.
Similar to the approach from Figure 2.14, they are then thresholded by the centre value and
transformed into a binary string according to the sign of the result. The decimal equivalent of the
string is used as the feature value for that pixel.
histogram could be trimmed to 59 bins (with the 59th containing all non-uniform patterns). The
effect on classification was shown to be minimal or even beneficial as a result. The resulting
circular, rotation-invariant uniform operator (or class of operators) is generally identified by the
label LBPriu2P,R with P denoting the number of sampled points, R the radius in pixel widths, ri indi-
cating rotation invariance and u2 denoting the use of uniform patterns. Multipredicate operators
are specified (for example) as LBPriu28,1+16,2+24,3.
To improve the spatially descriptive extent of LBPs for multiresolution analysis Ma¨enpa¨a¨ and
Pietika¨inen [127] used low-pass Gaussian filtering so that single point samples would incorpo-
rate information integrated over a larger area. Colour-opponent versions of the LBP, known as
opponent-colour local binary patterns (OCLBP) were also developed (Ma¨enpa¨a¨ and Pietika¨inen
[128]) which involved the extraction and thresholding of point samples from different colour
channels rather than single intensity images.
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2.3.2 Further developments of LBP
In its basic form, the LBP method can result in histograms with large numbers of bins which
in turn result in restrictions in the spatial support area from which information can be collected
as well as the requirement for large amounts of data for a representative model. As such, meth-
ods for reducing the complexity of LBP models are necessary for alleviating these limitations.
The use of uniform patterns was a heuristic step designed to reduce the set of patterns to those
most useful and consequently also reduce the complexity of resulting models while minimising
any loss of descriptive power. Other drawbacks include sensitivity to local noise such as pixel
quantisation errors and local nonmonotonic illumination fluctuations.
To address some of the natural limitations of the standard circular multipredicate approach
such as the disjoint nature of the distributions for individual predicates, Ma¨enpa¨a¨ and Pietika¨inen
[127] made use of cellular automata for encoding patterns over a larger spatial area of the neigh-
bourhood. The Multi-scale Block LBP (MB-LBP) (Liao et al. [118]) was designed to overcome
the short spatial support area of traditional LBP which results in sensitivity to noise and prevents
the incorporation of larger-scale structures. This involved effectively subsampling the image by
averaging over regions (blocks) and treating each result as a single value for LBP computation
(see Figure 2.16). In doing so, larger areas may be taken into account and results are less sen-
sitive to local noise. They also used AdaBoost to select the most reliable uniform patterns from
a collection of MB-LBPs at different scales and applied the method to face recognition. The
method was also used for face detection by Zhang et al. [248].
Lahdenoja et al. [107], motivated by greater computational efficiency in LBP-based face de-
tection and recognition, looked at reducing feature vector lengths by examining at the property of
“symmetry” in LBPs, defined as the minimum of the number of ones and the number of zeros. In
the context of face recognition, high-symmetry patterns were experimentally shown to correlate
strongly with the most discriminative parts of facial features such as the eyes. They proposed
generating LBP histograms on the basis of symmetry levels for different patterns and showed
greater relevance for facial discrimination than simple uniform patterns alone on the FERET face
database. A feature-selection approach was taken by Liao et al. [117] who simply trimmed the
most infrequent patterns from a histogram of all possible patterns. Shan et al. [193] proposed
boosting LBP classifiers for facial expression recognition. They developed Conditional Mutual
Information based Boosting (CMIB), derived from the Conditional Mutual Information Maximi-
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Figure 2.16: The Multi-scale Block Local Binary Pattern (MB-LBP) (Liao et al. [118]). Blocks
of pixels are averaged over before being treated as a single value for LBP computation (here,
each value comprises the average of a local 3x3 neighbourhood). This amounts to a subsampling
of the image and enables more robustness against local noise as well as effectively increasing the
spatial support area of derived patterns.
sation (CMIM) algorithm for selecting mutually complementary features with low redundancy
[55], to learn a sequence of the most relevant weak LBP classifiers derived from a collection
of sub-regions at different scales. Those selected were combined into a strong single classifier.
They also showed the benefit of using CMIB over AdaBoost for the same task (see Figure 2.17).
Shan et al. [196] employed AdaBoost to select specific bins from histograms and use them as
weak classifiers rather than take them as a whole. These were combined into strong classifiers
which comprised the most discriminative bins. The effectiveness of the resulting LBP-Histogram
(LBPH) method was demonstrated in a facial expression recognition task on an established face
expression database.
To improve the relationship between LBP patterns and physical image structures such as
corners, Jin et al. [92] developed the Improved LBP (ILBP) by effectively doubling the number
of patterns for a fixed support area. This was achieved by employing the mean value of the
region as a threshold rather than the central pixel value and including the thresholding central
value as part of the pattern. As a result, features such as corners could be more readily reflected
in extracted patterns. They employed this technique for face detection by modelling face and
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Figure 2.17: LBP patterns selected by a boosting procedure for facial expression recognition
(Shan et al. [193], Shan and Gritti [196]). Each rectangle denotes a facial region corresponding
to a selected weak LBP classifier trained on that region. They can be viewed as corresponding to
key physical locations useful for discriminating between expressions.
non-face classes with multivariate Gaussians and using a Bayesian classifier for discrimination.
Zhang et al. [249] developed the Local Gabor Binary Pattern Histogram Sequence (LGBPHS)
representation for representing faces. This method was intended to avoid the problems of gen-
eralisation that accompany statistical learning methods by incorporating multi-scale and multi-
orientation Gabor filters for the decomposition of normalised face images prior to the application
of LBP operators. These Gabor Magnitude Pictures (GMPs) are then processed by LBP opera-
tors to create Local Gabor Binary Pattern (LGBP) maps. The maps are segmented into multiple
non-overlapping regions and histograms generated for each segment. Finally, all histograms
are sequentially concatenated to form an LGBPHS representation for the individual (see Fig-
ure 2.18). Experiments showed an impressive robustness against significant fluctuations caused
by illumination, expressions and time gaps between images as well as requiring a single sam-
ple to generate the representation. Xie et al. [238] built on this method by proposing a scheme
known as Volume-based Local Gabor Binary Patterns (V-LGBP) for representing and recognis-
ing faces. The Gabor filtered images are here combined into a volume where the third coordinate
determines the particular Gabor filter used. The relationships between individual filter outputs
are then encoded by LBP to characterise local saliency.
Other recent developments of LBP methodology include Local Ternary Patterns (LTP) (Tan
and Triggs [215]), consisting of patterns comprising three values {−1,0,1}. This generalised
LBP to deal with severe local illumination changes such as shadowing and to reduce sensitivity
to image noise by introducing a threshold ε for the centre value x of a predicate. A surround
pixel value y within this threshold, |y− x|< ε either above or below the centre, translates to 0 in
the resulting pattern with values above indicated by a 1 y≥ x+ ε denoting a 1 and values below
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Figure 2.18: The procedure for generating a Local Gabor Binary Pattern Histogram Sequence
(LGBPHS) (Zhang et al. [249]). Normalised face images are Gabor filtered at multiple scales
and orientations to derive Gabor Magnitude Pictures (GMPs) which are then processed with
LBP operators to generate Local Gabor Binary Pattern (LGBP) maps. These maps are dissected
and histograms of patterns formed for each segment. The histograms for all LGBP maps are
sequentially concatenated for the final LGBPHS representation.
y ≤ x− ε becoming a -1. These were tested on established face-recognition datasets containing
significant illumination variations.
Zhou et al. [254] noted that the standard approach of retaining uniform patterns is sen-
sitive to noise and results in the discarding of useful information. They derived an extended
LBP operator from the analysis of nonuniform pattern structure and statistics and experimentally
demonstrated greater robustness against noise for a texture discrimination task. He et al. [83]
developed a Bayesian LBP (BLBP) operator as a texture descriptor as part of a Filtering, La-
beling and Statistic (FLS) framework which was used to derive pattern labels as a probabilistic
optimisation procedure. These patterns helped to reduce sensitivity to noise.
2.3.3 LBP-based recognition
LBP methods have been used for a multitude of recognition tasks in addition to the original
texture classification motivation [154]. For example, Cohen et al. [27] employed them to char-
acterise textures as part of an overhead-view person recognition system. Sun et al. [211] em-
ployed them to model the texture of iris images for iris recognition. They combined them with
graph-matching techniques for classifying the structural characteristics of the iris images. Wang
[229] modelled the textures of palmprints for recognition by deriving LBP histograms from sub-
windows of palm images and employing AdaBoost to select the most discriminative amongst
them to good effect. In recent times, however, facial identity and expression recognition have
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perhaps been the most popular areas for the application of LBP methods.
Face recognition was addressed by Ahonen et al. [1, 2] who modelled facial identity by divid-
ing the face into small regions and modelling LBP statistics for each one (see Figure 2.19). The
histograms for each region were then averaged over all examples for each individual, concate-
nated and used as a single descriptor of identity. Tan and Triggs [216] combined Gabor wavelets
with LBP for face recognition. Whilst LBP is suitable for modelling fine details, Gabor wavelets
can encode characteristics such as face shape at coarser scales, making the two complementary
for fusion at the feature level. The technique involves extracting Gabor and LBP features inde-
pendently and performing PCA on the results for dimensionality and noise reduction. The feature
vectors are fused by concatenation and normalised before applying a kernelised version of Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) called Kernel Discriminative Common Vectors (KDCV) to extract
the optimally discriminative nonlinear features from the fused vectors. (see Figure 2.20). The
benefit of combining these two features was demonstrated on challenging face databases.
Figure 2.19: Face recognition using LBP (Ahonen et al. [2]). The face image (left) is prepro-
cessed (middle) and segmented into multiple regions (right). LBP histograms are generated for
each region and averaged over all samples for the individual. The resulting average histograms
are concatenated to derive a descriptor for the individual.
Feng et al. [53] employed a similar approach to [1] for the recognition of facial expressions.
Face images were divided into multiple non-overlapping regions with LBP histograms generated
for each one. These were concatenated into a single descriptor of the face, averaged over all
examples of the corresponding class. They used a linear programming technique to find separat-
ing hyperplanes to perform classification between each pair of seven identified expressions. A
tournament tree was employed for final decision making. Shan et al. [194] employed weighted
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Figure 2.20: The combination of Gabor wavelets with LBP for face recognition (Tan and Triggs
[216]). The method involved the use of dimensionality reduction via PCA on feature vectors
for each method individually, followed by concatenation for fusion and the application of Kernel
Discriminative Common Vectors (KCDV) for the extraction of optimally discriminant nonlinear
features.
Chi-square statistics and Support Vector Machine for matching the LBP histograms for face re-
gions. The same authors [193] proposed a novel learning algorithm for boosting LBP patterns to
further improve classification performance. Liao et al. [116] also addressed the facial expression
recognition task by segmenting face images into weighted regions denoting key facial features
such as the eyes, lips and nose. They then derived LBP histograms from both intensity and gra-
dient maps to capture high-frequency textures and the Tsallis entropy of Gabor filter responses
for low to mid-frequency structures for each region. A null-space based Linear Discriminant
Analysis (NLDA) step was used for determining discriminative global expression features. All
three features were then combined for classifying expressions.
An area where LBP methodology can be improved is in more rigorously defining the process
by which samples are taken from the support region for a reference point (e.g. the centre pixel).
In the original methodology, as well as most of the more recent developments that are built upon
it, samples are taken with a fixed spatial topology such as pixels in a rectangular surround region
or subpixel samples at fixed radii from the reference. Within the context of the Spatial-Featural
Volume, each individual component of a binary pattern may be considered an individual feature.
For example, for a 3x3 mask eight LBP binary images may be derived with each one representing
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one of the thresholded pixels from the surround region for each pixel (see Figure 2.21). Previous
methods derive patterns by linearly encoding all of the N binary images for N-bit LBPs, with
the result that histogram bins are derived from joint statistics of fixed circular topologies that
themselves may contain counterproductive or redundant elements. Moreover, such topologies
are applied in an unchanging manner in all classification situations whereas different topologies
will be more relevant depending on the classes of object being compared. More recent work
performing selection of patterns or bins for improved discrimination operate after the complete
encoding takes place.
Figure 2.21: Spatial-Featural Volume for the LBP features of an image. Each slice constitutes
the binary-thresholded pixel from a specific position from the surround (e.g. 8 slices for an N = 8
LBP derived from 3x3 pixel regions surrounding each pixel). Previous methods encode all slices
simultaneously without considering those which are most discriminative for classification.
A more appropriate, rigorous and robust approach to formulating sampling strategy for LBP
methods is to derive the most relevant and effective local topology for the extraction of these
patterns in a manner which is flexible and contextually class-dependent. In other words, LBP
sampling strategy should be determined through a feature selection approach which selects the
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most relevant “slices” from the LBP SFV for an image. This constitutes a sampling scheme
with an adaptive, dynamic strategy which naturally solves the problems of limited spatial sup-
port (since samples may then be gathered from arbitrarily large neighbourhoods) and enables
fully-coupled statistics without prohibitively large training sets across multiple scales as well as
improving discriminative power. As such, this is arguably a more rigorous way of improving the
discriminability of LBP-based classifiers. We derive a general framework for achieving this in
Chapter 5 which is largely computationally inexpensive and naturally applicable not only to the
traditional LBP framework but to many of its extensions and derivatives without modification.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have examined the issues of feature selection for classification, visual track-
ing and visual recognition within the context of visual sampling. As discussed in Chapter 1, the
concept of evaluating pixels and ranking features are directly analogous, and conceptually uni-
fied when viewed within the concept of the Spatial-Featural-Volume of an image (Figure 1.8),
where the first two dimensions correspond to the spatial coordinates of an image and the third
dimension corresponds to the “featural” domain (for video, a fourth dimension may be assigned
as temporal). Both involve assigning some “goodness” value, either to pixels in the spatial do-
main or to features. Pixels may be considered in isolation (e.g. Stauffer and Grimson [206] for
modelling backgrounds on an individual per-pixel basis) or in spatial conjunction with one an-
other (e.g. Russell and Gong [185] for estimating background pixels while taking into account
their surrounds). Similarly, features may be ranked in isolation (e.g. using AdaBoost [61]) or in
conjunction with one another (e.g. the CMIM algorithm [55]). Given such measures of “good-
ness”, pixels or features may be taken as weighted combinations or distinct subsets chosen. As
such, the notion of feature selection fits naturally into the concept of visual discrimination.
In Section 2.1 we explored some theoretical concepts in feature selection and their practical
realisation in the form of various algorithms. Selecting small discriminative subsets of features
with minimal descriptive redundancy improves performance and efficiency in terms of computa-
tion time and storage. In general however, it is computationally prohibitive to find the optimally
most discriminative set of features given some data, known as the Markov blanket (Pearl [162]).
Consequently, most algorithms attempt to find computationally cheaper suboptimal solutions and
generally fall into the categories of: wrapper, algorithms that perform cross validation using a
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specific classification method as part of the process of feature selection; and filter, classifier ag-
nostic methods that are generally faster but not necessarily optimal for all classification methods.
We compared these two classes of feature selection algorithm and showed how boosting methods
such as AdaBoost [61] have been frequently used as a wrapper method for feature selection and
more recent filter techniques such as CMIM [55] to find more robust and less redundant subsets
of features using a sound information-theoretical criterion as an approximation for estimating
redundancy.
In Section 2.2, we discussed previous tracking methodologies by addressing three main areas:
(a) tracking by modelling foreground only; (b) modelling and removing the background in order
to determine foreground regions for tracking; and (c) performing classification between fore-
ground and background for tracking. Given the inherently fluid relationship between foreground
and background, we argued that classification based approaches were the most natural way of ad-
dressing the problem. Furthermore, the very fluidity that necessitates this approach also suggests
the need for the ability to adapt models to deal with changing appearance. A further extension
of the argument incorporated the benefit of selecting features on the fly depending on the most
useful method of discrimination at any given time during a tracking task such as colour or shape.
We discussed some recent, powerful techniques for achieving this along with two common major
limitations of such techniques: (a) the ranking of features using relatively limited methods such
as variance ratio or AdaBoost based selection; and (b) the model drift problem and the use of
static reference samples as a rudimentary method to alleviating it. Accordingly, in Chapter 3
we describe a framework for modelling complex multi-colour distributions of foreground and
background using Gaussian mixture models of colour for real-time tracking. These models over-
come some of the problems with non-parametric histogram-based distribution representations by
smoothing over gaps caused by a sparsity of training data as well as preventing issues of choosing
bin sizes. Multimodal distributions may be modelled using such a scheme but introduces a model
order selection problem; namely, the number of Gaussian components required. We describe a
method for automatically selecting model order. Furthermore, we integrate an adaptive method
to enable the mixture models to adapt on-line from samples dynamically gathered on-the-fly from
the image. This enables tracking to perform robustly under non-uniform illumination changes.
In Chapter 4 we extend the work in Chapter 3 to incorporate the featural dimension for object
representation. Accordingly, we describe a framework for (a) improving the ranking approach
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to reduce redundancy amongst selected features on-the-fly for difficult tracking problems and
(b) enabling dynamic reference samples through selective updates individually for each feature
to obviate inappropriate assumptions by previous methods and further alleviate the model drift
issue. We show the benefits of these contributions by applying the method for tracking small
pedestrian targets in highly cluttered scenes in extremely difficult situations.
In Section 2.3, we covered in some depth previous Local Binary Pattern related methods
for recognition tasks. Having described the basic LBP methodology, we focused on some key
extensions with special consideration given to methods designed to improve classification per-
formance. Previous methods for enhancing the discriminative capacity of LBP models include
selection processes for choosing the most useful patterns. However, in all these cases, the pat-
terns are encoded from all the individual LBP samples (slices in the Spatial-Featural-Volume
(SFV), see Figure 2.21). Having considered the problem in terms of the SFV, a more natural way
to select patterns is to perform feature selection prior to pattern encoding (i.e. choose the slices
from the SFV and encode the results). This approach has several benefits and solves several
problems in a natural way: (a) Eliminates the restrictions on spatial support for traditional LBP
approaches, (b) permits the modelling of joint statistics over larger areas without requiring pro-
hibitive quantities of training data, (c) chooses areas of focus depending on the two classes being
compared, hence constituting a more natural, flexible and dynamic sampling strategy and (d) can
be used with the traditional method and many of its more recent extensions as an “add-on”. Ac-
cordingly, in Chapter 5 we develop a framework for LBP-based visual association that exhibits
these properties. In doing so, we develop a novel, computationally efficient filter specifically
for binary feature selection called Binary Histogram Intersection Minimisation (BHIM) which
is experimentally shown in comparison with both AdaBoost and CMIM on both synthetic and
real data to (a) employ varying computational resources depending on the training set, with good
quality features being found far more quickly than low quality ones and (b) find stronger sub-
sets of low-redundancy binary features than either CMIM or AdaBoost. We build sparse models
from these chosen features and experimentally show their improvement in classification perfor-
mance over standard LBP methods in face and texture recognition tasks. We call these models
Multi-Scale Local Binary Features (MSLBF).
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Chapter 3
Colour Feature Sampling for Tracking
The visual tracking of an object through a scene is rooted in the notion of object association.
From frame to frame of an image sequence, the task is to determine the state or states of the object
being tracked, e.g. 3D pose, orientation, scale or position in the image. Scale and position are
often estimated from the region of the image containing the object, with these states approximated
by fitting bounding boxes. The pixels within the bounding boxes are generally identified as
associating strongly with the object given some internal model of expected object appearance.
The goal is to collect the most relevant pixels as samples for estimating these object states. In
terms of the generalised notion of adaptive visual sampling, the tracking process can then be
viewed as generally comprising two complementary filtering components forming part of an
overall sampling strategy:
1. A predictive mechanism acts as a method for narrowing the search for the object. This
may be established to varying degrees of sophistication. In the simplest case, a priori
heuristics may be employed; in any given frame t of a tracking sequence, samples may be
collected within a fixed range of the position of the object in frame t− 1 with the range
fixed according to various factors, such as the frame-rate and maximum expected velocity
of object movement. Ultimately this may be naturally extended to a more sophisticated,
empirical, dynamic sampling strategy which incorporates several factors such as direction
of object movement, camera movement, frame rate, relative object velocity and changes
in object size. Data association techniques include components for predicting such states
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(e.g. Kalman filters [94, 230] and particle filters [69, 166]) which in turn may be used to
narrow the search for evidence and reduce effort at the next stage.
2. The samples (pixels) collected are filtered according to their associational strength with the
object of interest. The process of doing this involves the computation of a matching mea-
sure between each sample and the model with samples subsequently accepted or rejected
accordingly for state estimation. For example, samples may be evaluated according to the
probability that they were generated by the object. In this case, “acceptance” is a varying
quantity denoted by the probability value with “rejection” indicated by zero probability.
As such, the model may be viewed as the basis for the filtering process. The aim is to
obtain a set of samples which are considered representative of the object. They may then
be used to compute more accurate empirical estimates of object state. Appropriate data
association techniques combine these empirical estimates with predictions to derive more
optimal final estimates.
In this chapter we develop a methodology for the use of colour features as a fast cue for
real-time tracking applications. Colour features have been used for a variety of tasks such as
segmentation [201], tracking [138] and object recognition [134, 212]. We describe previous
colour-based methods appropriate to this area and address specific limitations which are; (a)
The use of non-parametric models which can be sensitive to small training sets and (b) A lack
of a dynamic sampling strategy which prevents object models from maintaining relevance un-
der changing conditions over time. In doing so we develop a sampling strategy framework for
tracking based on pixel feature statistics and apply it for colour. This involves; (a) The use of
semi-parametric Gaussian mixture models to capture multi-colour distributions, (b) An algorithm
for automatically selecting the number of components of a Gaussian mixture model, (c) A fast
method for real-time tracking of multi-colour objects, (d) A Bayesian formulation for context-
dependent pixel classification and (e) A mechanism to facilitate a dynamic sampling strategy by
adapting models on-line.
3.1 Scope of the problem
A prime concern for any object association task being conducted over time is the continuing rele-
vance of the internal model. In most real-world situations, dynamic conditions such as viewpoint
changes and lighting fluctuations cause transience in the strength of association between models
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and objects of interest. This problem is particularly acute for tracking tasks in uncontrolled en-
vironments, where static models may lose their relevance frequently and rapidly. Consequently,
internal models need to be adapt accordingly; in other words, the sampling strategy for tracking
should be flexible and dynamic.
3.1.1 Modelling colour distributions
Colour can be a very effective, strongly salient and computationally cheap visual cue for object
association. Swain and Ballard [212] described a scheme which used histograms for modelling
the colours of an object. The colour space was quantised through the histogram’s structure which
comprised a number of “bins”. An algorithm known as “histogram intersection” was used for
matching image histograms with model histograms. Although colour histograms can be used
to approximate distributions in colour space, the level of quantisation imposed on the colour
space influences the resulting distribution. If the number of bins n is too high, the estimated
distribution will be “noisy” and many bins will be empty. If n is too low, distribution structure
is smoothed away. Histograms are effective only when n can be kept relatively low and where
sufficient data are available. A potentially more effective semi-parametric [12] approach for
colour distribution estimation may be found through the use of Gaussian mixture models. With
this approach, a number of Gaussian functions may be taken as an approximation to a multi-
modal distribution in colour space. Finite mixture models been previously discussed at length
[12, 52, 142, 168, 169, 170, 221] although most of this work has concentrated on the general
studies of the properties of mixture models rather than developing vision models for use with
real data from dynamic scenes.
In Section 3.2 we describe the use of Gaussian mixture models for modelling the colour
distributions of multi-coloured objects. They are used as part of a probabilistic approach to our
tracking framework’s filtering-based sampling strategy, involving the computation of conditional
probabilities to evaluate image samples’ association with the model.
3.1.2 The model order selection problem
The use of colour mixture models in dynamic scenes is not without its difficulties. A common
problem associated with density-based modelling of statistical data involves the selection of the
number of parameters for a model, known as the model order selection problem [12]. With colour
mixture models, this involves the selection of the number of Gaussian components. The goal is
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to generate a model that provides accurate predictions for new data. Too few parameters can
lead to a poor model which over-generalises the data (high bias), while too many parameters can
result in an overfit of the model to the training data (high variance) [67]. In either case, the un-
derlying distribution responsible for the training data is not reflected accurately and performance
on new data will be poor. Existing methods for model selection are usually rather ad hoc. An
exception is the recursive algorithm of Priebe and Marchette [169]. It was extended to model
non-stationary data series through the use of temporal windowing. Their algorithm adds new
components dynamically when the mixture model fails to account well for a new data point.
Here, to simplify the problem and corresponding solution we separate the issues of selecting
model order and adapting them on-line. In Section 3.3 we describe an iterative algorithm for
automatically determining model order for a Gaussian mixture based on a fixed data set. Com-
ponents are added incrementally whilst cross-validation is used to monitor generalisation ability
and prevent overfitting.
3.1.3 Tracking with colour cues
Methods have been proposed for colour-based detection and tracking of skin-coloured objects
(e.g. [100, 188, 189, 235]). In particular, a system constructed by Wren et al. [234] enabled
tracking of entire people in controlled environments with static cameras. Each pixel in an image
had an associated feature vector comprising spatial and colour components. These feature vectors
were clustered, which led to a collection of “blobs” defined by spatial and spectral similarity. A
collection of blobs constituted a representation of a person. This limited tracking to people with
homogeneously coloured regions with an unchanging background.
In Section 3.4 we describe a fast method for tracking multi-coloured objects using Gaussian
mixture models by filtering pixels on the basis of conditional probabilities and estimating mo-
ments of the resulting sample set. It functions in real-time on extremely modest hardware and
does not require constructing or maintaining three-dimensional models of the object and which
is able to cope with moving backgrounds. In Section 3.5 we extend this to a Bayesian framework
which performs filtering by classifying pixels based on colour models of both foreground and
background.
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3.1.4 Dealing with changing lighting
A drawback with colour is that photometric features are highly sensitive to changing conditions
such as the viewing geometry and in particular lighting conditions. The human visual system
is largely able to cope under these circumstances through colour constancy, which is the ability
to perceive a colour (or brightness) as constant despite objective fluctuations in chromaticity
and luminance (see e.g. McCann et al. [136], Brainard and Wandell [17], Lucassen [124]).
Computer vision approaches to colour constancy attempt to reconstruct the spectral composition
of the incident light and adjust observed reflectances accordingly (e.g. Forsyth [59]). However,
such methods do not perform adequately in any but the most controlled environments.
In Section 3.6 we address the issue of changing conditions by adopting an adaptive statistical
framework that iteratively modifies the internal model to keep pace of changing circumstances.
Additionally, the process is selective and attempts to detect when the tracker has lost the target
(e.g. through occlusion) in order to prevent adaptation to contaminated samples. Once reattached
to the target, the adaptation process is permitted to proceed.
3.2 Gaussian mixture models of colour
Although colour histograms can be used to estimate distributions in colour space, the level of
quantisation imposed on the colour space influences the resulting distribution. If the number of
bins n is too high, the estimated distribution will be “noisy” and many bins will be empty. If n
is too low, distribution structure is smoothed away. Histograms are effective only when n can be
kept relatively low and where sufficient data are available. A potentially more effective “semi-
parametric” approach for colour distribution estimation is to use Gaussian mixture models. In
this approach, a number of Gaussian functions are taken as an approximation to a multi-modal
distribution in colour space and conditional probabilities are then computed for colour pixels.
Let the conditional distribution for a colour x from a pixel belonging to a multi-coloured





p(x| j)P( j) (3.1)
where a mixing parameter P( j) corresponds to the prior probability that pixel x was generated
by component j and where ∑Mj=1 P( j) = 1. Each mixture component is a Gaussian with mean µ
and covariance matrix Σ, i.e. in the case of a 2D colour space:
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2 (x−µ j)TΣ−1j (x−µ j) (3.2)
Expectation-Maximisation (EM) is an effective, widely known and established maximum-
likelihood algorithm for fitting such a mixture to a data set [12, 179].
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a Gaussian mixture model of a multi-coloured object in
HS-space.
Outlier points, which can be caused by image noise and specular highlights, have little influence
upon the mixture model.
The semi-parametric nature of mixture models pertains to the need to choose the number
of mixture components M. This is similar to the need to choose the number of bins n for a
histogram. However, the resulting mixture model is arguably less sensitive to the value of M
chosen than histograms are to the value of n. Further, the benefits of the mixture model approach
are:
1. The model is capable of smoothing over gaps in the dataset (which may be quite small)
2. The number of components may intuitively be associated with the number of distinct
colours on the object being modelled, with each distinct colour considered as the prime
source for each of the peaks in the resulting distribution
3. The use of overlapping Gaussians is a natural way of assigning differently sized and ori-
ented regions of the feature space to different “sources”, unlike with histograms which
consist of equally-sized and equally-spaced non-overlapping bins
However, it is still desirable to be able to select the number of Gaussian components (model
order) automatically. Next, we describe a cross-validation based method for doing this in an
incremental fashion.
3.3 Automatic model order selection
Model order selection is the problem of choosing the number of parameters that facilitates the
accurate modelling of an underlying distribution for a set of data. In this section, we describe
a constructive method for automatic determination of the number of components for a colour
mixture model.
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Figure 3.1: An example of modelling the colour distribution of a multi-coloured object in Hue-
Saturation space. Top: a multi-coloured object (a drinks can). Middle: its colour histogram
(polar coordinates superimposed onto a Cartesian grid). It can be noted that since histograms are
non-parametric, such a representation is only viable when a large amount of data is available.
Bottom: its Gaussian mixture model. The mixture components are shown as elliptical contours
of equal probability.
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A standard technique employed for model training, known as cross validation, attempts to
find the model order that provides the best trade-off between bias and variance. A number of
models of different order are trained by minimising an error function for a training set. These
models are then evaluated by computing the error function for an independent validation set. The
model with the lowest error for the validation set is considered to exhibit the best generalisation
and its order is taken to be optimal.
This concept is applied to the generation of mixture models through an iterative scheme of
splitting components and monitoring generalisation ability. The available data set is partitioned
into disjoint training and validation sets. A mixture model Φ is typically initialised with a single
component (although a larger number may also be used to start with). Model order is then
gradually increased by iteratively applying EM and splitting components. The log-likelihood
L(V ;Φ) for the validation set V is computed after every iteration:
L(V ;Φ) =∑
k
ln{p(xk|Φ)} , xk ∈V (3.3)
It is assumed that the optimal model order corresponds to the peak in this likelihood function
over time. Here, the techniques for selecting and splitting components are outlined and we
present a corresponding algorithm called Iterative Model Order Selection (IMOS).
3.3.1 Splitting components













Once the component κ to be split has been selected, two new components with means µη1
and µη2, and covariance matrices Ση1 and Ση2 are computed by:
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Ση1 = Ση2 = Σk (3.8)
where λ1 is the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix Σκ and u1 is the corresponding eigen-
vector.
The prior probabilities for the new components are assigned like so:




3.3.2 A constructive algorithm for model-order selection
Here we describe the Iterative Model Order Selection (IMOS) algorithm. Let M denote the num-
ber of components, ΦM denote the model with M components and L(V ;ΦM) the log-likelihood
of the validation set with respect to model ΦM. The initial number of components may be set to a
low number (here M is initially set to 1). With a validation set V generated for the generalisation
test, a constructive algorithm for model order selection is shown in Algorithm 3.1. The algorithm
terminates when a peak is detected in the log-likelihood measurements for the validation set. The
application of this algorithm to a data set for a multi-coloured object (the Pepsi can as shown in
Figure 3.1) is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
3.4 Fast colour-based tracking
Often, tracking an object requires estimating no more than its position and size in each frame of
a sequence. In order to do so, a subset of the total image is essentially identified and the required
states estimated from this set. Considering all pixels of an image as a sample population, tracking
then amounts to a sampling process involving the filtering of image samples. The corresponding
sampling strategy is then the evaluation and acceptance or rejection of samples for inclusion in
the desired sample set.
In each frame of a sequence, the sampling strategy conducts two filtering steps. Firstly,
samples are filtered on the basis of their position relative to a restricted search window defined
by the expected size and position of the object, with those lying outside immediately rejected.
Secondly, a confidence map is computed for the image within the search window, which involves
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Input: Training data T , validation set V
Output: Gaussian mixture model ΦM with M components
Set number of components M = 1;
Compute mean and covariance matrix for T to initialise Φ1;
Compute L(V ;Φ1) for Φ1 on V (Equation 3.3);
repeat
Find component j with lowest total responsibility for V (Equations 3.4 and 3.5);
Split component j (Equations 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8);
Set M = M+1;
Apply Expectation-Maximisation for new model ΦM on T ;
Compute L(V ;ΦM) for ΦM on V ;
until L(V ;ΦM)< L(V ;ΦM−1);
Return ΦM−1;
Algorithm 3.1: The Iterative Model Order Selection (IMOS) algorithm for Gaussian mix-
ture models. The model is initialised with a single component. Thereafter, the algorithm
repeatedly splits the component with the lowest responsibility for the validation set (Equa-
tions 3.4 and 3.5) to create a new higher-order model, applies Expectation-Maximisation
to fit the new model to the training set and monitors the log-likelihood of the validation set
with respect to the new model. At this stage, a lower log-likelihood than the previous one is
considered as an indication of overfitting and the previous model (corresponding to a peak
in the likelihood progression) returned as the final result.
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Before Split 1 After Split 1 Before Split 2 After Split 2
Before Split 3 After Split 3 Before Split 4 After Split 4
Before Split 5 After Split 5 Before Split 6 After Split 6
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: Application of the IMOS algorithm for generating a Gaussian mixture for the colours
of the drinks can shown in Figure 3.1. Part (a) illustrates six iterations of the process, with
each pair of images showing EM convergence followed by the splitting of a component. Part
(b) shows the final seven component model (left) and the resulting probability density function
with brighter regions corresponding to higher probabilities (middle). Finally, a histogram of the
training data in polar coordinates is shown superimposed onto a Cartesian grid (right).
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evaluating the colours for each sample inside given a model O of the colours of the object. The
size and position of the object being tracked are then estimated from the resulting distribution
in the image plane. Object position at frame t is taken to be the mean mt = (mx,my) and object
size is estimated from the standard deviation σ t = (σx,σy). More precisely, for a given frame t,
the object position mt is estimated as an offset from the position estimate for the previous frame,
mt−1:
mt = mt−1+
∑ξ p(xξ |O)(ξ −mt−1)
∑ξ p(xξ |O)
(3.10)
where ξ ranges over all image coordinates in the region of interest, xξ is the colour feature vector
at pixel coordinate ξ and O is the object model.




∑ξ p(xξ |O){(ξ −mt−1)−mt}2
∑ξ p(xξ |O)
(3.11)
3.5 Modelling colour in environmental context
When tracking with a single foreground model, it is often of practical necessity to threshold
the conditional probabilities p(xξ |O) computed for samples. In doing so, values lower than the
threshold are taken to be background and are consequently set to zero in order to nullify their
influence on the estimation of mt and σ t . Thresholding probabilities generated by a foreground
model alone is often ineffective due to severe overlap between background and foreground colour
distributions. For dealing with multi-coloured objects in dynamic scenes, it is desirable to model
the colour distribution of the background scene in addition to the objects to be tracked. Doing
so also adds further rigour, both intuitively and computationally, to the sampling strategy and
improves confidence in the filtered samples. Given a model (such as a Gaussian mixture density)
for both an object, O, and the background scene, B, the probability that the colour value xξ for a
given pixel ξ belongs to the object is given by the posterior probability P(O|xξ ):
P(O|xξ ) =
p(xξ |O)P(O)
p(xξ |O)P(O)+ p(xξ |B)P(B)
(3.12)
with the probability it belongs to the background given as P(B|xξ ) = 1−P(O|xξ ). The prior
probability, P(O), may be set to reflect the expected size of the object within the search area of
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the scene [P(B) = 1−P(O)]. Pixels can be assigned according to the Maximum A-Posteriori
(MAP) estimate, i.e. to the class that maximises the posterior probability. In this case, since
there are only two classes, the class to assign is object O if P(O|x) > 0.5 (Equation 3.12) or
background scene B otherwise.
This minimises the probability of misclassification error in a Bayesian sense. However, it is
preferable to use the posterior probabilities directly in order to estimate the spatial extent of the
object. Furthermore, the density estimates provide a measure of confidence. Pixels in areas of
colour space where both foreground and background likelihoods are low are classified with low
confidence.
Modelling foreground and background separately also has the practical advantage that the
object and scene data can be acquired independently. A single background scene model can
subsequently be used with many different objects. This is useful for tracking multiple objects
within the same environment. By the same token, a single object model may be used to track
the same object in multiple environments, with the caveat that the different environments are
similarly illuminated.
3.6 Coping with change
Colour appearance is often unstable due to changes in both background and foreground lighting.
The colour constancy problem has been addressed mainly through the formulation of physics-
based models (e.g. Forsyth [59]) which attempt to normalise chromatic fluctuations by recovering
the spectral composition of the illuminant. However, these methods are generally inadequate in
most situations. Apart from changes in lighting, colour appearance also varies over time due to
changes in viewing geometry and changes in camera parameters such as auto-iris adjustment.
Given these dynamic characteristics of uncontrolled environments, visual sampling strategies
need to be flexible and adaptive. In the context of the framework described here, the pixel filtering
process depends on the relevance of the colour models that underpin and guide the process. Under
the assumption that viewing conditions change gradually over time, statistical colour models can
be adapted to reflect the changing colour appearance of a tracked object (or the background scene
against which it is tracked). In this section, we describe a method for adapting Gaussian mixture
colour models over time.
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3.6.1 On-line model adaptation
At each frame, t, a new set of K pixels, X (t) = {x1, ...,xK}, is sampled from the object and used
to update the mixture model1. These new data sample a slowly varying non-stationary signal.
Let ψ(t) denote the sum of the posterior probabilities of the data in frame t, ψ(t) =∑x∈X (t) p( j|x).












p( j|x)(x−µ t−1)T (x−µ t−1) (3.14)
where N(t) denotes the number of pixels in the new data set and all summations are over the data
xk ∈ X (t). The mixture model components then have their parameters updated using weighted
sums of the previous recursive estimates, (µ t−1,Σt−1,Pt−1( j)), estimates based on the new data,
(µ (t),Σ(t),P(t)( j)) and estimates based on the old data, (µ (t−L−1),Σ(t−L−1),P(t−L−1)( j)):
The mean and covariance matrix are updated as follows:































Dt ≈ (1−1/(L+1))Dt−1+ψ(t) (3.18)
1Throughout this thesis, superscript (t) denotes a quantity based only on data from frame t. Subscripts
denote recursive estimates.
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The parameter L controls the adaptivity of the model. Setting L = t and ignoring terms based on
frame t−L− 1 gives a stochastic algorithm for estimating a Gaussian mixture for a stationary
signal [12, 223].
During the processing of a sequence, new samples of data for adaptation are gathered from a
region of appropriate aspect ratio centred on the estimated object centroid under the assumption
that these data form a representative sample of the objects’ colours. This will hold for a large
class of objects. This approach may be improved by using all pixels determined as belonging
to the object, especially if using Bayesian posterior computations given both a foreground and
background model (Section 3.5). This also enables background-classified pixels to be used to
adapt the background model.
3.6.2 Selective adaptation
An obvious problem with adapting a colour model over time is the lack of ground-truth. Any
colour-based tracker can lose the object it is tracking due, for example, to occlusion. If such
errors go undetected the colour model will adapt to image regions which do not correspond to
the object (model drift) since the samples used for adaptation will be contaminated by non-object
samples. This is clearly undesirable. In order to help alleviate this problem, observed log-
likelihood measurements may be used to detect erroneous frames. Adaptation of the model may
then be suspended for these frames, giving the tracker the opportunity to recapture the object and
resume adaptation.
The adaptive mixture model seeks to maximise the log-likelihood of the colour data over
time. Given an object model O, the normalised log-likelihood L(X (t);O) of the data X (t) =
{x1, ...,xK} observed from the object at time t is given by:
L(X (t);O) = 1
N(t) ∑xk∈X (t)
ln p(xk|O) (3.19)
At each time frame, L(X (t);O) is evaluated. If the tracker loses the object there is often a sudden,
large drop in the value of L(X (t);O). This provides a way to detect tracker failure. Adaptation is
suspended when such an error is detected. The tracker is then re-bootstrapped by increasing the
search space to the maximum size. Adaptation is re-activated when the object is again tracked
with sufficiently high likelihood.
A temporal median filter is used to compute a threshold, T for the log-likelihood. Adaptation
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is then only performed when L(X (t);O) > T . More specifically, the median, ν , and standard
deviation, σ , of L(X (t);O) are computed for the n most recent above-threshold frames, where
n≤ L. The threshold T is then set to T = ν− kσ , where k is a constant.
3.7 Experiments
In the following we describe a set of experiments in which colour mixture models were applied
to object tracking in dynamic scenes. All the experiments ran in real-time (15-20Hz) on an
extremely low-specification 200MHz Pentium PC with a Matrox Meteor board.
Most colour cameras provide an RGB (red, green, blue) signal. In order to model objects’
colour distributions, the RGB signal is first transformed to make the intensity or brightness ex-
plicit so that it can be discarded in order to obtain a high level of invariance to the intensity of
ambient illumination. Here the HSV (hue, saturation, value) representation was used and colour
distributions were modelled in the 2D hue-saturation space as polar coordinates. Hue corre-
sponds to our intuitive notion of ‘colour’ and is defined as an angle about the origin of HS space,
whilst saturation corresponds to our idea of ‘vividness’ or ‘purity’ of colour and is defined as
distance from the origin. At low saturation, measurements of hue become unreliable and are
discarded. Likewise, pixels with very high intensity are discarded. It should be noted that the
HSV system does not relate well to human vision. In particular, the usual definition of intensity
as max(R+G+B) is at odds with our perception of intensity. However, this is not important
for the tracking application described here. If in other applications it was deemed desirable to
relate the colour models to human perception then perceptually-based systems like CIE L∗u∗v∗
and CIE L∗a∗b∗ could be used instead of HSV.
3.7.1 Fast colour-based tracking
Figure 3.7.1 shows samples from one continuous sequence where a skin colour mixture model
was used on an active camera with pan, tilt and zoom capabilities for tracking a face with oc-
clusion, lighting and scale changes. It is clear that the model copes well with the changes in
object appearance. Here the colour mixture model is relatively simple in the sense that the ob-
ject of interest has almost a uniform colour, enabling the number of components to be easily
determined.
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Figure 3.3: A face is tracked against a cluttered background by an active camera which pans, tilts
and zooms.
3.7.2 Modelling colour in environmental context
Model selection becomes more difficult with multi-coloured objects. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
multi-coloured object foreground and background models in HS colour space. These resulted
from running the IMOS algorithm for automatic model selection (see Section 3.3.2). A context-
dependent object model can be given by a combined posterior density (shown in the bottom right)
which defines decision boundaries between object foreground and scene background, even when
significant overlap exists between the object and the background.
Figure 3.5 shows an application of the context-dependent object (person) model in tracking.
Pixels in the scene were classified as person or background using Equation 3.12 with the prior
probabilities set to P(B) = P(O) = 0.5. Background classified pixels were replaced by an al-
ternative background to illustrate the sample (pixel) filtering process; in other words, the person
being tracked was superimposed onto an alternative dynamic scene. The results are surprisingly
good for individual pixel classification alone, although imperfect. However, this implies the util-
ity of using other features in conjunction with colour in order to further empower the filtering
step, such as an effectively applied combination of photometric and geometric features.
3.7.3 Coping with change
Results shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the advantage in using an adaptive model. In this
sequence the illumination conditions coupled with the camera’s auto-iris mechanism resulted in
large changes in the apparent colour of the object of interest (the face of a person) as it approached
the window. Towards the end of the sequence, the face became very dark, making hue and
saturation measurements unreliable. In Figure 3.6, a non-adaptive model was estimated based
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Figure 3.4: Colour mixture models of a multi-coloured object (person model) and the context
(scene model). The first row shows the data used to build the foreground (person) and the back-
ground (laboratory) models. The second row illustrates the probability density estimated from
mixture models for the object foreground and scene background. The rightmost image is the com-
bined posterior density in the HS colour space. Here the “bright” regions represent foreground
whilst the “dark” regions give the background. The “grey” areas are regions of uncertainty.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of foreground-background classification-based pixel filtering for track-
ing. The top row outlines the tracked region for segmentation and the second row illustrates
superimposition onto an alternative sequence.
Figure 3.6: Five frames from a sequence in which a face was tracked using a non-adaptive model.
The apparent colour of the face changes due to (i) varying illumination and (ii) the camera’s auto-
iris mechanism which adjusts to bright exterior light.
on the first image of the sequence only and was used throughout. It was unable to cope with
the varying conditions and failure eventually occurred. In Figure 3.7, the model was allowed to
adapt and successfully maintained a lock on the face.
The experiment shown in Figure 3.8 illustrates the advantage of selective adaptation. The
person moved through challenging tracking conditions, before approaching the camera at close
range (frames 50-60). Since the camera was placed in the doorway of another room with its
own lighting conditions, the person’s face underwent a large, sudden and temporary change in
apparent colour. When adaptation was performed in every frame, this sudden change had a
drastic effect on the model and ultimately led the tracker to fail when the person receded into the
corridor. With selective adaptation, these sudden changes were treated as outliers and adaptation
was suspended, permitting the tracker to recover.
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Figure 3.7: The sequence depicted in Figure 3.6 tracked with an adaptive colour model. Here,
the model adapts to cope with the change in apparent colour.
3.8 Discussion
Using a single foreground colour model, fast tracking can be achieved with good robustness,
especially when combined with an adaptive model. Furthermore, in some situations, such as
tracking a distinctly coloured object, it is able to cope well with moving cameras and changing
backgrounds. However, this very fluidity also increases the chance that background and object
will occasionally overlap in terms of their characteristics with respect to the model. Background
objects that suddenly come into view containing similar colours to the object being tracked may
confuse the tracker and cause failure. Modelling the background helps to alleviate this prob-
lem, since such shared colours tend to be weighted lower during the sample filtering process,
with the result that their influence on state estimates are reduced. This implies the need to adapt
background models similarly as for the tracked object. Furthermore, the colour models used
here do not capture spatial structure, which has the advantage of enabling greater flexibility for
tracking under geometric transformations of both object and scene. The drawback is that geo-
metrical structural differences between object and distractors cannot be exploited for discrimi-
nation. Methods employing geometry are hence burdened with the task of estimating geometric
dynamics such as the movement of the camera relative to the scene in order to compensate (e.g.
[143, 95, 23, 213]). In Chapter 4, we explore the use of different feature types to help cope with
the problem of transient relevance encountered with individual feature types by extending the
sampling strategy from the spatial domain to the featural domain (Figure 1.8) and building on
previous work in this area.
The Iterative Model Order Selection algorithm is a simple and intuitively appealing approach
to selecting model order. However, given the dynamic nature of tracking and acknowledged by
the use of adaptive models, it is clear that, apart from the actual distributions over the feature






Figure 3.8: (a) Frames 35, 45, 55, 65 and 75 from a sequence. There is strong directional and
exterior illumination. The walls have a fleshy tone. At around frame 55, the subject rapidly
approaches the camera which is situated in a doorway, resulting in rapid changes in illumination,
scale and auto-iris parameters. This can be seen in plot (b) which shows the 3D plot of the hue-
saturation distribution over time. In (a), the model was allowed to adapt in every frame, resulting
in failure at around frame 60. Plot (b) illustrates the use of selective adaptation. Plot (c) shows
the normalised log-likelihood measurements and the adaptation threshold.
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distinct colours of an object, each of which produces a peak in the corresponding distribution
in feature space, may change with object pose. Consequently, it is desirable to further improve
adaptation methodology to cater for this requirement. This would necessarily involve procedures
for not only adding components but also removing them when appropriate.
3.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have described a framework for an adaptive sampling strategy for fast, robust
object tracking using colour features. The sampling strategy amounts to a filtering process on
image samples (pixels) and involves two steps: (1) a focus-of-attention through the use of a
search window reflecting the expected position and size of the object; and (2) the evaluation of
samples by computing probabilities that they belong to the object. Moments of the probabilities
in the image plane are computed to estimate object position and size.
The framework comprises five components:
1. Gaussian mixture models for semi-parametric modelling of the colour distributions of
multi-colour objects;
2. An Iterative Model Order Selection (IMOS) algorithm that uses cross-validation for auto-
matically determining the number of components for a Gaussian mixture given a sample
set of object colours, a procedure normally performed in an ad hoc manner;
3. A sampling strategy for performing fast tracking using colour models;
4. A Bayesian formulation enabling models of object and the environment to be employed
together in filtering samples by discrimination;
5. An adaptive mechanism to enable colour models to cope with changing conditions and
permit more robust tracking. Furthermore, a method for detecting tracking errors controls
adaptation to prevent model drift.
We conducted experiments accordingly:
1. The colour mixture models were used to perform robust object detection and tracking in
real-time using extremely modest hardware ;
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2. The use of separate colour models for foreground objects and the background scene was
described. Successful tracking was thus performed even when there was significant overlap
between object and background colour distributions;
3. Selective adaptation of models was shown to improve tracking performance under large
changes in apparent colour whilst correctly detecting tracking errors and controlling adap-
tation.
In the next chapter, we extend the idea of tracking as an adaptive sampling strategy by in-
cluding the featural domain of the Spatial-Featural-Volume (Figure 1.8) in addition to the spatial
domain. This is an intuitive step forward since the relevance of different features type in dis-




Multi-Feature Sampling for Tracking
In the previous chapter, we described a framework for an adaptive sampling strategy for tracking
using colour features. Such a strategy involves two sequential filtering steps: (a) the restriction
of focus of attention to a search window dictated by expectations of object position and size;
and (b) the evaluation of samples within the search window with respect to an internal model
and a corresponding rejection or acceptance based on the evaluation. Adaptivity is provided by
a mechanism for the selective updates of internal models, thereby helping to prevent model-drift
and the consequential deterioration in the accuracy of sample evaluations. In this scheme, the
sampling process is contained within the spatial domain since samples are formed from a single
feature and indexed according to their pixel coordinates.
As described in the previous chapter, object association tasks and, perhaps more acutely, ob-
ject tracking schemes must cope with imaging fluctuations caused by illumination change, partial
or complete occlusions and ever-changing backgrounds caused by moving cameras or distractors
in a multi-object environment. Tracking in a cluttered scene under unstable lighting is hindered
by the intrinsic instability and transience of features as a useful discriminator for the target object.
Furthermore, the robustness of different types of features is highly context-dependent, with pho-
tometric and geometric environmental conditions inducing different complications. For example,
colour is sensitive to changes in lighting whilst shape and texture may be drastically altered dur-
ing pose transitions. Additionally, in cluttered scenes dynamic distractors can significantly affect
the relevance of specific features over time, e.g. colour may perform adequately when a red target
object is tracked against a non-red background but shape may be more discriminative when the
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target moves into a red-coloured area. Consequently, in the absence of truly robust features, a
successful tracker will not only take measures to alleviate the problems of model-drift but also to
utilise the features most likely to be useful at any given time.
In this chapter, we extend the sampling strategy for tracking described in Chapter 3 by in-
corporating a third filtering step to address the issue of selecting appropriate features during
tracking. Whilst previously filtering was performed purely in the spatial domain, here the notion
is extended to another dimension, the featural domain of the Spatial-Featural Volume (SFV) as
illustrated in Figure 1.8. This extra dimension constitutes an extra source of pixel samples, with
each spatial image coordinate now indexing a pool of values derived from various transforma-
tions of the raw image colours. Previous work has addressed the issue of selection from this
pool for tracking (e.g. [29, 4, 115, 72]) with the following limitations: (a) in choosing the most
relevant features in each frame, features are ranked using metrics or boosting methods which
do not address issues of redundancy amongst those selected (see Section 2.1.2); and (b) model
drift is inadequately addressed by using static reference models based on unrealistic assumptions
of long-term relevance. Here we address these problems within a framework called Adaptive
Multi-Feature Association (AMA) consisting of two components; (a) A more reliable feature
ranking method called Attribute-based Feature Ranking (AFR) which consists of a combination
of two computed attributes per feature to reduce redundancy and (b) a mechanism called Multi-
ple Selectively-adaptive Feature Models (MSFM) for maintaining multiple longer-term reference
models that are selectively adapted on-line to avoid model drift. This forms an extension of the
dynamic sampling strategy concept to multiple feature domains.
4.1 Scope of the problem
The problem of tracking objects with changing appearance against the background has been
addressed by treating tracking as a binary classification problem [119, 148, 33, 29, 4, 115]. Clas-
sification has also been used to disambiguate difficult situations in crowded scenes where the
close proximity of objects may confuse a tracker [204]. In particular, for coping with constantly
varying foreground and background appearance, a feature selection approach has increasingly
been employed as a means to selecting the most discriminative appearance characteristics for
performing object association given the conditions at any specific time. In this vein, Collins
et al. [29] proposed a framework involving the continuous ranking of individual feature types
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from a pool over the duration of a tracking task and the use of high-ranked features to generate
classifiers for pixel classification in subsequent frames. Periodically, foreground and background
pixel samples collected from an object-centred centre-surround bounding box are used to evalu-
ate the discriminative power for each of the features using the variance ratio of their statistics to
determine the N most discriminative features. Classifiers are then created for these feature types
and used to generate confidence maps to which mean-shift [32] processes are then applied and
combined. This idea was extended further by Avidan [4] using AdaBoost [61] to generate and
maintain an ensemble of weak classifiers which may implicitly weight different features in a pool
rather than perform selection. The weak classifiers are combined into a strong classifier used for
generating confidence maps. Samples are collected for each frame and used to generate new
weak classifiers in an off-line manner, replacing the weakest classifiers for the current ensemble.
Similarly, Grabner et al. [71] proposed an on-line boosting algorithm to maintain an ensemble.
Liang et. al [115] modified the framework by Collins et al. [29] to use Bayes error rates instead
of the variance ratio to deal with multimodal feature distributions. They also included a method
to adapt estimates of object scale using a set of simple correlation templates to roughly estimate
object boundaries.
In order to avoid model drift over time, Collins et al. [29] and Liang et al. [115] incorpo-
rate a static reference model of target object appearance. This involves combining pixel samples
from the first frame of a tracking task with frame-specific pixel samples when ranking. For sim-
ilar effect, Avidan [4] proposed exempting replacement of the strongest classifier from the first
frame of tracking. Grabner et al. [72] took the more sophisticated approach of employing a
semi-supervised on-line boosting approach based on the SemiBoost algorithm (Mallapragada et
al. [132]). This involves the use of a fixed “prior” classifier acting as a reference model and
a separate strong classifier. In each frame, the strong classifier is used to generate confidence
maps and estimate object state, after which randomly-selected unlabelled image patches are ex-
tracted and classified using a combination of both the strong and prior classifiers. The classes
and corresponding weights of the image patches are then used to update the strong classifier.
This approach affords the tracker greater flexibility to adapt without allowing it to lose relevance;
however, the prior classifier is trained on initial labelled examples and remains static throughout
the tracking process.
In this chapter, we address two fundamental limitations of all of these previous methods.
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Firstly, the schemes by Collins et al. [29] (using variance ratio) and Liang et al. [115] (using
Bayes error) rank features in isolation which can result in highly redundant feature sets giving
significantly less discriminative representations of target objects. Boosting approaches, such as
those employed by Avidan [4] and Grabner et al. [70, 71, 72], can also suffer from the same
problem [55]. Secondly, the attempts at addressing model drift by Collins et al. [29], Liang et
al. [115], Avidan [4] and Grabner et al. [72] all inherently either directly or indirectly assume
the long-term relevance of target object appearance at initialisation, either by incorporating sam-
ples directly from the initial frame or using classifiers trained on a static set of initial samples.
While these approaches may be effective in relatively stable environments where very short-
term changes may take place, in situations where target object appearance undergoes long-term
change, for example due to lighting, the maintained reference samples or classifier quickly be-
come irrelevant. Both limitations contribute to inaccurate pixel classification which in turn results
in lower quality pixel confidence maps and more tracking errors.
To address these problems, we argue that combining knowledge of trends in target object ap-
pearance over time with object appearance on a frame-specific basis is a more natural approach
to overcoming the problems caused by both short-term complications such as occlusion as well
as longer-term issues such as lighting change. A key factor, and one neglected by previous meth-
ods, is that the feature selection approach to tracking requires a balance between rigidity and
flexibility in feature selection. Too much rigidity and the tracker cannot adapt to new situations,
too much flexibility and it becomes too susceptible to noise and model drift. Trends should be
monitored over time to facilitate dynamic reference models as opposed to static. Doing so adds
a degree of flexibility to the overall sampling strategy for the tracking task and in the process
improves the strength and stability of features selected as well as the accuracy of pixel classifi-
cation from frame to frame. To that end, we propose a novel on-line adaptive feature ranking
and selection framework that balances the long-term featural characteristics of an object with
short-term discriminative requirements throughout tracking. We call this framework Adaptive
Multi-feature Association (AMA) which comprises two components. Firstly, we perform object
feature selection by ranking each object feature on the basis of two attributes in order to reduce
redundancy in the chosen set: (a) discriminability; and (b) independence to other features. We
call this Attribute-based Feature Ranking (AFR). Secondly, we maintain multiple feature refer-
ence models, one for each feature type in a pool and these are selectively adapted over time. We
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refer to these as Multiple Selectively-adaptive Feature Models (MSFM) which are combined with
distributions of current image data for object feature ranking and foreground pixel classification.
The introduction of a feature selection component results in a three-step sample filtering
arrangement for the overall tracking-based sampling strategy as opposed to two steps for the
tracking framework in Chapter 3:
1. Focus-of-attention to narrow the search;
2. Sampling from the featural dimension of the Spatial-Featural Volume (Figure 1.8);
3. Sampling from the spatial dimension of the SFV.
We compare the performance of our approach against the framework proposed by Collins et
al. [29], Avidan’s Ensemble Tracking [4] and the SemiBoost tracker of Grabner et al. [72] in
challenging outdoor and indoor scenarios and demonstrate that our scheme results in more stable
feature selection, more accurate pixel classification and significantly more robust tracking under
very difficult lighting and viewing conditions.
4.2 Adaptive Multi-feature Association
We define feature selection and pixel classification based on a combination of current evidence
and adaptive feature reference models for each feature type. More specifically, in each image
frame t and for each feature type X j, j = 1..J from a feature pool of J features, pixels for fore-
ground Ft and background Bt are gathered from an object centered centre-surround bounding box
and corresponding distributions p(X j|Ft) and p(X j|Bt) are generated. We employ a feature pool
comprising linear combinations of RGB values (more details are given in Section 4.3). A set of
J feature reference models p(X j|Mt), one for each feature type, are generated and maintained
adaptively over time using a heuristic update method. A set of priors Pj(Ft), Pj(Bt), Pj(Mt) and
Pj(Ot) are also heuristically estimated in each frame. The foreground distribution p(X j|Ft) at
time t is combined with the corresponding feature reference model p(X j|Mt) to form a model
describing a target object p(X j|Ot). Given p(X j|Ft) and p(X j|Bt), each feature type X j is ranked
and the N highest ranked used individually for Bayesian posterior classification of pixels in the
subsequent frame using the estimated priors and both p(X j|Ot) and p(X j|Bt). For each of the N
selected feature types, the confidence measures of those pixels classed as target object are used to
generate confidence maps which are normalised. A mean-shift process is applied to the weighted
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average of the N maps to estimate target object position. The corresponding N feature refer-
ence models are then heuristically updated on the basis of previously observed foreground and
background feature characteristics. This framework, which we call Adaptive Multi-feature Asso-
ciation (AMA), consists of two key components as follows: (1) Attribute-based Feature Ranking
for selecting feature types with reduced redundancy; and (2) Multiple Selectively-adaptive Fea-
ture Models for maintaining a long-term appearance reference for a tracked object. We now
describe each of these in turn.
4.2.1 Attribute-based Feature Ranking
Feature selection for foreground pixel classification can be considered as choosing the K fea-
tures {Xb1 , ...,XbK} from a pool of J features X1, ...,XJ that minimise the conditional entropy
H(Y |Xb1 , ...,XbK ), where Y is a class variable. Ideally, such a set is as small as possible to reduce
descriptive redundancy amongst subsets of such features. However, this is in general compu-
tationally intractable. Algorithms exist that attempt to recover the Markov blanket of the class
variable (e.g. Yaramakala [241] and more recently Fu and Desmarais [63]); however, these are
non-greedy algorithms which can require many estimates of conditional independence to be made
at each iteration, increasing computation cost which is undesirable for a time-critical task such
as object tracking. The Conditional Mutual Information Maximisation (CMIM) algorithm [55]
is a fast, principled suboptimal greedy method for finding such features wherein each feature
selected maximises the mutual information with the class variable conditional on the features
previously selected. However, this algorithm at each iteration requires the estimation of joint
distributions for three random variables, the class variable Y and two features being compared.
Tracking small objects in low resolution images typically lacks sufficient data from each frame
for a reliable estimate of such joint distributions, which may make the use of such algorithms
unreliable.
To address the problem of reducing redundancy, we approximate the choosing of descriptive
features by computing two attributes per feature X j for each frame t which we then average for
ranking:
(1) Discriminability d j,t – Given K sample pixel feature values xkj for feature X j from frame t, k=
1..K, xkj ∈ F j where F j is the set of all possible values for feature X j, we generate distributions
p(X j|Ft) and p(X j|Bt) for foreground and background respectively and compute the variance
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The variance ratio could be replaced by another measure of discriminability such as classifi-
cation error rate on the samples taken from frame t; however, we use this to more clearly observe
the influence of the second attribute (described below) on feature ranking as compared to Collins
et al. [29].
(2) Independence u j,t – We approximate the degree of independence between features by com-
puting one minus the average canonical correlation [86] between the K pixel samples collected
for feature j, xkj ∈ Rm and the corresponding K pixel samples for all other features i from the
feature pool, xki ∈ Rn, i 6= j.
We deploy Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) to find the basis functions 〈w j,wi〉 for
which the projections x j = wTj x j and xi = wTi xi are maximally correlated. More specifically,







E[wTj x jxTi wi]√
E[wTj x jxTj w j]E[wTi xixTi wi]
=
wTj C jiwi√
wTj C j jw jwTi Ciiwi
(4.3)
where C j j and Cii denote covariance matrices for features j and i respectively and C ji is the
covariance between j and i. A total of V = min(m,n) pairs of basis functions may be obtained
〈wvj,wvi 〉, v= 1..V , with corresponding correlations ρvj,i by successively solving Equation 4.3 sub-
ject to the constraint that 〈wvj,wvi 〉 are orthogonal to all preceding pairs found. We then estimate
a measure of independence u j,t as the average over the V dimensions and correlations between
feature j and all other features i in the pool:
u j,t = 1− 1V (J−1)∑i6= j∑v
ρvj,i (4.4)




(d j,t +u j,t) (4.5)
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By combining these two attributes, the rankings for features considered strongly discrimina-
tive by variance ratio are enhanced according to their level of correlation with other features in the
pool. Highly-correlating features are considered as embodying redundant information and their
ranking value r j,t increased less than those with low average correlation with the other features.
4.2.2 Multiple Selectively-adaptive Feature Models
Rather than maintain a static set of reference pixels for combining with current image data at
each frame [29, 115, 4], we consider multiple adaptive feature reference models p(X j|Mt), one
for each feature X j in the pool, which are heuristically defined in terms of previously observed
foreground and background characteristics and adapted during tracking to maintain the most
useful target object discriminators within each feature domain. Adaptation is performed only for
the N highest ranked features in order to maintain a level of confidence in the data being used for
the update. More precisely, p(X j|Mt) for feature X j at frame t is heuristically estimated as:









where κ is a normalisation constant, L is a temporal window controlling the rate of adaptation
of feature reference models, l indexes frames within the window, p(X j|Fl) and p(X j|Bl) are fore-
ground and background distributions respectively and corresponding priors are Pj(Fl) and Pj(Bl).
A smaller value for L enables the model to adapt more strongly to shorter-term changes. With this
formulation, a given feature vector is essentially weighted by its foreground representation minus
its background representation over the temporal window. Over time, feature vectors which are
statistically stronger for the foreground reinforce their representation in the model in proportion
to their strength; similarly, weakened ones are more associated with the background.
Estimating priors
The prior probabilities Pj(Ft) and Pj(Bt) are estimated heuristically to reflect confidence in the
descriptive accuracy of the foreground and background sample distributions respectively for fea-
ture X j in frame t. These are important for updating the feature reference models (Equation 4.6)
to reduce the chance of model drift over time. In updating these priors, Bayes error estimates
may be used to derive two heuristics for distributions of foreground and background data; stabil-
ity, indicating the degree of change in the distribution between frames, and unreliability, relating
to an overlap between foreground and background. These are then combined to derive a final
estimate for the prior. More precisely, the foreground and background priors Pj(Ft) and Pj(Bt)
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min{p(X j|Ft), p(X j|Ft−1)}dX j−
∫
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min{p(X j|Bt), p(X j|Bt−1)}dX j−
∫
X j
min{p(X j|Bt), p(X j|Ft−1)}dX j
)
(4.8)
For each prior, the first integral represents the match between the current and previous distribu-
tions for the corresponding class with high values indicating good stability. The second integral
is proportional to the degree of overlap between the classes and indicates the level of unreliability
of the corresponding class distribution.
Histogram approximation
In practice, we approximate Equations 4.1, 4.2, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 by modelling foreground, back-
ground and feature reference distributions as histograms h(x j|Ft), h(x j|Bt) and h(x j|Mt) with
bins corresponding to discretised values for feature X j. The histogram for the corresponding



























































Note that the histograms are maintained in their unnormalised state and only normalised during
the computation of the conditional probabilities. This is to ensure that the strength of repre-
sentation for feature values in the feature models h(xkj|Mt) are not capped during the update
computation (Equation 4.9).
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In summary, we maintain multiple dynamic reference models, one for each feature domain,
which are selectively heuristically updated over time using Equation 4.6. These incorporate
image evidence over the previous L frames, with foreground and background priors Pj(Fl) and
Pj(Bl) from each frame weighting the corresponding evidence. These priors are heuristically
estimated according to Equations 4.7 and 4.8, each composed of two Bayes error terms indicating
stability and unreliability. The stability term is computed by comparing evidence from the current
frame and the previous frame for the same class (e.g. between foreground data for frame t and
foreground data from frame t− 1), indicating the level of change between the distributions. A
high Bayes error indicates high stability since change is small. Conversely, a low Bayes error
indicates a sudden difference in the distributions which can be caused by tracker localisation error
or occlusion, in which case stability is low. The unreliability term relates to the match between
the statistics for different classes between frames (e.g. between foreground data from frame t and
background data from frame t−1). A high Bayes error here indicates a strong overlap between
the classes and consequently high unreliability. Conversely, a low Bayes error corresponds to
low overlap and greater confidence in the data differentiating the two classes. Each prior is then
constructed by subtracting the value for unreliability from the value for stability and scaling and
shifting the result to ensure a value between zero and one. Low priors directly relate to the level
of confidence in the corresponding image data, either as a result of tracking failure or occlusion,
with their influence on the reference models consequently reduced.
4.2.3 Tracking by Adaptive Multi-feature Association
As described in Section 4.2.1, there are three filtering steps for the overall sampling strategy for
tracking. Firstly, attention is focused on a specific region of the image within which the object
is expected to lie. Secondly, features are ranked according to estimates of their discriminability
using samples from the previous frame. Finally, a confidence map is generated from a weighted
combination of the most highly ranked features by classifying pixels as object or background
within the region of focus-of-attention. This confidence map constitutes the final set of samples
from which object position may be estimated.
A target-centered approach is deployed to sample foreground and background pixels in each
frame for the feature ranking step. The background is assumed to be subject to spontaneous
and continuous change as would be expected for situations with moving cameras or busy scenes
with multiple moving occluding or proximal distractors. More specifically, an object-centred
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box of width w and height h bounds a tracked object. Pixels within are used as foreground
feature samples and background appearance is sampled from a region of thickness β ·max(w,h)
surrounding the centre box. The union of pixels from the centre and surround regions are denoted
as region R. The determination of this region R facilitates the first filtering step for focus-of-
attention in the overall sampling strategy, with pixel samples lying within being subject to further
scrutiny and those lying outside being ignored.
In the first frame t = 1 of tracking, given an initialised centre box for a target object O in a
scene, the feature reference models p(X j|M1) for each feature X j are initialised to null and corre-
sponding foreground and background distributions p(X j|F1) and p(X j|B1) are generated from the
expanded region R. These foreground and background distributions are used for Attribute-based
Feature Ranking as described in Section 4.2.1. The feature ranking procedure constitutes the sec-
ond filtering step of the overall sampling strategy. The best N features are used for the generation
of confidence maps in the second frame, which are combined and used for mean-shift estimation
of a new box position. In any given frame t, the confidence map c j,t for feature X j is generated
using models from the previous frame by computing the Bayesian posterior P(Ot |xkj) for the fea-






where the priors for object Ot−1 and background Bt−1 sum to unity, Pj(Ot−1)+Pj(Bt−1) = 1 and
the conditional probability P(xkj|Ot−1) is computed as:
P(xkj|Ot−1) = P(xkj|Ft−1)Pj(Ft−1)+P(xkj|Mt−1)Pj(Mt−1) (4.14)
Here we have two new priors, Pj(Mt−1) and Pj(Ot−1) for the reference models and object respec-
tively. These can be computed simply as:
Pj(Mt−1) = 1−Pj(Ft−1) (4.15)
Pj(Ot−1) = 1−Pj(Bt−1) (4.16)
from the foreground and background priors for frame t−1 (Equations 4.7 and 4.8). A high value
for Pj(Ft−1) results in less emphasis being placed on the reference model Mt−1 and vice-versa
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(Equation 4.14). Consequently, low confidence in current image evidence results in more weight
being placed on the reference model.
In practice we use the log-likelihood ratio to classify pixels with the sign denoting class and
magnitude the confidence. For the top N features’ confidence maps cn,t(k), n = 1..N where k
indexes a pixel, we set all negative (background) values to zero and derive the final confidence

















for the K pixels k ∈ Rt−1 where rn,t−1 is the ranking score for feature n (Equation 4.5).
The generation of the confidence maps Ct(k) forms the third and final filtering step of the
overall sampling strategy. Mean-shift is then applied to Ct(k) to estimate the new target object
position and the corresponding N feature reference models updated (Equation 4.9). The new
centre-surround box is used to separate new foreground and background samples for the cycle to
continue in subsequent frames.
In summary, given an initialised bounding box for the first frame, the bounding box is ex-
panded to yield a surround region and foreground and background distributions P(X j|F1) and
P(X j|B1) generated accordingly from this expanded region. All priors Pj(F1), Pj(B1), Pj(M1)
and Pj(O1) are set to 0.5 and all feature reference models P(X j|M1) updated as per Equation 4.6.
This then initiates the main tracking cycle which involves:
1. Ranking each feature X j according to the current foreground and background data P(X j|Ft)
and P(X j|Bt);
2. Loading the next frame t+1;
3. Computing a confidence map for the new frame given the N highest ranked features;
4. Estimating a new bounding box given the current confidence map;
5. Scaling the new bounding box to yield a centre-surround region;
6. Collecting data for new foreground and background distributions P(X j|Ft+1) and P(X j|Bt+1);
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7. Updating the priors Pj(Ft+1), Pj(Bt+1), Pj(Mt+1) and Pj(Ot+1); and
8. Updating the reference models P(X j|Mt+1) for the top N ranked features.
The cycle then repeats. This procedure is detailed in Algorithm 4.1.
4.3 Experiments
We conducted experiments on four scenarios labelled A, B, C and D for comparing the following;
(a) the framework presented by Collins et al. [29]; (b) Avidan’s Ensemble Tracking method [4];
(c) The SemiBoost tracker by Grabner et al. [72]; and (d) our Adaptive Multi-feature Association
(AMA) method. For (d), we show results both for: (1) Attribute-based Feature Ranking (AFR)
only, i.e. with static feature reference models in the vein of previous methods; and (2) AFR
combined with our Multiple Selectively-adapted Feature Models (MSFM) framework to illustrate
how the latter further improves robustness.
4.3.1 Datasets and Settings
Our scenarios consisted of one indoor scene from a concourse of a train station and three outdoor
scenes from the PETS 2009 dataset [152]. They are all wide-angle scenes containing multiple
moving distractors and low-resolution objects undergoing temporary occlusions. Scenario A is
taken from the PETS 2009 database and consists of 40 frames of a crowded scene with complex
shadowed and bright regions. This is used to compare the strength and stability of the highest
ranked features for each of the methods along with the quality of the resulting confidence maps.
Scenario B consists of 250 frames from a low-quality scene of a concourse at a train station and
is used to demonstrate the greater robustness and flexibility of AMA in tracking during severe
lighting changes. Scenario C is also from PETS 2009 and consists of around 85 frames of a crowd
of people moving against high-contrast bright and shadowed regions. This is used to demonstrate
the ability of AMA to cope with the temporary severe occlusion of a small target object by other
moving objects. Finally, Scenario D is another sequence from PETS 2009 consisting of 160
frames showing a group of people moving to congregate as a crowd in the centre of the scene. In
this scenario we demonstrate the robustness of AMA in tracking a small target object undergoing
both severe occlusion and severe lighting changes simultaneously. In each scenario, we track a
single person as they move through the scene.
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Input: Sequence of frames f1, ..., fT , object bounding box b1 for frame f1
Output: Bounding boxes b2, ...,bT for frames f2, ..., fT
Initialise all feature reference models p(X j|M1) to null;
Set bounding box υ = b1 with width w and height h;
foreach t = 2 to T do
Expand υ by β ·max(w,h) for surround region;
Generate p(X j|Ft) and p(X j|Bt) for each feature X j;
if t = 2 then
Set Pj(F1) = Pj(B1) = Pj(M1) = Pj(O1) = 0.5;
Update p(X j|M1) for all features using Equations 4.9 and 4.12;
else
Update Pj(Ft−1), Pj(Bt−1), Pj(Mt−1) and Pj(Ot−1) using Equations 4.7, 4.8, 4.15
and 4.16;
Update p(X j|Mt−1) for top N ranked features using Equations 4.9 and 4.12;
end
Rank each feature X j using Equations 4.1, 4.4 and 4.5;
Get frame ft ;
Generate confidence map Ct for ft using Equation 4.17;
Apply mean-shift to Ct for new target position estimate and bounding box bt ;
Set υ = bt ;
end
Algorithm 4.1: The Adaptive Multi-feature Association (AMA) algorithm. Tracking ini-
tialisation is assumed to be provided along with the first frame. All priors are initialised to
0.5 and these values used for the second frame; they are updated for subsequent frames us-
ing Equations 4.7, 4.8, 4.15 and 4.16. Reference models are then updated using Equations
4.9 and 4.12 (all features if the first frame, only the top N if subsequent). All features are
then ranked using Equations 4.1, 4.4 and 4.5. The next frame is then collected and confi-
dence maps computed using the log-likelihood ratio (Equation 4.17). Finally, mean-shift is
applied to estimate new object position and the cycle restarts.
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4.3.2 Implementations
All implementations were done in MATLAB. For all trackers, we employed the same feature pool
as Collins et al. [29] which comprised 49 unique linear combinations of R, G and B values with
multipliers {−2,−1,0,1,2}. Values were scaled to between 0 and 31 and distributions modelled
as normalised 32-bin histograms.
We implemented the Collins et al. tracker framework largely as described in the original
paper [29]; however, since our experiments focus on feature selection and model drift, we did
not implement their technique for disambiguating distractors. As per the original work, we re-
tained samples from the first frame (effectively a static reference model) which we combined
with evidence in individual frames in order to alleviate model drift. For Avidan’s Ensemble
Tracking we employed the weak classifiers used in the original paper [4], with the data compris-
ing 49-dimensional feature vectors per pixel, each value representing one of the features from
the feature pool. Confidence maps were generated from the dot product between a separating
hyperplane and the feature vectors; consequently, the hyperplane acted as a weighting for each
of the features in the pool. The strong classifier consisted of five such weak classifiers, with the
result that different combinations of weighted features from the pool were used over time. In
each frame, the single weakest classifier was replaced by a newly computed one from new sam-
ple data. The strongest classifier from the first frame was retained throughout tracking, acting
as a static reference model to counteract model drift. The SemiBoost tracker was implemented
again according to the method and algorithm given in Grabner et al. [72]. We maintained a strong
classifier comprising the strongest weak classifiers from three selectors, with each selector con-
taining 49 weak classifiers, one for each feature from the pool. We employed the same classifiers
used for the Collins et al. method as well as for AMA. As per [72], a strong classifier, trained on
the first frame, acted as a prior (i.e. a static reference model) to reduce model drift. In all cases,
we employed a meanshift operator to update estimates of object position in each frame from the
confidence maps generated by each tracker.
For our AMA implementation, we set the background region multiplier β (see Section 4.2.3)
to 0.75. The window for updating feature reference models w was set to 50, i.e. sufficiently
long (Section 4.2.2). We used the top N = 3 ranked features for confidence map generation
and model updates, since using more was previously reported to offer little extra for this feature
pool [29]. When testing AFR only, we used static feature reference models initialised in the first
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frame as per Collins et al. [29] and Liang et al. [115]. Accordingly, we also set all priors for each
feature j, Pj(O), Pj(B), Pj(F) and Pj(M) (Section 4.2.1) to a constant 0.5. When testing AFR in
combination with MSFM, the priors were updated as per Equations 4.7, 4.8, 4.15 and 4.16.
We now describe in turn the experiments conducted on all four scenarios as described above.
For each scenario and for Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking, the SemiBoost tracker and AMA
(both AFR only and AFR + MSFM), we show: (a) several output frames with overlaid esti-
mated bounding boxes together with manually labelled ground truth boxes to illustrate object
localisation; (b) corresponding pixel confidence maps to show the accuracy of pixel classifica-
tion; (c) statistics of highest ranked features during tracking to illustrate the level of stability and
consistency in feature association; and (d) plots illustrating localisation errors in terms of pixel
displacement between estimated bounding boxes and manually-labelled ground truth.
4.3.3 Scenario A: Feature selection performance
The feature selection approach to tracking requires a balance between rigidity and flexibility in
feature selection. Too much rigidity and the tracker cannot adapt to new situations, too much
flexibility and it becomes too susceptible to noise and model drift. These problems are largely
reflected in the quality of the resulting confidence maps from which object positions are esti-
mated. Cleaner and sparser maps are more desirable since they provide fewer distractors for
estimating object position. In this experiment, we compare feature ranking statistics and gener-
ated confidence maps for each of the trackers.
Figure 4.1 shows the output from each of the trackers for frames 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 of
Scenario A. Each row (a)-(e) illustrates the application of Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET),
the SemiBoost tracker (ST), AFR and AFR+MSFM respectively. Each frame shows the output
from the tracker with estimated object centre-surround bounding boxes (small yellow and large
red boxes respectively). Figure 4.2 shows the corresponding confidence maps generated for the
top ranked feature. Although for this example all the trackers maintained a lock on the object
successfully (as confirmed by the ground-truth comparison in Figure 4.4), note that with AFR
the part of the target most salient in discriminating against distractors was evidently emphasised
in the confidence maps (the person’s blue top) as compared with Collins et al. and Ensemble
Tracking, demonstrating the greater utility of the features selected. The SemiBoost tracker settled
to even cleaner confidence maps after Frame 20. However, the maps for AFR+MSFM were
consistently the sparsest and most object specific from the beginning and throughout the duration
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of the sequence. This is attributed to both a better initial selection of features as well as a tendency
of the adaptive models to strengthen the representation of consistently observed feature values
over time, which in turn facilitated more stability in future feature selection and accurate pixel
classification.
Figure 4.3 shows plots corresponding to the top three ranked (in the case of Ensemble Track-
ing and the SemiBoost tracker, weighted) features for each frame of tracking from Scenario A.
It can be seen that Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking showed greater fluctuation and insta-
bility in their selection of features. This is reflected in the more noisy confidence maps seen in
Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b). However, AFR was able to overall select more stable and appropriate
features during the tracking task. Using MSFM further stabilised the selection process and im-
proved pixel classification. This was reflected in the tighter and cleaner confidence maps from
Figures 4.2(d) and 4.2(e).
Although the SemiBoost tracker showed the least variation in highest ranked features, the cor-
responding confidence maps were not consistently sparse throughout the sequence and showed
more noise early on (Figure 4.2(c)), suggesting that those ranked most highly at the beginning
were not necessarily the most useful. The feature ranking statistics for the SemiBoost tracker
(Figure 4.3) also showed the single same feature being ranked highest from around frame 20
onwards, with the next two best features essentially being discarded by having their weights set
to zero. This coincides with the cleaner confidence maps shown in Figure 4.2(c). This turned
out to be acceptable for this scenario as the tracker was able to perform successfully; however, as
will be shown in the following scenarios it suggests a lack of flexibility which can be detrimental
in more challenging tracking situations.
4.3.4 Scenario B: Tracking under severe illumination changes
We now examine tracker performance for a challenging indoor scenario comprising 250 frames
undergoing severe lighting change over time. We have two examples of changing illuminant
for this scenario; the first showing a change in brightness and the second a change in colour.
These changes are simulated by gradually modifying the original pixel values in sequence frames
over time. For brightness changes, these modifications are then gradually reversed to original
conditions. This allows us to observe the level of robustness of each of the trackers as well as
their ability to adapt to such changing conditions.
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Frame 10 Frame 20 Frame 30 Frame 40 Frame 50





Figure 4.1: Scenario A Tracker Output: The centre-surround box shows tracker localisation for
the object, with the center box denoting estimated object position and the surround region the
area from which background samples are gathered. The dashed blue box indicates manually
labelled ground truth. The bottom-left of each output frame depicts the tracked region zoomed
in for clarity. See Figure 4.2 for corresponding confidence maps.
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Frame 10 Frame 20 Frame 30 Frame 40 Frame 50
322 283 264 278 403
Collins et al. [29]
333 374 324 223 374
ET [4]
65 198 72 9 127
ST [72]
262 239 219 257 391
AFR only
86 75 80 104 140
AFR + MSFM
Figure 4.2: Scenario A Confidence Maps: The confidence maps correspond with the bounding
box regions shown in the frames of Figure 4.1. The numbers below each image are the rounded
sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. AFR generally shows cleaner, tighter
confidence maps than both Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET) with the most salient part
of the object emphasised more. The SemiBoost tracker (ST) shows sparser maps after frame
20. However, adding MSFM to AFR improves the AFR maps and further increases emphasis on
the salient object region consistently for all frames, demonstrating the greater specificity of the




















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.4: Scenario A localisation errors in pixel distance between each of the trackers and
manually-labelled ground truth. All trackers performed well for this scenario, with only Ensem-
ble Tracking deviating in the last couple of frames.
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Example 1 - Brightness change
Figure 4.5 shows some key output frames from each tracker when applied to the sequence under-
going brightness change. Brightness was gradually reduced over a period of around 125 frames
(around four seconds in real time) before gradually being increased at the same rate to original
conditions. Specifically, Figures 4.5 (a)-(e) show tracking outputs for the trackers of Collins et
al., Ensemble Tracking (ET), the SemiBoost tracker (ST), AFR and AFR+MSFM respectively.
Figure 4.6 shows corresponding confidence maps generated from a weighted combination of the
top three ranked features for each tracker. The SemiBoost tracker was distracted very early on,
as shown in the second column. Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking eventually failed by Frame
5867 whereas AFR and AFR+MSFM were able to maintain a lock on the target object.
The AFR tracker failed in Frame 5876, by which time AFR+MFSM was seemingly consis-
tently displaced from the target. Interestingly however, as can be seen by a further examination
in Figure 4.9 and the final column of Figure 4.5, this proved to be a precursor to tracker recovery.
From just after Frame 5860, the lighting became dark enough for the tracker to no longer be able
to distinguish the target; however, as can be seen in Frames 5880, 5900 and 5920 of Figure 4.9(a),
the tracker appeared to attach itself to the bag being carried by the person. This was reflected by
the slight offset from the center of the person as shown in the ground truth plot in Figure 4.9(b).
The plot in Figure 4.9(c) shows the dominant feature for frames from 5850 onwards. It can be
seen that up to the point when the target became too dark, feature number 16 was consistently
the strongest feature. During this period, its corresponding feature reference model was continu-
ally updated. When the tracker lost its target, different features became dominant in turn. At this
point, the reference model for feature 16 was effectively frozen since it was no longer relevant and
reliable samples for update could not be collected. A different set of dominant features emerged
with feature 12 particularly relevant to tracking the bag belonging to the person, up to just after
Frame 5950 when the person became salient enough to be recaptured. At this point, Feature 16
was once again consistently ranked the most stable and dominant, whereupon its reference model
became active again and the tracker resumed where it left off prior to its temporary failure. It is
interesting to note that, due to the period of dominance of feature 12, the representation of the
bag was strengthened during the darker period of the sequence via the adaptive reference models
and consequently, following reacquisition of the person, the bag itself became an integral compo-
nent of the representation for tracking, as exemplified by the fluctuation in highest rank between
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Frame 5751 Frame 5817 Frame 5875 Frame 5940 Frame 6000





Figure 4.5: Scenario B, Example 1 Tracker Output: Severe brightness change. Frame 5875 is
gamma corrected for reader clarity. Brightness was reduced by subtracting from original pixel
values until around halfway through the sequence when it was increased again (from left to right
respectively, images show 100%, 31%, 2%, 48% and 112% of original average pixel values).
The centre-surround box shows tracker localisation for the object. The dashed blue box indi-
cates manually labelled ground truth. Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost
tracker (ST) all failed to maintain tracking. AFR managed to track for longer but failed when the
scene became extremely dark. AFR+MFSM was able to adapt to track the person’s bag which
was still sufficiently salient, until the person became strongly visible enough to be recaptured by
the tracker for the remainder of the sequence. See Figure 4.6 for corresponding confidence maps.
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Frame 5751 Frame 5817 Frame 5875 Frame 5940 Frame 6000
491 1896 668 2071 5025
Collins et al. [29]
1643 1264 846 989 33
ET [4]
99 852 0 1284 270
ST [72]
203 464 0 1520 717
AFR only
80 128 73 105 95
AFR + MSFM
Figure 4.6: Scenario B, Example 1 Confidence Maps: Severe brightness change. The numbers
below each image are the rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region.
Features selected by AFR (when locked on) resulted in improved confidence maps and pixel
classification over Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking, with emphasis on the most salient
object region. AFR+MSFM improved on this further still. The SemiBoost (ST) tracker showed



















































































































































































































































































Figure 4.8: Scenario B, Example 1 localisation errors in pixel distance between each tracker
and manually-labelled ground truth. The SemiBoost tracker (ST) failed near the beginning of
the sequence whereas Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET) were unable to cope with
the darkest portion of the sequence and lost track. AFR failed shortly afterwards. However,
AFR+MFSM was able to latch onto a still-salient part of the target object (a carrier bag) until
sufficient brightness was restored for the tracker to reacquire the target object around frame 5950.
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features 16 and 12 (for person and bag respectively) from frame 5950 onwards. This illustrates
the advantages of adaptive reference models in maintaining the association between object and
features in a dynamic way under changing conditions.
As can be seen from the confidence maps in Figure 4.6, the most salient part of the target
object (the red coat) was strongly reflected since AFR ranked the more appropriate features more
highly (while the tracker was still attached to the target). Using MSFM in addition further im-
proved the confidence maps since the feature reference models were updated to reflect the more
strongly discriminative feature values, which in turn contributed more to greater classification
accuracy.
Figure 4.7 shows the feature selection statistics for the top three ranked features for this
example. Here, compared to Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET), we see a less haphazard
ranking of features when using AFR or AFR+MSFM. The methods resulted in tighter, more
representative confidence maps and more robust tracking as seen in Figure 4.5 (d) and (e). The
SemiBoost tracker (ST) had the most rigid record of feature ranking; however, early failure of the
tracker renders this moot and suggests that this seemingly less haphazard ranking behaviour is not
related to the selection of the most appropriate features in practice. Figure 4.8 gives an overview
of tracking performance by plotting tracker accuracy as pixel displacements from manually-
labelled ground truth.
Example 2 - Colour change
Figure 4.10 shows some output frames from each tracker when applied to the sequence undergo-
ing colour change. The red channel was gradually reduced and the blue channel increased over a
period of around 125 frames (around four seconds in real time). Specifically, Figures 4.10 (a)-(e)
show tracking outputs for the trackers of Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET), the SemiBoost
tracker (ST), AFR and AFR+MSFM respectively. Figure 4.11 shows the corresponding con-
fidence maps. Ensemble Tracking and the SemiBoost tracker were distracted prior to halfway
through the sequence whereas Collins et al. became attached to another moving person later
on. Both AFR and AFR+MSFM were able to maintain a lock on the target object for the dura-
tion of the sequence. This is further illustrated in the ground truth plot in Figure 4.13. As can
be seen in Figure 4.11, AFR and AFR+MFSM consistently showed the least noisy confidence
maps, with the adaptive reference models of AFR+MFSM helping to further emphasise the most
salient discriminators of the target object.
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Frame 5800 Frame 5820 Frame 5840 Frame 5860
Frame 5880 Frame 5900 Frame 5920 Frame 5955
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.9: Recovery of AFR+MSFM after distraction. (a) Selected frames with ground-truth
(dashed blue box) and tracker output (yellow box) superimposed. (b) Error in tracking position
relative to ground-truth. (c) Most dominant feature from frame 5850 onwards. Shortly after frame
5860 the person lost saliency due to severe low lighting and the dominant feature changed from
16 to switching between 35 and 3, as can be seen from Plot (c). However, from around frame
5880, the tracker was able to attach itself to a still-salient bag being carried by the person, which
was well characterised by feature 12 at that brightness range. As scene brightness returned,
feature 3 reasserted itself around frame 5930. Around Frame 5950 the person became visible
enough for the tracker to quickly reattach itself via the previously dominant feature 16, whose
reference model asserted itself to reacquire the target object. From this point the bag was also
consistently emphasised via feature 12, since via MSFM its representation was strengthened
during the darker period, with the result that both relevant features (16 and 12) reinforced each
other in characterising the tracked person.
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Figure 4.12 shows the statistics for the top three ranked features for this example. Again, here
we see less haphazard feature ranking from AFR than Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET),
with AFR+MFSM improving on this still further. Again, the SemiBoost tracker (ST) showed the
least variation, but this did not translate to accuracy of tracking in this experiment. This again
suggests that the feature ranking behaviour was not as well correlated with the use of the most
appropriate features, unlike for AFR and AFR+MFSM.
4.3.5 Scenario C: Tracking under occlusion
In this scenario, we track a moving person at a distance from the camera in a sunny outdoor
environment as they undergo severe occlusion by other moving people. This allows us to observe
the ability of each tracker to deal both with temporary severe occlusion as well as sunny outdoor
environments exhibiting strong shadowing effects which can lead to sudden, transient changes in
appearance.
Figure 4.14 shows some key output frames from each tracker when applied to this sequence.
Figure 4.15 shows the corresponding confidence maps. Specifically, Figures 4.14 (a)-(e) show
tracking output frames and confidence maps for the top ranked feature generated by Collins et
al., Ensemble Tracking (ET), the SemiBoost tracker (ST), AFR and AFR+MSFM respectively.
As can be verified by the ground truth plot in Figure 4.17, Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking
and the SemiBoost tracker all failed within a few frames, whereas AFR and AFR+MSFM were
able to continue tracking. Frame 49 shows the target object undergoing significant occlusion
by another moving object. Shortly after, the AFR-only tracker began to get attracted to the
distractor. However, AFR+MSFM remained locked onto the target object due to the up-to-date
adapted feature models which were able to counteract the tendency for the frame-specific model
to drift. As can be seen in Figure 4.15, as for previous experiments the AFR maps were cleaner
and more representative of the target when locked on, with AFR+MSFM further emphasising
the most salient discriminators of target appearance and helping to maintain tracking even when
AFR had failed.
The feature ranking statistics are shown in Figure 4.16. Although the Collins et al. statistics
showed a less haphazard pattern than usual, this can be attributed to early failure and attachment
to a relatively static region of the scene. The SemiBoost tracker selected the same single feature
for the entire sequence due to its failure at the beginning of the sequence, latching onto a static
portion of the background. AFR and AFR+MSFM again demonstrated a better relationship
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Frame 5751 Frame 5817 Frame 5875 Frame 5940 Frame 6000





Figure 4.10: Scenario B, Example 2 Tracker Output: Severe illumination change. The red and
blue pixel values were modified (from left to right respectively) to 100%, 64%, 39%, 74% and
107% (for red) and 100%, 118%, 128%, 115% and 98% (for blue) of the original average pixel
values. The centre-surround box shows tracker localisation for the object. The dashed blue box
indicates manually labelled ground truth. Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost tracker
(ST) both failed around the frame 5850 mark, with Collins et al. becoming distracted around 100
frames later. AFR and AFR+MFSM both maintained track for the duration of the sequence. See
Figure 4.11 for corresponding confidence maps.
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Frame 5751 Frame 5817 Frame 5875 Frame 5940 Frame 6000
491 249 372 759 3074
Collins et al. [29]
1643 63 18 32 0
ET [4]
99 3239 3679 2207 1847
ST [72]
203 155 24 121 509
AFR only
80 119 145 182 216
AFR + MSFM
Figure 4.11: Scenario B, Example 2 Confidence Maps: The numbers below each image are the
rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. While the SemiBoost tracker
showed a clean confidence map in the first frame before failing, the AFR and AFR+MFSM
trackers showed the most useful confidence maps consistently throughout the sequence with the
target object more strongly emphasised. The adaptive reference models of AFR+MFSM helped









































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.13: Scenario B, Example 2 localisation errors in pixel distance between each tracker and
manually-labelled ground truth. Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost tracker (ST) both
failed before the halfway point of the sequence, whereas Collins et al. failed lost track around
frame 5925. Both AFR and AFR+MFSM were able to maintain tracking for the duration of the
sequence.
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Frame 4 Frame 14 Frame 49 Frame 70 Frame 90





Figure 4.14: Scenario C Tracker Output: Tracking under occlusion. The dashed dark blue box
shows ground truth. Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost tracker (ST) failed
within a few frames, whereas AFR and AFR+MSFM continued to track successfully. AFR began
to fail around Frame 52 due to occlusion (see Figure 4.17) but AFR+MSFM resisted distraction
due to up-to-date feature reference models.
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Frame 4 Frame 14 Frame 49 Frame 70 Frame 90
54 430 436 362 340
Collins et al. [29]
107 97 84 126 150
ET [4]
57 0 0 0 0
ST [72]
35 43 77 76 125
AFR only
18 19 39 49 74
AFR + MSFM
Figure 4.15: Scenario C Confidence Maps: The numbers below each image are the rounded
sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. The top three rows represent track-
ers that failed early and so expectedly depict noisy or empty maps bearing no relevance to the
tracking target. AFR maps were clean and representative up until failure, whereas AFR+MFSM
again improved on AFR by further reducing noise and consequently improving actual tracking
performance.
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between ranked features and actual performance, with the latter providing meaningful support
to the former in improving actual performance.
Figure 4.16 shows the feature selection statistics of the top three ranked features for this
outdoor scene. Again, Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET) resulted in less stable and more
haphazard feature selection patterns. AFR and AFR+MSFM continued to show greater stability
in feature selection. Using AFR only, the tracker was distracted after the target object underwent
occlusion but the up-to-date feature models of AFR+MSFM maintained feature selection stability
and tracking accuracy. From around Frame 52 onwards the AFR-only tracker was thrown by
the occlusion as a result of pixels from the distractor polluting foreground samples and causing
fluctuations in feature selection and eventual tracking failure. However, the benefit of MSFM
in maintaining a relevant reference of target object appearance and offsetting the contribution of
undesired pixels in ranking features was evident by the continued stability and relevance of the
features selected during occlusion.
4.3.6 Scenario D: Tracking under severe occlusion and illumination changes
In this scenario we track a moving person at a distance from the camera in a crowded scene
whilst undergoing both significant occlusion and lighting changes. Similarly to Scenario B (Sec-
tion 4.3.4), we have two examples of changing illuminant for this scenario; the first showing a
change in brightness and the second a change in colour. These changes are simulated by grad-
ually modifying the original pixel values in sequence frames over time. Again, for brightness
changes, these modifications are then gradually reversed to the original conditions.
Example 1 - Brightness change
Figure 4.18 shows some example output frames from each tracker when applied to the sequence
undergoing brightness change. Brightness was gradually reduced over a period of around 100
frames before gradually being increased at the same rate to original conditions. Specifically,
Figures 4.18 (a)-(e) show tracking outputs for Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET), the Semi-
Boost tracker (ST), AFR and AFR+MSFM respectively. Figure 4.19 shows the corresponding
confidence maps. As can be verified from the ground truth plot in Figure 4.21, Collins et al.
and Ensemble Tracking became distracted around the same time, shortly after frame 90 when
the target object was both heavily occluded and lacking in saliency due to a significant lack of








































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.17: Scenario C localisation errors in pixel distance between each tracker and manually-
labelled ground truth. Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET) and the SemiBoost tracker (ST)
failed almost instantly, whereas AFR was able to track the target before being distracted by a
significant moving occluder shortly after frame 50. AFR+MFSM maintained a lock on the target
for the duration of the sequence.
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of the sequence. Their corresponding confidence maps in Figure 4.19 again show the familiar
relationship of relatively clean maps from AFR with the addition of MSFM providing further
improvement by way of emphasising the most salient feature values. The supportive nature of
MSFM for AFR was also reflected in the feature selection statistics of Figure 4.20 where the more
controlled pattern of feature selection correlated with the quality of the resulting confidence maps
and actual tracker performance.
In this experiment, the SemiBoost tracker was also able to successfully track the target object
for the duration and as before showed significant rigidity in feature ranking and selection (with
the same feature being ranked highest throughout). The resulting confidence maps were the
cleanest of all. However, given previous results, this is more likely to be through fortune rather
than any structural relationship between the feature ranking/selection approach and the most
relevant features for the sequence in particular.
Example 2 - Colour change
Figure 4.22 shows some key output frames from each tracker when applied to the sequence un-
dergoing colour change. The red channel was gradually reduced and the blue channel gradually
increased over a period of around 100 frames. Specifically, Figures 4.22 (a)-(e) show track-
ing outputs for Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking (ET), the SemiBoost tracker (ST), AFR and
AFR+MSFM respectively. Figure 4.23 shows the corresponding confidence maps.
As can be verified from the ground truth plot in Figure 4.25, this time the SemiBoost tracker
failed shortly after frame 10, losing the target completely. The other four trackers continued up
to around frame 95, where the Avidan tracker suddenly lost the target object. The Collins et
al. and AFR trackers also became attracted to a nearby distractor partially occluding the target
object; however, the AFR tracker was able to recover within around 15 frames. The Collins et
al. tracker also recovered around frame 120. This was likely helped by the fact that the target
object stopped moving, although surrounding distractors continued to move and cast shadows on
the target object and the lighting continued to change. AFR+MFSM successfully maintained a
lock on the object for the duration of the sequence.
The confidence maps in Figure 4.23 were relatively clean for all trackers when they were
locked on, with failed frames showing noisy confidence maps indicative of the models’ poor
correlation with the image data given the bounding box position. The AFR+MFSM combination
again provided the balance to maintain tracking via a more appropriate selective adaptation of
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Frame 2 Frame 40 Frame 80 Frame 120 Frame 160





Figure 4.18: Scenario D, Example 1 Tracker Output: Tracking under occlusion and lighting
change. Frames 80 and 120 were gamma corrected for reader clarity. Brightness was reduced
by subtracting from original pixel values until around halfway through the sequence when it was
increased again (from left to right respectively, images show 100%, 48%, 18%, 20% and 51% of
original average pixel values). The dashed dark blue box shows ground truth. Collins et al. and
Ensemble Tracking (ET) failed around frame 90, whereas the SemiBoost tracker (ST), AFR and
AFR+MSFM all continued to maintain a lock successfully for the duration of the sequence.
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Frame 2 Frame 40 Frame 80 Frame 120 Frame 160
43 29 35 45 254
Collins et al. [29]
48 78 93 59 87
ET [4]
3 13 12 14 13
ST [72]
43 29 21 30 44
AFR only
30 11 14 18 24
AFR + MSFM
Figure 4.19: Scenario D, Example 1 Confidence Maps: The numbers below each image are
the rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. The SemiBoost tracker
(ST), AFR and AFR+MFSM all showed the most consistently representative confidence maps,
with MFSM again showing its ability so support AFR in improving pixel classification. The







































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.21: Scenario D, Example 1 localisation errors in pixel distance between each tracker and
manually-labelled ground truth. Collins et al. and Ensemble Tracking (ET) were both distracted
around frame 90, whereas the SemiBoost tracker (ST), AFR and AFR+MFSM all succeeded in
tracking throughout the sequence.
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Frame 2 Frame 40 Frame 80 Frame 105 Frame 160





Figure 4.22: Scenario D, Example 2 Tracker Output: Tracking under occlusion and lighting
change. The dashed dark blue box shows ground truth. The red and blue pixel values were
modified (from left to right respectively) to 100%, 70%, 46%, 40% and 39% (for red) and 100%,
114%, 128%, 139% and 135% (for blue) of the original average pixel values. The SemiBoost
tracker (ST) failed within ten frames while the others continued to track. Collins et al., Ensemble
Tracking (ET) and AFR all became distracted around frame 95, with AFR recovering within
fifteen frames and Collins et al. recovering within thirty frames. AFR+MSFM stayed locked
onto the target for the duration of the sequence. See Figure 4.25 for the ground truth plot.
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Frame 2 Frame 40 Frame 80 Frame 105 Frame 160
43 13 24 133 10
Collins et al. [29]
48 7 9 101 59
ET [4]
3 48 366 439 176
ST [72]
43 13 30 22 19
AFR only
30 10 25 18 17
AFR + MSFM
Figure 4.23: Scenario D, Example 2 Confidence Maps: The numbers below each image are the
rounded sums of the confidences of pixels in the surround region. Due to early failure, the Semi-
Boost tracker (ST) showed the least relevant confidence maps overall, with Ensemble Tracking
(ET) also noisy following an unrecoverable failure around frame 95. As has been consistently
demonstrated, MSFM helped to support AFR by reducing noise and improving tracking perfor-
mance. Collins et al. showed a very similar quality in its confidence maps for this sequence




The framework discussed in this chapter constitutes a general dynamic sampling strategy for
tracking which is inherently adaptive spatially, temporally and featurally. Although the specific
implementation we provide is in many ways rather simple, the different parts may be increased
in sophistication without violating the overall ideology.
We employ canonical correlation analysis (CCA) as a method for estimating featural redun-
dancy by computing the correlation between the data for different features. This has the advan-
tage that distributions need not be estimated, avoiding the need for large amounts of data which
are typically unavailable, especially in tracking situations such as those depicted for Scenario C
(Figure 4.14). Furthermore, it is computationally much cheaper than most feature selection al-
gorithms, an important factor in a time-critical application such as object tracking. However, the
selection of feature subsets with low redundancy is a complex business and the subject of much
intense research (see Section 2.1). Despite the experimental results given here, a further objec-
tive study of the “quality” of features recovered using our CCA-based attribute method would be
desirable as well as the effects of modifying the weights for each of the attributes in the ranking
process.
In our experiments we employed a rather limited set of features, all of which are photomet-
ric. They constitute a set of linear combinations of RGB features and had been used previously
to demonstrate the idea of feature selection for tracking by Collins et al. [29]. Here, we again
employed the same features for simplicity and to demonstrate our improved framework using the
same feature pool. It would be interesting to conduct further experiments comprising larger fea-
ture pools incorporating geometric statistical features such as oriented gradients [41] and Local
Binary Patterns [154] in addition to photometric features including alternative colour spaces.
Our framework includes the dynamic re-evaluation of the priors used for pixel classification
(Equations 4.13 and 4.14) and updating of feature reference models (Equation 4.6). This is cur-
rently based on comparing the data for foreground and background across frames and the relative
overlap between them as indicative of tracker errors or object occlusion. Further investigation
should explore the limits of this approach and more sophisticated methods developed for control-























































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.25: Scenario D, Example 2 localisation errors in pixel distance between each tracker and
manually-labelled ground truth. The SemiBoost tracker (ST) fails very early, whereas Ensemble
Tracking (ET) continues up to around frame 95 where it fails irreversibly. Both Collins et al.
and AFR become distracted by the same proximal distractor around the same time, with the
latter recovering sooner than the former. Only AFR+MSFM was able to maintain a lock for the
duration of the sequence.
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failure and their corresponding implications for reference model updates.
Currently, this framework focuses on the tracking of a single object. A natural way forward
is to integrate data association techniques such as Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filters
(JPDAFs) [60] to handle multiple tracked objects simultaneously in difficult scenarios and in a
unified and rigorous manner.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a general dynamic spatial, temporal and featural sampling strategy
for more robust tracking in difficult conditions. This involves combining the knowledge of trends
in target object appearance over time with appearance characteristics in each frame to help over-
come difficulties such as lighting change and partial occlusions. The benefit of this approach
over previous methods are twofold:
1. Features are selected according to a measure of their correlation with other features in the
pool in order to reduce redundancy among those selected at each frame
2. Feature reference models are dynamic rather than static and bypass unrealistic assumptions
made by previous methods, in the process contributing significantly to the overall strategy
of trading off short-term evidence with long-term trends
In implementing this strategy, we formulated a novel tracking framework called Adaptive
Multi-feature Association (AMA) which comprises two methods for improving dynamic feature
ranking and selection in tracking:
1. Attribute-based Feature Ranking (AFR) which combines two attribute measures, (a) a mea-
sure of discriminability and (b) a measure of independence to other features
2. Multiple Selectively-adaptive Feature Models (MSFM) which involves maintaining a dy-
namic feature reference of target object appearance. These are updated selectively against
current image evidence for ranking features and classifying pixels in each frame
This framework implemented the proposed three-step filtering strategy comprising (a) focus-
of-attention, (b) featural sample filtering and (c) spatial sample filtering.
We compared the performance of our framework to the established methods of Collins et
al. [29], Avidan [4] and Grabner et al. [72] using four challenging real-world scenarios. We
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showed in Scenario A that AFR selected more stable features which led to cleaner confidence
maps that emphasised the most salient discriminative part of the tracking target object. Using
AFR+MSFM improved pixel classification due to the up-to-date feature reference models and
further improved the confidence maps. In Scenario B, we showed two examples of how these
factors helped to overcome severe lighting changes which caused the Collins et. al, Ensemble
Tracking and SemiBoost trackers to fail. Specifically, we demonstrated how the dynamic refer-
ence models enabled the tracker to adapt and recover in the face of a temporary and significant
lack of saliency of the tracked object due to a severe lighting deficiency in Example 1 as well
as preventing failure during a significant ambient colour change in Example 2. In Scenario C,
we tested robustness under significant partial occlusion in a cluttered environment. AFR tracked
longer than Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking or SemiBoost tracking but was perturbed by oc-
clusion. We showed how AFR+MSFM overcame this through the use of MSFM to maintain the
relevance of feature reference models and counteract the tendency of the frame-specific models to
drift terminally under such conditions. Consequently, the target object was successfully tracked
subsequent to reappearance from occlusion. In Scenario D we examined tracking under both
difficulties of changing lighting and clutter/occlusion simultaneously, again with two examples;
one of severe brightness change and the other of strong colour change. For the former, the Semi-
Boost, AFR and AFR+MFSM trackers were successful, whereas in the latter, only AFR+MFSM
tracked throughout.
In these experiments, AFR was able to select more descriptive, appropriate features more
consistently than Collins et al., Ensemble Tracking and SemiBoost tracking by virtue of the
CCA-based Independence attribute. MSFM also consistently showed in every experiment that
it was able to strongly support AFR in improving pixel classification by way of maintaining
updated models which significantly reduced the chance of model drift, resulting in greater ro-
bustness in tracking. This suggests a more meaningful balance between flexibility and rigidity
to obtain a better level of practical real-world consistency. Furthermore, the AMA framework is
less complex than both Ensemble Tracking and SemiBoost tracking.
In the next chapter, we show how featural sampling may be employed as a natural and logical
improvement to the use of well-known Local Binary Pattern methods [154]. Although these




Local Binary Pattern Feature Sampling for Recognition
Visual recognition, like visual tracking, finds its basis in the problem of object association. Al-
though tracking is usually concerned with distinguishing between the foreground object being
tracked and the background, this can naturally extend to discriminating between different fore-
ground objects under difficult conditions, e.g. as addressed by Song et al. [204] who employed
object classification to perform disambiguation when tracking people in crowded scenes. The
most appropriate features to use can be highly context dependent; in the same way that effective
classification-based tracking will employ the most salient features at any given time to reliably
perform discrimination between a target object and the background or other foreground objects
present at that time, effective recognition strategies will employ the most salient features for re-
liably classifying objects as one of many possible classes. In either case, there is a fundamental
requirement for a sampling strategy that scrutinises and selects the most appropriate parts or fea-
tures of an object for improved robustness (in terms of classification error) and efficiency (the
amount of computation required for discrimination).
In this chapter we address some of the limitations of one specific type of methodology for
object discrimination, namely Local Binary Pattern (LBP) based recognition applications. LBP
methods have been used extensively for a huge range of applications, including texture discrimi-
nation [130, 155] demonstrating excellent results and good robustness against rotation and global
illumination changes, texture segmentation [172] and recognition of facial identity [2] and ex-
pression [53, 193]. This paradigm involves representing classes of objects such as faces or tex-
tures by the joint statistical modelling of Boolean features yielded by thresholding samples from
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the surround of each pixel in corresponding images to capture local structure. We describe the
limitations of previous LBP methodologies and argue that they are borne from a fundamentally
inflexible approach to modelling LBP statistics which: (a) either limit the spatial area over which
models may capture information or otherwise average over potentially useful details; (b) incor-
porate possibly redundant information which wastes resources; (c) decouples statistics in an ad
hoc manner; and (d) builds models in a spatially non-selective, context-agnostic way which fur-
ther impacts on classification accuracy and betrays the inherent importance of adaptive visual
sampling approaches to discrimination. We then propose a framework which solves all of these
problems and may be added without modification to many existing LBP-type methods which
involve modelling distributions of jointly encoded binary sequences such as [127, 118]. This
framework consists of: (a) A novel feature selection algorithm designed for binary data, called
Binary Histogram Intersection Minimisation (BHIM), which is capable of finding stronger, less-
redundant feature subsets than two state-of-the-art algorithms for binary feature selection; (b)
The encoding of selected features to form distributions from context-dependent spatial topolo-
gies called Multiscale Selected Local Binary Features (MSLBF); and (c) The use of MSLBF
models in a pairwise-coupling [82] scheme to enable the most appropriate samples to be used
depending on the two classes being compared.
5.1 Scope of the problem
Local Binary Pattern methods are concerned with the statistics of jointly encoded features which
reflect local intensity fluctuations around each pixel in an image. These features are formed from
Boolean values (known as textons) derived from sampling intensities surrounding each pixel,
thresholding them by the central intensity and noting the sign of the result. The surround may
be arranged as square or circular. Figure 5.1(a) illustrates the square-surround approach which
simply involves treating each pixel surrounding the centre of a 3x3 centre-surround arrangement
as a sample for thresholding, leading to operators labelled as LBPP with P denoting the number
of textons. Figure 5.1(b) shows a circular approach which enables rotational invariance [155]
but involves computing sub-pixel intensities prior to thresholding. These operators are labelled
LBPP,R with R referring to the radius at which the P samples are taken. In either case, the resulting
n textons {t0, t1, ..., tn−1} are (in a fixed-sequence) interpreted as a binary number and encoded
by the corresponding decimal equivalent w:
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Strategies for LBP surround sampling. (a) The intensity samples used for threshold-
ing are simply the pixels x0, ...,x7 from the 3x3 grid surrounding the centre pixel xc. (b) Samples






 1, (xp− xc)> 00, otherwise (5.1)
where xc denotes the intensity of the centre pixel.
Each texton may be viewed as a individual feature. As such, they form slices in the Spatial-
Featural-Volume (SFV) for an LBP processed image (see Figure 2.21). Each slice then con-
stitutes a binary image with each pixel represented by the Boolean value for the corresponding
texton relative to that pixel. The LBP histogram for an image is then a distribution over the
decimal values w1,w2, ...,wm for all m pixels in the image, defining the joint statistics of all of
these SFV slices. The histograms for all images in the class are averaged and used as a descriptor
for that class. During a recognition task, the histogram for a single image may be generated
and the best match with the various models found using a histogram comparison method such as
histogram intersection or Kullback-Leibler divergence.
In order to encompass larger support areas, the notion of multipredicate LBPs [130] involve
several circular sampling arrangements at fixed radii centred on each pixel, with histograms
generated separately for each radius (see Figure 5.2). Each increasing radius comprises a larger
number of samples for thresholding and encoding. Here, the resulting histograms (predicates)
are appended together to form a single descriptor for the class.
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Figure 5.2: An example of a fixed pre-determined sampling strategy for a multipredicate LBP.
Each radius represents a spatial arrangement from which image samples are taken and corre-
sponding textons derived for encoding (see Equation 5.1). The dashed lines indicate the samples
which are considered jointly. As such, each radius is considered separately from the others, with
the result that all scales are statistically disjoint from each other.
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There are several drawbacks to this scheme:
1. For circular neighbourhoods with large radii (scales), the number of samples required for
a reasonable characterisation of local structure may not in practice be amenable to joint
statistical modelling, since the resulting histograms may be very large. This puts great
emphasis on the number of data required to adequately estimate a distribution;
2. For the same reason, the number of scales that may be used are limited which restricts the
spatial support area for capturing structure at each pixel’s locale. A common multipredicate
topology employed is 8 samples at a radius of 1 pixel from the centre, 16 samples at radius
3 and 24 samples at radius 5. Even for this modest range of spatial support, the resulting
full appended class histogram will contain millions of bins;
3. The samples at each radius are modelled disjointly from the others. This introduces an un-
natural decoupling of statistics and prevents potentially important inter-scale relationships
from being captured in the resulting models;
4. Encoding all individual surround features at a certain radius may introduce redundancy
into the representation, since two or more textons at a radius may be strongly correlated
with each other. Given already limited resources this is highly undesirable.
Efforts have been made to reduce the size of histograms as well as to improve the relevance
of patterns used for models. Experiments by Ojala et al. [155] showed that certain patterns cor-
related well with real-world structures and helped improve performance as well as significantly
trim the size of histograms. Those binary sequences with at most two zero-to-one or one-to-
zero transitions, called “uniform” patterns, were found to be most useful. Histograms are then
formed only from the encoded decimal values for uniform patterns with a single bin for all that
are non-uniform. Further, all patterns may be rotated to a canonical position which enables rota-
tion invariance and further reduces the number of patterns that need be catered for. The resulting
operators are labelled as LBPriu2P,R , with superscripts ri denoting rotation invariance and u2 uni-
form patterns. Other work geared towards improving the selectivity of models include Lahdenoja
[107] who exploited symmetry to reduce feature vector lengths and improve efficiency, Shan et
al. [193] who employed boosting techniques on LBP classifiers to improve facial expression dis-
crimination and Liao et al. [117] who, rather than use the heuristically-inspired uniform patterns,
trimmed the bins with the lowest value from a histogram of all possible patterns thereby making
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the process more contextually relevant. However, all of these methods involve analysing patterns
derived from all textons jointly. As such, they do not deal with the inevitable redundancies that
may be found within structures extracted from the fixed circular topologies.
To increase spatial support, cellular automata were used by Ma¨enpa¨a¨ and Pietika¨inen [127] to
encode multiple scales (radii) with each scale corresponding to a time-step in a cellular automa-
ton. With this scheme, an arbitrary number of scales can be incorporated into a single descriptor
comprising the marginal distributions for each scale and a cellular automaton rule to bind them
together. However, this approach requires the same number of samples for each scale, resulting
in sparser sampling at the largest scales. They countered this by performing low-pass filtering
at each sample point for the larger scales in order to encompass information over a larger area;
however, this serves to smooth over any fine detail that may be relevant. Furthermore, this again
does not address any redundancy of information incorporated into patterns at each scale.
5.2 Multiscale Selected Local Binary Features
All previous methods involve working with textons derived from fixed sampling strategies; that
is, they jointly encode all of the textons from a circular neighbourhood. As explained above, this
in many cases will incorporate redundancy into the information. Furthermore, practicalities en-
sure that the number of scales included are limited with larger radii further limited in the number
of samples they may incorporate as well as forcing the statistical decoupling of individual scales.
In terms of the Spatial-Featural-Volume (Figure 2.21), previous methods for reducing valid pat-
terns or selecting the most useful ones amount to a fixed pre-determined sampling strategy which
performs filtering within the spatial domain, with patterns from individual pixels being accepted
or rejected according to some criterion of acceptability. We argue that a more natural approach
to improving the power of texton features and one that solves all of the problems described in
Section 5.1 is to learn a sampling strategy that selects a sparse set of the most useful textons
to focus attention on, i.e. filtering within the featural domain. The selected textons may then
be encoded in the same way as a traditional LBP predicate (see Figure 5.3). Furthermore, the
learned sampling strategies should be adaptive. The most efficient subset of textons for discrimi-
nation may be different according to context, i.e. depending on the objects being compared. The
benefits of this approach are listed thus:
1. Any number of samples may be collected from any number of scales and incorporated into
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a pool of textons for the selection process;
2. The selected textons may be drawn from any spatial position and from any scale and mod-
elled jointly. Consequently, spatial support areas can be arbitrarily increased by adding as
many scales are required;
3. The resulting models are fully statistically coupled across scales;
4. The models are sparse, compact and highly descriptive by virtue of the feature selection
process, increasing discrimination power as well as computational efficiency;
5. The new selection-based framework may be seamlessly appended to many previous im-
provements to traditional LBP methodologies, such as the use of low-pass filtering to inte-
grate over larger areas [127], the multi-block approach for effectively subsampling images
[118] or further histogram trimming based on bin frequencies [117].
We propose a novel algorithm called Binary Histogram Intersection Minimisation (BHIM)
for performing the feature selection process. This is a general filter method designed specifically
to find strong binary features for two-class classification tasks. This is used to select textons
from a pool which may comprise any number of textons across any number of scales. The
chosen textons may then be jointly encoded as per the usual fashion of computing the decimal
equivalent of the corresponding binary sequence.
5.2.1 Texton selection by Binary Histogram Intersection Minimisation
There is a large body of work dedicated to the theory and practicalities of feature selection.
This field of research is concerned with the identification of subsets of variables from training
data which are good predictors of the class variable. Theoretically, the best subset M of a set
of variables X may be considered as that which renders the class variable Y as conditionally
independent of the set difference between X and M given M (Pearl [162]):
Y ⊥ (X\M)|M (5.2)
The subset M is known as a Markov blanket. It has been shown to potentially constitute
the set of strongly relevant (see Section 2.1.1) features (Tsamardinos et al. [225]). Another
perspective may be provided by the notion that the optimal subset Mˆ minimises the conditional
entropy H(Y |Mˆ) between Y and features in Mˆ taken jointly (Fleuret [55]):
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Figure 5.3: An example of a learned sampling strategy for a Multiscale Selected Local Binary
Features (MSLBF) operator. A feature selection step chooses the most useful textons which are
then used to form sparse, highly discriminative models with distinct spatial topologies which are
fully coupled across scales. This figure shows three scales although any number of scales and
corresponding samples may be added to a pool of textons for selection.
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Mˆ = argmax
M
{H(Y |M)|M ∈ 2X} (5.3)
where Mˆ = {Xb1 ,Xb2 , ...,XbK} and bk denotes the index of the k’th feature selected from X.
Most feature selection approaches do not attempt to recover the Markov blanket since it is
usually impractical to test all possible subsets of variables, particularly when |X| is large. Those
algorithms which have been proposed tend to fall into either the forward selection or backward
elimination categories (see Section 2.1.2) with some hybrid variants [225]. Two established algo-
rithms that are well-suited to dealing with binary variables are the AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting)
algorithm (Freund and Schapire [61]) which may be used for feature selection and the more re-
cent Conditional Mutual Information Maximisation (CMIM) (Fleuret [55]) technique. AdaBoost
is a wrapper method which involves the training of multiple weak classifiers on weighted train-
ing sets which are reweighted at each step such that successive classifiers focus more strongly on
the samples that are previously incorrectly classified. Its implementation for binary training data
is particularly efficient (see Figure 2.1). CMIM is a filter method which is theoretically more
capable of determining stronger features because of its consideration of features in combination
rather than individually; that is, each feature is ranked according to its relationship to both the
class variable and to features already selected. It employs the information-theoretical idea of
conditional mutual information:













where U , V and W are random variables, I(U ;V |W ) denotes the mutual information between U
and V conditional on W and H(U |W ) is the entropy of U conditional on W . More specifically,
CMIM selects candidate features X j which maximise their mutual information with the class
variable Y conditional on the features already picked {Xb1 , ...Xbk}. However, since doing this
would require the prohibitive step of estimating large joint densities (i.e. I(Y ;X j|Xb1 , ...,Xbk)),
a trade-off is made which involves selecting the feature X j which maximises its mutual infor-
mation with Y conditional on the feature from the set already picked that minimises its mutual
information with X j:
b1 = argmax
j





{I(Y ;X j|Xbl )}
}
(5.5)
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This forms an efficient, suboptimal trade-off which at most requires estimating distributions
of joint triplets of variables. Moreover, efficiency can be further improved when working with
binary data as the joint distributions can be estimated by simple summation operations. The
algorithm has been shown to improve performance over other methods such as AdaBoost (see
Fleuret [55]).
Here, we devise an algorithm specifically tailored for binary data known as Binary Histogram
Intersection Minimisation (BHIM). Like CMIM and AdaBoost, it follows a greedy feed-forward
procedure which ensures that it is suboptimal. Unlike the linear-time CMIM and AdaBoost
algorithms, it is at worst exponential-time. However, it offers the following benefits:
1. It considers all currently selected features jointly when considering a new candidate as
opposed to a single one as for CMIM;
2. Despite being exponential-time, the algorithm in most cases does not require prohibitive
computational time to function because it is naturally restricted by the limits of the training
data;
3. Strong features require fewer computational resources to determine than weak ones, mak-
ing the algorithm quite adaptive in terms of required resources;
4. The computationally-cheap histogram intersection is employed at each iteration to com-
pute the divergence of histograms. Furthermore, these are only ever computed on two-bin
binary histograms. Entropy computations are unnecessary;
5. Despite the use of histogram intersection, the algorithm tends to lead to a lower entropy
for the class variable conditional on the chosen subset than those chosen by AdaBoost or
CMIM, implying a more descriptively potent subset of features.
The BHIM algorithm functions as follows: when provided with two binary data sets, the
algorithm attempts to find K binary features from the total feature pool whose joint distribu-
tions for each of the two models are strongly divergent. More precisely, given two classes with
datasets P and Q constructed from random variables X j corresponding to binary features in-
dexed by j, 1≤ j≤ J, the objective of the algorithm is to find a set B= {b1,b2, ...,bK} where the
bks are the indices of the selected features from the feature pool. Histogram intersection is em-
ployed in the scoring of features. These are only ever computed with binary histograms and so
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the “histogram distance” [1−HI {h(X |P),h(X |Q)}] given normalised histograms h(X |P) and
h(X |Q) for a binary feature X generated from datasets P and Q is computed more simply as
|h(X = 1|P)−h(X = 1|Q)|. Each bk is selected as follows:
b1 = argmax
j




where B′ = {b1,b2, ...,bk}, k < K is the partial set of features selected so far and
S(X,B′, j) = P(XB′ |P) ·P(XB′ |Q) · |h(X j = 1|XB′ ,P)−h(X j = 1|XB′ ,Q)| (5.8)
The terms P(XB′ |P) and P(XB′ |Q), where XB′ = {Xb1 , ...,Xbk}, are the joint probabilities of
occurrence of a specific instance of the binary vector X over the k previously selected features
with indices B′ = {b1,b2, ...,bk}, for classes P and Q respectively. Similarly, the terms h(X j =
1|XB′ ,P) and h(X j = 1|XB′ ,Q) are the normalised binary histograms for feature X j conditional
on the specific binary vector X over the selected features B′.
At step (k+1), the algorithm computes Equation 5.7 which, for each feature j /∈ B′, includes
the expectation of the conditional distribution histogram distance between the datasets P and
Q over the joint distribution for feature set B′. This involves at most 2k values for X, although
only values present in both datasets need be included in the computation. Datasets containing
features with strongly separating statistics will generally have far fewer shared values between
them, which results in those features requiring less computation time to identify. The feature
j /∈ B′ that maximises the expectation is chosen for adding to the currently chosen subset B′. The
algorithm stops when K features have been selected or no value of X has a positive probability
for both models simultaneously, meaning their corresponding joint binary histograms have zero
intersection. Algorithm 5.1 describes BHIM in pseudocode.
This algorithm may be implemented efficiently by associating each sample with a decimal
value encoding the patterns derived from the currently selected feature subset and updating these
values after each selection. A unique set of the shared patterns (decimal values) between classes
may be easily assembled and for each pattern in the set and the corresponding samples indexed
accordingly for each class. Note that at each iteration and for each new feature candidate, the
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Input: Two datasets P and Q; generated with J features; a number K of features to select
Output: A set B = {b1, ...,bK} of at most K selected features
B = {b1};
for k = 2 to K do
wP = decval(P,B);
wQ = decval(Q,B);
W = wP ∩wQ;
if W = {} then
return B;
end
Set all scores s j = 0, j = 1..J;
for j = 1 to J, j /∈ B do
for each w ∈W do





{s j}, j = 1..J;
B = B∪{bk};
end
Algorithm 5.1: The Binary Histogram Intersection Minimisation (BHIM) algorithm for
selecting K features from two binary data sets P andQ containing J features. The function
decval(ζ ,B) returns a set of decimal values for each training sample in class ζ generated
from the joint values across the features in B. The function S(w,P,Q,B, j) computes the
weighted binary histogram distance corresponding to Equation 5.8.
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class-conditional histograms that are compared represent distributions conditional on all fea-
tures selected so far, as opposed to CMIM which only considers one of the already-selected
features. These conditional distributions need only be formed for each shared pattern from the
correspondingly indexed samples. Since these shared patterns represent the overlap between the
classes given the chosen feature subset, at each iteration the feature candidates chosen are those
that maximally reduce the overlap.
5.2.2 MSLBF classification procedure
The fewer the number of classes in a discrimination task, the less the potency required for individ-
ual features in discriminating between them. Arguably, this is particularly true of binary features
taken in isolation due to their limited range of values. Consequently, larger and larger numbers
of features may be jointly required for discrimination tasks with a large number of classes, such
as face recognition. Moreover, different subsets of features may be the most appropriate for dif-
ferent subsets of classes, which also has the benefit of permitting more compact models. This
arguably justifies a context-dependent approach to sampling. Here, to simplify the feature selec-
tion process and facilitate more compact and descriptive context-dependent models, we recast the
N-class LBP histogram matching procedure as a pairwise-coupled approach [82], with a single
N-class classification replaced by all possible 2-class classifications taken from the N classes.
Each unique pair of classes is associated with its own selected features. This arrangement may
be viewed as a context-dependent spatial and featural sampling strategy.
More specifically, an MSLBF classifier is simply a list of pairs of histograms, each pair
uniquely corresponding to a specific two of N classes. Consequently there are 12 N(N−1) binary
classifiers required for an N-class classification task. Each classifier cP,Q comprises a set of K
selected feature indices BP,Q corresponding to their positions in the feature pool along with two
2K-bin histograms corresponding to the joint distributions over BP,Q, one for each of the two
classes P and Q. Given a set of training classes ζ1 to ζN , the trainer cycles through all possible
combinations of pairs of classes ζP and ζQ, P 6=Q and calls the feature selection algorithm with
the samples for those classes to generate BP,Q. Adding classes is straightforward and requires
N extra binary classifiers to be generated, one for each of the N classes against the new class
indexed N +1. Each class n (1 ≤ n ≤ N) in an N-class problem has N− 1 binary classifiers for
comparing against each of the other N−1 classes.
Classification of an input involves keeping a score for each of the N classes. Since each
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specific pair of classes has a separate set of discriminative features, histograms are assembled
for each of the 12 N(N − 1) binary classifiers cP,Q given their corresponding selected features.
Each pair-specific input histogram is intersected with the two pair-specific model histograms,
with the intersection value being added to the score of the class with the highest match. After
all binary classifications are performed, the class with the highest score is assigned to the input.
Algorithm 5.2 provides pseudocode for the classification procedure.
Input: Input data I to classify; 12 N(N−1) classifiers cP,Q for each unique pair P and Q
of N classes, P 6=Q each with corresponding selected features BP,Q and
associated histograms hP,Q(X |P) and hP,Q(X |Q)
Output: Strongest matching class R for assignment to input data I
Set all scores s j = 0, j = 1..N;
for P = 1 to N−1 do
for Q= P+1 to N do
r = genhist(I,BP,Q);
vP = HI {r,hP,Q(X |P)};
vQ = HI {r,hP,Q(X |Q)};
if vP > vQ then
sP = sP + vP ;
end
if vQ > vP then






{s j}, j = 1..N;
Algorithm 5.2: The Multiscale Selected Local Binary Features (MSLBF) classification
algorithm. genhist(I,BP,Q) is a function returning the histogram for input data I given the
features BP,Q specific to the pair of classes P and Q. The HI {h(X |Φ),h(X |Ξ)} function
computes the histogram intersection between two histograms h(X |Φ) and h(X |Ξ).
5.3 Experiments
For the experiments, the aim was twofold:
1. Investigate the improvement in performance that can be gained from modelling jointly
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across multiple scales spanning larger spatial support areas with many textons in the feature
pool, as opposed to the limits on traditional LBP
2. Compare the three feature selection algorithms for the strength of features selected
As such, we present three experiments. Firstly, we focus on a classification task for textures,
in particular the Outex database (Ojala et al. [153]). In doing so, we compare the performance
of LBP and MSLBF classifiers as well as the quality of features selected for the MSLBF clas-
sifiers by three feature selection algorithms; namely, AdaBoost, CMIM and BHIM. Secondly,
we apply our approach to face recognition on the challenging ORL face database (Samaria and
Harter [186]). Similarly, we here compare the two types of classifier and the quality of MSLBF
classifiers as derived from the use of the three feature selection algorithms. Both the texture
and face experiments involved training MSLBF on larger feature pools encompassing more tex-
ton features and larger spatial support areas. Finally, we compare the performance of BHIM
with CMIM and AdaBoost for selecting strong features from random simulated pairs of datasets.
These pairs of datasets have randomly distributed joint distributions “embedded” at randomly
selected feature positions with random degrees of overlap between the two classes. These form
a target set of distinguishing features for the selection algorithms to find.
For each pixel of an image class, a sample was collected by considering several circular
neighbourhoods at different radii centred on that pixel and collecting sub-pixel intensity samples
at each radius before thresholding them by the intensity of the centre pixel itself. The resulting
textons formed the features in the pool. Each feature selection algorithm was employed to select
features specific to each pair of classes and form corresponding MSLBF classifiers. In addition,
a traditional LBP classifier was also trained on both the texture data and the face data for com-
parison with MSLBF in classification. These were formed from three circular neighbourhoods at
1, 3 and 5 pixels radius and 8, 16 and 24 textons respectively.
5.3.1 Texture recognition
The MSLBF approach was applied to a suite of the Outex [153] database, specifically, Ou-
tex TC 00000. This data set comprises 24 texture classes across 480 128× 128 pixel images





trained on part of the data (with samples defined by problem no.25 in the Outex 00000 suite)
along with three MSLBF classifiers, each with 8 features selected per class-pair by a different
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selection algorithm. These MSLBF classifiers were provided with more training data by includ-
ing predicates constructed from circular neighbourhoods at 1, 2.5, 4, 5.5, 7 and 8.5 pixel radii
with 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 and 48 samples respectively. The samples were extracted using bilinear
sampling. The MSLBF classifiers for this task comprised 276 binary classifiers. The results here
correspond to the application of the four classifiers to a separate testing set comprising the images
not used in training.
Figure 5.4: Examples from the Outex 00000 texture suite.
Table 5.1 presents the classification results in percentages for the four classifiers for each of
the texture classes. The MSLBF models were applied with different numbers of features selected
between 1 and 8. The MSLBF results are presented along with a value in brackets indicating
the number of features required for all classifiers before the corresponding percentage score
was reached for that class. Although this table suggests that different classes need only their
own number of features, in practice the upper limit was necessary across all classes to obtain
a stable performance (i.e. MSLBF+BHIM required 4 bits for “carpet009” meaning 4 bits were
retained for all classes). This is likely an issue with the classification procedure which does not
affect the utility of the table in demonstrating how very few bits were generally required per
class for strong discriminative power. The minimum number of features required (between 1
and 8) for the best score obtained for each class was recorded. Table 5.2 provides the overall
best scores across all classes along with the number of features required to achieve those scores,
averaged over all classes. It can be seen that all three MSLBF classifiers outperformed the vanilla
combined-predicate LBP. Only the MSLBF+BHIM combination achieved a perfect score and
with a lower number of average features required per class. The highest number of features
required for BHIM was 4 (class “carpet009”), 5 for CMIM and 6 for AdaBoost. Consequently
the MSLBF+BHIM combination constituted a more compact and effective discriminative model
than the other combinations. To compare the relative strength of the four classifiers, average
histogram distances for each class was computed. Figure 5.5 plots discriminative strengths of
BHIM, CMIM and AdaBoost which shows consistently superior model separation for BHIM
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generated models.
Class LBP MSLBF MSLBF MSLBF
(%) +BHIM +CMIM +AdaBoost
canvas001 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
canvas002 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
canvas003 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
canvas005 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
canvas006 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
canvas009 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
canvas011 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
canvas021 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
canvas022 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
canvas023 80 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (3)
canvas025 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
canvas026 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
canvas031 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
canvas032 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
canvas033 80 100 (2) 100 (3) 100 (2)
canvas035 60 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
canvas038 100 100 (2) 100 (3) 100 (3)
canvas039 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
tile005 70 100 (2) 100 (5) 100 (6)
tile006 100 100 (2) 100 (4) 100 (6)
carpet002 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
carpet004 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
carpet005 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
carpet009 100 100 (4) 90 (5) 90 (3)
Table 5.1: Classification of Outex 00000 database which contains variations of canvas, tile and




24,5 classifier is generated from training
data comprising predicates at 1, 3 and 5 pixels radius with 8, 16 and 24 samples per predicate.
The MSLBF classifiers were generated with three different feature selection algorithms on a
larger training set comprising six predicates at 1, 2.5, 4, 5.5, 7 and 8.5 pixels radius with 8, 16,
24, 32, 40 and 48 samples respectively. The MSLBF results are given along with a value in
brackets indicating the lowest number of features required to achieve the corresponding success
rate for that class (up to a maximum of 8).
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Table 5.2: Overall success rate of the four classifiers with Outex 00000 along with the average
number of features needed to gain the best scores shown in Table 5.1 per class. The LBP classifier
is constructed from smaller sample areas than MSLBF.
Figure 5.5: Average histogram separation per class for LBP and MSLBF models generated by
BHIM, CMIM and AdaBoost. The mean histogram distance for each class for Outex 00000 is
plotted. MSLBF+BHIM has significantly larger between-class distances.
5.3.2 Face recognition
A more challenging problem of face recognition given face images captured under large varia-
tions in lighting and 3D pose was also considered. The ORL face database [186] was employed




24,5. This is a rela-
tively small database comprising 400 unregistered images of 40 people with 10 samples for each
person. The samples are greyscale and sized at 92×112 pixels. They contain large within-class
variance in lighting, pose and appearance due to the presence/absence of glasses/facial hair and
different times of capture (see Figure 5.6).
The data was split up with five samples per person used for training (even indices) and the
other five used for testing (odd indices). LBP has been previously applied using a windowed
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Figure 5.6: Examples from the ORL face database demonstrating within-class variations of ap-
pearance, lighting and/or pose.
approach (Ahonen et al. [2]) to model different facial regions separately with good results. Al-
though modelling different facial regions separately and weighting them according to importance
was shown to demonstrate better classification (Shan et al. [193]), here the faces were modelled
globally to make the problem more generic (independent of ad hoc region segmentation) and to
gauge the benefit of the pairwise-coupled MSLBF approach. The same sample sizes were used
for both an LBP and three MSLBF classifiers, again trained with BHIM, CMIM and AdaBoost
for up to 8 features, with predicates in the training data being formed at 1, 3 and 5 pixel radii





classifier along with the three MSLBF combinations to the database. The MSLBF models were
increased in the number of features selected and the percentage values are accompanied by a
bracketed number indicating the number of bits required to obtain the corresponding percentage
for that class. Table 5.3 shows the overall results averaged over classes. The MSLBF combi-
nations outperformed the vanilla LBP classifier with the MSLBF+BHIM combination proving
the best. The MSLBF+AdaBoost combination came second with the same number of average
bits per class but inferior classification success. MSLBF+CMIM did not improve on LBP by any
significant margin.
Figure 5.7 demonstrates the mean histogram distances for each face class for LBP and the
three MSLBF classifiers as combined with BHIM, CMIM and AdaBoost. As with textures,
MSLBF+BHIM shows better histogram distances.









Table 5.3: Overall success rate of the four classifiers with the ORL database along with the
average number of bits needed to gain the best scores. The MSLBF classifiers were constructed
from the same sample regions as the LBP classifier.
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Class LBP MSLBF MSLBF MSLBF
(%) +BHIM +CMIM +AdaBoost
1 40 100 (6) 40 (8) 80 (5)
2 100 100 (2) 100 (4) 100 (3)
3 100 100 (7) 80 (5) 100 (8)
4 100 80 (5) 80 (8) 80 (7)
5 100 100 (4) 100 (5) 100 (6)
6 100 100 (3) 100 (7) 100 (4)
7 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
8 100 100 (3) 100 (6) 100 (3)
9 100 100 (5) 100 (8) 100 (6)
10 100 100 (5) 100 (7) 100 (5)
11 100 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)
12 100 100 (5) 100 (6) 100 (5)
13 80 100 (3) 100 (4) 100 (4)
14 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
15 40 100 (7) 100 (2) 100 (2)
16 80 80 (6) 60 (7) 80 (7)
17 80 100 (2) 100 (4) 100 (5)
18 100 100 (5) 80 (4) 100 (4)
19 100 100 (3) 100 (2) 100 (3)
20 100 100 (3) 100 (4) 100 (4)
21 80 100 (2) 100 (6) 100 (2)
22 100 100 (3) 100 (4) 100 (2)
23 60 100 (7) 100 (6) 100 (5)
24 100 100 (6) 80 (1) 100 (6)
25 100 100 (4) 100 (4) 100 (6)
26 80 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
27 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
28 100 100 (8) 100 (8) 100 (7)
29 100 100 (2) 100 (5) 100 (4)
30 100 100 (6) 100 (4) 100 (5)
31 40 60 (8) 40 (5) 40 (4)
32 100 100 (2) 100 (2) 100 (2)
33 100 100 (3) 100 (7) 100 (6)
34 100 80 (6) 60 (2) 80 (4)
35 60 100 (2) 80 (1) 80 (1)
36 100 80 (7) 60 (2) 60 (2)
37 20 20 (2) 20 (2) 20 (2)
38 100 100 (3) 100 (5) 100 (3)
39 100 100 (3) 100 (4) 100 (5)
40 20 20 (1) 20 (1) 20 (1)





generated from training data comprising predicates at 1, 3 and 5 pixels radius with 8, 16 and
24 samples per predicate. The MSLBF classifiers were generated with three different feature
selection algorithms on the same data set. The numbers in brackets indicate the lowest number
of features required to achieve the corresponding success rate for that class (up to a maximum of
8).
5.3.3 Comparison of feature selection methods
Figure 5.7 showed the MSLBF+AdaBoost combination to be close to MSLBF+BHIM. In order
to further examine the effectiveness of feature selection with these combinations, additional ex-
periments (with ground truth) were designed to compare an efficient implementation of BHIM
with CMIM and AdaBoost on binary feature selection tasks. CMIM (Conditional Mutual Infor-
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Figure 5.7: Average histogram separation for LBP and MSLBF models for the ORL face
database. BHIM, CMIM and AdaBoost were compared for selecting features for MSLBF mod-
els. As with textures, the BHIM features show larger histogram distances.
mation Maximisation) [55] is a filter that employs information theory in a rigorous manner to
select features correlated with class labels with minimal redundancy amongst themselves. Ide-
ally, the best set of K features {b1,b2, ...,bK} given training data are those that minimise the
conditional entropy H(Y |Xb1 ,Xb2 , ...,XbK ) where Y is the random variable corresponding to class
labels. The experiments here made use of a Matlab implementation of the fast CMIM algorithm.
Also implemented for testing was a very efficient binary AdaBoost algorithm based on [61].
AdaBoost can be used as a feature selection algorithm by considering all features in a feature
pool to be a weak learner. Incorrectly classified samples for a selected feature (weak learner)
are taken to be those that hold the least frequent value given the histogram formed from the
whole data set for that feature. The best feature is the one with the maximum binary histogram
separation between the two data sets (with binary histograms formed from the weighted samples).
For the objective of this experiment, synthetic datasets were created with each binary feature
drawn from a flat distribution. 12 features were randomly selected and a 212-bin histogram
randomly generated for the joint distribution for each class. The distributions for each class
were overlapped to random degrees so that a set of joint values had a positive probability for both
classes. Samples were drawn from these distributions and the corresponding 12-bit binary strings
placed into the data at the selected positions as samples. These embedded structures provided
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a target set of strong features among random ones for algorithms to find. Three factors were
examined; (1) the “quality” of features selected, measured by the conditional entropy of the class
variable given the selected features, H(Y |b1,b2, ...,bK), (2) the percentage of features selected
that matched the features randomly embedded and (3) computation time for selection. Each of
these three factors were plotted against: (a) feature pool size varying between 100 and 800, (b)
number of training samples for each class ranging between 10000 and 80000 and (c) number
of features an algorithm was required to select from 2 to 12. Each parameter configuration was
applied to 100 randomly generated pairs of distributions with random structure and the results
averaged. Default parameters were 100 for feature pool size, 10000 for number of samples for
each class, 12 features embedded and 12 features to select. Parameters that were not being
adjusted took these default values.
Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show the results. From Figure 5.8, it can be seen that BHIM
outperformed both CMIM and AdaBoost across varying feature pool sizes. Plot (a) of the figure
shows that the average remaining entropy for BHIM-selected features correlated closely with
the remaining entropy given the embedded features and Plot (b) that the features selected were
strongly (and often perfectly) correlated with the features that were randomly embedded. CMIM
and AdaBoost were comparable but selected significantly lower quality features compared to
BHIM. Plot (c) shows that in terms of computation time, all three algorithms are linear in the
size of the feature pool.
Figure 5.9 plots performance against varying training-set sizes. The figure demonstrates the
same trends as with varying feature pools in Figure 5.8. Plot (a) of the figure shows that again the
average remaining entropy given BHIM-selected features correlated closely with the remaining
entropy given the embedded features. Plot (b) demonstrates that selected features are close to
perfectly correlated with those embedded. Plot (c) shows linearity in computation time with
increasing number of samples in the training sets.
Figure 5.10 plots performance against increasing numbers of features to select. While en-
tropies and embedded feature selection showed similar trends for all three algorithms as for
varying feature pools and training-set sizes in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 respectively, BHIM showed a
weakness in its exponential increase in computation time with the number of features to select.
This is because the main loop in BHIM involves comparing features against all values shared
between two data sets given the previously selected features. The maximum possible number of
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shared values is equal to 2k where k is the number of previously selected features. Consequently,
each successive feature selection cycle can potentially double the number of cycles in the main
loop up to the size of the training set. However, the limited size of training sets restricts the num-
ber of features that can be considered reliably when calculating expected histogram distances,
resulting eventually in a linearisation of computation time.
5.4 Discussion
For the texture and face recognition experiments, each input image was applied to each of the
pairwise-coupled classifiers with the highest histogram intersection value being added to the
score of the corresponding class. Alternative scoring procedures could have been employed.
We also tested two others, namely (for each pairwise classifier) (1) adding a 1 to the score of
the highest match and (2) adding the histogram intersection values to both classes. However,
in practice there were no distinct differences between them, with the portrayed scoring method
resulting in slightly better performance than the other two. We also tested the use of Kullback-
Leibler divergence as a method for histogram matching, both for computing expectations for
feature selection in Equation 5.7 and the pairwise-coupled matching of input images. Again,
there were no clearly notable differences. Consequently, the use of histogram intersection as a
far cheaper method were retained.
In general for practical classification tasks, the pairwise-coupled approach for an N-class
problem results in 12 N(N − 1) steps that consist of classifier-forming and matching. As such,
the number of classifiers increases quadratically with the number of classes, although the com-
putational time for classifying an input is linear with the number of classifiers. However, with
an unoptimised Matlab implementation on a very modest single-core desktop computer, classi-
fication of an input image for a 24-class texture experiment involving 276 binary classifiers (see
Section 5.3.1) required only a fraction of a second. Classification of an input for a forty-class face
recognition task involving 780 classifiers (Section 5.3.2) required just over a second on average
per input. The low number of features for each classifier helps to keep computation time down
both in terms of histogram assembly and comparison.
There are two main drawbacks to the pairwise-coupled approach. Firstly, in the experiments,
stable results required the same number of features to be used for all classes despite the varying
numbers of features required for a given error per class. Secondly, the complete separation be-
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tween the training of individual binary classifiers does not preclude the possibility of histograms
for two classes being similar despite being constructed from completely different features. This
can lead to a degradation in performance and effectively dilute the potency of the features orig-
inally selected. This problem suggests that an extra element is required to further enhance the
contextual setting for a classification task, such as a preliminary global step to narrow down the
possibilities. As such, further investigation to explore alternative classification methods, such as
tree-based classifiers or a one-to-many approach, would be useful.
At each iteration the BHIM algorithm finds features whose class-conditional binary his-
tograms are maximally divergent (have minimal histogram intersection) when previously selected
features fail to discriminate. In that regard, it shares some superficial similarities with AdaBoost
in that “difficult” samples which cannot be correctly discriminated by the current set of chosen
features are isolated and focused on in the next iteration of the algorithm. It is important to
emphasise that at each iteration, all of the current chosen features are considered jointly in isolat-
ing difficult samples, which invokes a greater emphasis on lowering redundancy than the CMIM
approximation technique.
As shown in Section 5.3.3, the BHIM algorithm is linear in computation time with the size of
the feature pool or the size of the training set. However, it is essentially exponential-time in the
number of features to select, which is generally an undesirable quality. This is due to the potential
doubling (in the worse case) of terms employed in computing the expectation step for each fea-
ture candidate (Equation 5.7) However, this is tempered by two factors. Firstly, the presence of
strong features in the training set can significantly reduce the number of terms required in the ex-
pectation computations since the overlap between the joint distributions is more strongly reduced
by each feature selected. Secondly, the finite size of training sets places a natural limit on the
number of features that may be jointly considered for reliable estimates of class-conditional bi-
nary histograms. This is because, in the worst case, for two training sets of M samples each there
are a maximum of M possible shared values regardless of the number of features selected. As the
number of features increases, the number of samples per shared value for estimating histogram
distances reduces, eventually resulting in unreliable estimates. Consequently, the “window” of
the expectation calculation w, involving only at most the w previously selected features, may be
estimated as w = log2 Mv , where v is the desired minimum average number of samples per shared
value and M is the number of samples in the training set for a class. Consequently, for a binary
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histogram and assuming ten samples per bin for a representative sample, v may be set to 20.
Employing this approach has the twin benefits of (a) ensuring that class-conditional histograms
are estimated from adequate numbers of data and so preventing overfitting and (b) capping com-
putational time such that an initial exponential increase eventually becomes linear.
While BHIM in the tests conducted here demonstrated great strength both with random and
real experimental data, the improvement in model separation shown does not appear to translate
as strongly to classification performance in overall MSLBF terms (as in Figure 5.7). However,
the results imply that improving the quality of feature pools would automatically draw on the
strengths of the BHIM algorithm as opposed to the others. Although it appears to show its
potency in extensive experimentation, a further theoretical exploration of the limitations of this
algorithm would be important for an objective understanding of its strengths.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, two contributions were described:
1. A new LBP-type model was introduced known as Multiscale Selected Local Binary Fea-
tures (MSLBF);
2. A novel binary feature selection algorithm was described known as Binary Histogram In-
tersection Minimisation (BHIM).
MSLBF models are compact LBP-type predicates that capture the joint statistics of selected
textons across scales. They are generated through the use of feature selection to select strongly
discriminative textons from a pool collected from arbitrary neighbourhoods. A pairwise-coupling
classification approach is taken to enable greater specificity in selected features and simplify the
feature selection process. The benefits of this method are:
1. It may be viewed as a natural and intuitively appealing context-dependent sampling strat-
egy which focuses on image structures that are most relevant depending on the comparison
being made;
2. Selecting individual pixel features rather than taking combined spatially contiguous groups
of features with possible redundancy enables more compact and descriptive models;
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3. Circular feature pools at any scale and angular resolution can be incorporated into the
training data.
The BHIM algorithm is a greedy feed-forward filter method designed specifically for two-
class binary problems and ideally suited to generating MSLBF classifiers. It has several advan-
tages over previous feature selection algorithms used for this kind of task:
1. Unlike other binary feature selection algorithms, it selects new features on the basis of
their predictive power given all of the previously selected features;
2. It selects a typically small number of features with strong discriminative power and mini-
mal redundancy in an information-theoretical sense;
3. It does not require expensive entropy-type computations;
4. It is relatively computationally inexpensive and expends fewer resources when stronger
features are available;
5. Is linear in computation time in the long term due to the natural practicalities of limited
training data.
We conducted three experiments, two on real-world classification tasks for comparing LBP
and MSLBF classifiers generated with different feature selection algorithms. The third experi-
ment was designed to test the effectiveness of BHIM as compared with AdaBoost and CMIM
on synthetic data containing pre-selected embedded features. The first classification experiment
was conducted for textures, where it was shown that the MSLBF approach employing BHIM
for feature selection enabled perfect classification with relatively few selected features. The sec-
ond classification experiment was conducted for faces on a fairly difficult face database that was
more challenging for the traditional LBP classifier. This showed improvement for MSLBF based
classifiers with the best result provided by the MSLBF classifier generated from BHIM selected
features. The final experiment was conducted on random synthetic datasets with randomly gen-
erated distributions embedded at 12 random positions in the feature pool. The BHIM algorithm
clearly outperformed both AdaBoost and CMIM in finding the strongest features. To conclude,
in these experiments the BHIM algorithm consistently demonstrated its ability to select stronger
features than either CMIM or AdaBoost in terms of a concrete information theoretical measure.
The algorithm expends variable computational resources depending on the strength of the data
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available (stronger features require less computation to find) and has limits on the exponential
nature of reliable expectation estimates at each step, enabling linearity of computation time in the
long term. A major reason for the overall efficiency of the algorithm is that the computationally




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Visual sampling has long been recognised as an intrinsic component of human visual experience,
directing focus of attention in a dynamic and controlled way in order to balance various factors
such as efficiency, information gain and contextual relevance. These concepts are also inherently
applicable to the computer vision domain, where visual sampling strategies may be considered
as the foundation for object association tasks such as tracking and recognition. These strategies
may be viewed as filtering processes. This thesis focused on the development of adaptive visual
sampling strategies for both tracking and recognition and in the process built upon previous
methods in both of these areas to improve intuitive perspective as well as improve performance.
6.1 Colour feature sampling for tracking
Tracking tasks can be addressed by dynamic sampling strategies that generally comprise two
filtering steps at each point in time: (a) focusing of attention through predictive mechanisms to
reduce the number of samples (pixels) under consideration; and (b) filtering of remaining samples
to evaluate their association with a model and produce final estimates of object states such as
position and size. The reliability of state estimates are dependent not only on the predictive step
but also on the quality of the measurements, which in turn are rooted in the relevance of the
model used for sample filtering. Many techniques do not adequately address the need for such
models to adapt to real-world conditions, where relevance is a fluid property liable to rapid and
frequent change.
We addressed this by developing a framework for the adaptive statistical modelling of object
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features; specifically, colour values in Hue-Saturation space. These models were used for real-
time and robust tracking of multi-colour objects under changing lighting conditions. Colour
features have been used for a variety of tasks such as segmentation [201], tracking [138] and
object recognition [134, 212]. We described previous colour-based methods appropriate to this
area and addressed two specific limitations:
1. The use of non-parametric models which can be sensitive to small training sets;
2. The lack of a dynamic sampling strategy which prevents object models from maintaining
relevance under changing conditions over time.
In doing so we developed a sampling strategy framework for tracking based on pixel feature
statistics and applied it for colour. This involved five components:
1. The use of semi-parametric Gaussian mixture models to capture multi-colour distributions.
This has the benefit of enabling a more flexible selection of model order than histogram
bin sizes as well as being better able to deal with the small quantities of data found during
tracking;
2. An algorithm known as Iterative Model Order Selection (IMOS) for automatically se-
lecting the number of components of a Gaussian mixture model. This employs a cross-
validation approach to incrementally add components and terminate when the model be-
gins to overfit;
3. A fast filtering-based sampling strategy that employs the model to sample from the image
of a sequence and estimate object position and size. This operates in real-time on extremely
modest hardware;
4. A Bayesian formulation for context-dependent pixel classification that more rigorously
employs adaptive models of both object and background. This improves the accuracy of
pixel filtering and consequently estimates of object state;
5. A mechanism to facilitate a dynamic sampling strategy by automatically adapting a mix-
ture model to deal with colour changes caused by changing lighting conditions. This also
includes a more intelligent mechanism for detecting tracking failure and suspending adap-
tation in order to prevent model drift.
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We demonstrated the effectiveness of adaptive over static models on sequences depicting the
tracking of faces against changing backgrounds under dynamic lighting conditions and under-
going partial occlusion with selective adaptation. We also demonstrated the Bayesian filtering
formulation by tracking a multi-coloured torso with segmentation to illustrate the accuracy of
pixel classification.
6.1.1 Future work
The colour models used here do not capture spatial structure, which has the advantage of en-
abling greater flexibility for tracking under geometric transformations of both object and scene.
The drawback is that geometrical structural differences between object and distractors cannot
be exploited for discrimination. Consequently, the use of geometric features in conjunction with
photometric is likely to be valuable. Furthermore, such different cues are likely to need controlled
mediation in order to obtain a satisfactory result since different cues will exhibit different levels
of relevance at different times. Although we began to explore mechanisms for this in Chapter 4
using only photometric features, it seems likely that the use of geometry-invariant features such
as SIFT [121] are crucial to the effort. The framework may then be extended by using colour
pixel filtering results to filter geometric features.
The Iterative Model Order Selection algorithm is a simple and intuitively appealing approach
to selecting model order. However, given the dynamic nature of tracking and acknowledged by
the use of adaptive models, it is clear that, apart from the actual distributions over the feature
space, optimal model order itself is likely to change over time. For example, the number of
distinct colours of an object, each of which produces a peak in the corresponding distribution
in feature space, may change with object pose. Consequently, it is desirable to further improve
adaptation methodology to cater for this requirement. This would necessarily involve procedures
for not only adding components but also removing them when appropriate.
6.2 Multi-feature sampling for tracking
Tracking in a cluttered scene under unstable lighting is hindered by the intrinsic instability and
transience of features as a useful discriminator for the target object. Furthermore, the robust-
ness of different types of features is highly context-dependent, with photometric and geometric
environmental conditions inducing different complications. For example, colour is sensitive to
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changes in lighting whilst shape and texture may be drastically altered during pose transitions.
Additionally, in cluttered scenes dynamic distractors can significantly affect the relevance of spe-
cific features over time, e.g. colour may perform adequately when a red target object is tracked
against a non-red background but shape may be more discriminative when the target moves into
a red-coloured area. Consequently, in the absence of truly robust features, a successful tracker
will not only take measures to alleviate the problems of model-drift but also to utilise the features
most likely to be useful at any given time.
We extended the sampling strategy for tracking described in Chapter 3 by incorporating a
third filtering step to address the issue of selecting appropriate features during tracking. Whilst
previously filtering was performed purely in the spatial domain, here the notion was extended
to another dimension, the featural domain of the Spatial-Featural Volume (SFV) as illustrated in
Figure 1.8. This extra dimension constituted an extra source of pixel samples, with each spatial
image coordinate now indexing a pool of values derived from various transformations of the raw
image colours. Previous work had addressed the issue of selection from this pool for tracking
(e.g. [29, 4, 115, 72]) with the following limitations:
1. In choosing the most relevant features in each frame, features are ranked using metrics or
boosting methods which do not address issues of redundancy amongst those selected (see
Section 2.1.2);
2. Model drift is inadequately addressed by using static reference models based on unrealistic
assumptions of long-term relevance.
Here we addressed these problems within a framework called Adaptive Multi-Feature Association
(AMA) consisting of two components:
1. A more reliable feature ranking method called Attribute-based Feature Ranking (AFR)
which consists of a combination of two computed attributes per feature to reduce redun-
dancy;
2. A mechanism called Multiple Selectively-adaptive Feature Models (MSFM) for maintain-
ing multiple longer-term reference models that are selectively adapted on-line to avoid
model drift.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of this framework in challenging tracking scenarios de-
picting small target objects in cluttered environments undergoing severe lighting changes and
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occlusions and showed that the features selected tended to be more descriptive and the use of
adaptive reference models with dynamic prior re-evaluation was a more effective approach to
balancing short and long-term evidence to maintain relevance for the sampling strategy.
6.2.1 Future work
We employ canonical correlation analysis (CCA) as an approximate method for estimating cor-
relation between features through a comparison of samples. This has the advantage that distri-
butions need not be estimated, avoiding the need for large amounts of data which are typically
unavailable. Furthermore, it is computationally much cheaper than most feature selection al-
gorithms, an important factor in a time-critical application such as object tracking. However,
despite the experimental results given here, a further objective study of the “quality” of features
recovered using our CCA-based attribute method would be desirable as well as the effects of
modifying the weights for each of the attributes in the ranking process.
Our framework includes the dynamic re-evaluation of the priors used for pixel classification
(Equations 4.13 and 4.14) and updating of feature reference models (Equation 4.6). This is cur-
rently based on comparing the data for foreground and background across frames and the relative
overlap between them as indicative of tracker errors or object occlusion. Additionally, the mech-
anism employed for model adaptation served to illustrate the concept we proposed in this chapter
despite being rather simple. Further investigation should explore the limits of this approach and
more sophisticated methods developed for controlling adaptation, including alternative mecha-
nisms for distinguishing different causes of tracker failure and their corresponding implications
for reference model updates.
In our experiments we employed a rather limited set of features, all of which are photometric.
We employed these for simplicity and to demonstrate our framework. It would be interesting to
conduct further experiments comprising larger feature pools incorporating geometric statistical
features such as oriented gradients [41] as well as alternative colour spaces. Further, the integra-
tion of powerful invariant features such as SIFT [121] into the overall framework might provide
a strong boost to performance. This would require more research to explore the best ways for
features not yielding statistical distributions to be used as part of the overall sampling strategy.
Currently, this framework focuses on the tracking of a single object. A natural way forward
is to integrate data association techniques such as Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filters
(JPDAFs) [60] to handle multiple tracked objects simultaneously in difficult scenarios and in a
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unified and rigorous manner.
6.3 Local Binary Pattern feature sampling for recognition
Visual recognition, like visual tracking, finds its basis in the problem of object association. Al-
though tracking is usually concerned with distinguishing between the foreground object being
tracked and the background, this can naturally extend to discriminating between different fore-
ground objects under difficult conditions, as addressed by Song et al. [204] who employ object
classification to perform disambiguation when tracking people in crowded scenes. In either case,
there is a fundamental requirement for a sampling strategy that scrutinises the most appropriate
parts of an object in order to both reliably and efficiently perform discrimination.
We addressed some of the limitations of one specific type of methodology for object dis-
crimination, namely Local Binary Pattern (LBP) based recognition applications. LBP methods
have been used extensively for a huge range of applications, including texture discrimination
[130, 155], texture segmentation [172] and recognition of facial identity [2] and expression
[53, 193]. We described the limitations of previous LBP methodologies and argued that they
are borne from a fundamentally inflexible approach to modelling LBP statistics which:
1. Either limit the spatial area over which models may capture information or otherwise av-
erage over potentially useful details;
2. Incorporate possibly redundant information which wastes resources;
3. Decouples statistics in an ad hoc manner;
4. Builds models in a spatially non-selective, context-agnostic way which further impacts on
classification accuracy and betrays the inherent importance of adaptive visual sampling
approaches to discrimination.
We then proposed a more natural framework which solves all of these problems and may be added
without modification to many existing LBP-type methods which involve modelling distributions
of jointly encoded binary sequences such as [127, 118]. This framework involves:
1. A novel feature selection algorithm designed for binary data, called Binary Histogram
Intersection Minimisation (BHIM), which is capable of finding stronger, less-redundant
feature subsets than two state-of-the-art algorithms for binary feature selection;
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2. The encoding of selected features to form distributions from context-dependent spatial
topologies called Multiscale Selected Local Binary Features (MSLBF);
3. the use of MSLBF models in a pairwise-coupling [82] scheme to enable the most appro-
priate samples to be used depending on the two classes being compared.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of the framework over traditional LBP approaches in two
specific recognition applications; namely texture classification and face recognition. Simultane-
ously, we showed the improved descriptiveness of the feature selected by the BHIM algorithm
over two established algorithms used for binary feature selection. We also presented a third
experiment that performed an extensive comparison of the three feature selection methods on
synthetic data and showed the improved performance of BHIM without an excessive increase in
computational cost.
6.3.1 Future work
There are two main drawbacks to the pairwise-coupled approach. Firstly, in experiments, sta-
ble results required the same number of features to be used for all classes despite the varying
numbers of features required for a given error per class. Secondly, the complete separation be-
tween the training of individual binary classifiers does not preclude the possibility of histograms
for two classes being similar despite being constructed from completely different features. This
can lead to a degradation in performance and effectively dilute the potency of the features orig-
inally selected. This problem suggests that an extra element is required to further enhance the
contextual setting for a classification task, such as a preliminary global step to narrow down the
possibilities. As such, further investigation to explore alternative classification methods, such as
tree-based classifiers or a one-to-many approach, would be useful.
While the BHIM algorithm demonstrated great strength both with random and real experi-
mental data, the improvement in model separation shown did not appear to translate as strongly to
classification performance in overall MSLBF terms. However, the results imply that improving
the quality of feature pools would automatically draw on the strengths of the BHIM algorithm
as opposed to the others. Although it appears to show its potency in extensive experimentation,
a further theoretical exploration of the limitations of this algorithm would be important for an
objective understanding of its strengths.
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Appendix A
On-line Gaussian Mixture Adaptation
Here we derive Equations 3.15 and 3.16 in Section 3.6.1 for adapting Gaussian mixtures on-
line. At time t we desire a mixture generated from the data from the L+ 1 frames up to and
including frame t. This can be computed as a weighted average of the data from those frames.











































We wish to derive recursive expressions for the component parameters µ t and Σt . Observing that



































































The recursive updates for the corresponding priors Pt( j) are derived similarly.
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